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Attachment 1 

FERC, NERC and PJM Authority and Standards for Maintaining Transmission 

System Reliability 


The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("'FERC") is the agency ofthe 
federal government Vvith exclusive jurisdiction to determine and regulate the reliability .of 
the electric transmission grid.1 The North American Electric Reliability Corporation 
("NERC'') is the Electric Reliability Organization ("ERO'') subject to FERC oversight. 
NERC has regulatory authority to develop and enforce the mandatory standards, 
consisting of criteria, data and methodology (''NERC Reliability Standards'.')~ to evaluate 
and ensure the reliability of the bulk power system in North America.2 Virginia Electric 
and Power Company ("Dominion Virginia Power" or "Dominion") is a public utility 
subject to FERC's regulation as to transmission of electric power and sales of electric 
energy for resale. Dominion is also a Virginia public service corporation and public 
utility whose facilities and retail rates and service are regulated by the Virginia State 
Corporation Commission ("SCC"). Dominion, which is required by Virginia law to be a 
member ofan RTO, transferred operational management ofits transmission facilities to, 
and became a transmission-owning member of, PJM Interconnection LLC ("PJM'') in 
2005. 3 Through the proper application of the NERC Reliability Standards, the applicable 

1 The Federal Power Act of 1938 ("FPA") grants FERC exclusive jurisdiction to regulate the transmission 
ofelectric power in interstate commerce, the sale or resale of electric power in interstate commerce and the 
entities engaged in such transmission and sales, called "public util.ities." 

2 Following the 2003 transmission blackout in the Northeast, the Congress in 2005 clarified FERC's 
jurisdiction under the FPA to include approval ofreliability standards for the U.S. transmission grid and to 
enforce compliance with those standards. The 2005 legislation directed FERC to certify and regulate 
NERC, whose purposes are to establish and enforce reliability standards for the transmission grid ( called 
the "bulk-power system" in the legislation) subject to FERC review. All users, o'WD.ers and operators ofthe 
bulk-power system are required by that legislation to comply with NERC reliability standarqs approved by 
FERC, and failure to comply with NERC Reliability Standards can result in civil penalties ofup to 
$1 million per day. The 2005 transmission reliability legislation was codified as 16 U.S.C. § 8240, while 
its authority to impose civil penalties is found in 16 U.S.C. § 8250-l. Copies ofboth are attached. 

The tenn "bulk power system" is defined in the 2005 legislation to mean "facilities and control systems 
necessary for operating an mterconnected electric energy transmission network ( or any portion thereof) and 
(B) electric energy from generation facilities needed to maintain system reliability." The tenn "reliable 
operation" is defined to mean "operating the elements ofthe bulk-power system within equipment and 
electric system thermal, voltage and stability limits so that instability, uncontrolled separation, or cascading 
failures of such system will not occur as a result ofa sudden disturbance, including a cyber security 
incident, or unanticipated failure ofsystem elements." The tenn "reliability standard" means "a 
requirement approved by [FERC] .. , the purpose ofwhich is to establish and enforce reliability standards 
for the bulk-power system, subjec~ to [FERC] review" and includes "requirements for the operation of 
existing bulk-power system facilities, including cyber security protection, and the design ofplanned 
additions or modifications to such facilities to the extent necessary to provide for reliable operation ofthe 
bulk-power system." 

3 PJM is a FERC-regulated public utility and FERC approved RTO that manages the movement of 
wholesale electricity in all or parts of 13 states, including all of Virginia, and the District ofColumbia. The 
PJM system serves 61 million people, and dispatches 183,600 :M\V ofgeneration capacity over 62,500 
miles oftransmission lines. 
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regional and State regulatory authorities have determined that the Surry-Skiffes Creek
Whealton project, including the 500 kV Surry-Skiffes Creek line ( collectively, the 
"Proposed Project"), is required to assure that the FERC-approved reliability criteria are 
met. As described below, violations of the criteria provided in these NERC Reliability 
Standards, which determine the need for construction of new transmission facilities; are 
determined based on the results of complex computer models required by the NERC 
Reliability Standards to utilize data inputs for all transmission system elements. 

Equipment overheating and voltage overloads, along with system instabilities are 
the most common causes oftransmission system failures.. While one equipment failure 
can cause a local loss ofpower, such a failure can also add thermal (temperature) or 
voltage stress to other components in the system resulting in more widespread failure. To 
protect the grid from isolated or large scale cascading failure, NERC establishes 
mandatory reliability standards for the transmission grid that include criteria for 
temperature and voltage limits for each piece of equipment in an electrical transmission 
system. In order to meet the NERC Reliability Standards, the transmission system must 
have sufficient redundancy, (two or more ways of connecting point A to point Bin the 
system, as well as sufficient capacity) to minimize the risk that the transmission system 
will fail resulting in large scale cascading outages. To establish the redundancy required 
to meet the mandatory NERC Reliability Standards, computer modeling is used to predict 
how system equipment such as switches, transformers and transmission lines will behave 
under different circumstances, including high winds and other weather events, 
unanticipated equipment failure, cyber-attack and swinging load levels. The computer 
models also account for future growth in the system and the load-it serves. By way of 
example, a violation ofthese NERC Reliability Standards occurs when the computer 
models predict that operation of the system will cause the temperature of a piece of 
equipment to exceed applicable thermal limits or the operating voltage to exceed or fall 
below applicable maximum and minimum levels, or if insufficient redundancy exists 
under any of the scenarios (e.g., 230 kV Line X will overload upon the outage of230-115 
kV transformer Y at substation Z). NERC Reliability Standards require planning and 
operation ofthe system to avoid such violations; failure to do so could result in 
catastrophic damage to equipment resulting in long duration outages, or even worse, wide 
spread, cascading damage to or failure of the transmission grid. 

As explained in more detail below, both PJM and the SCC independently 
determined for the Skiffes Creek project that only a 500kV line would reliably meet the 
NERC Reliability Standards; a 230 kV system would not. 

I. The NERC Transmission Reliability Planning and Modeling Standards 

In 2006, FERC certified NERC as the ERO and in 2007 approved mandatory 
transmission reliability standards proposed by NERC, including standards for planning 
additions to the grid, copies of which are attached, required for reliable operation ("TPL 
Standards"). These NERC Reliability Standards established the following planning 
criteria: 
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Category A criteria, established in NERC Reliability Standard TPL-001-0, require 
. that, for all facilities in service (transmission lines, transformers, etc.) and no 

contingencies (normal system or "n'), equipment thermal ratings and system 
voltage limits must be maintained and that the system is stable. 

Category B criteria, established in NERC Reliability Standard TPL-002-0, impose 
similar requirements with one facility removed from service, referred to as "n-1." 
These criteria ensure that the system operates to remain reliable upon the 
instantaneous outage ofany one system element. 

Category C criteria, established in NERC Reliability Standard TPL-003-0, require 
the system to be stable and equipment thermal ratings and system voltage limits 
maintained for multiple system events, including second contingencies involving 
the loss of one system element followed by system readjustments and then the 
loss of a second system element (referred to as "n-1-1"). Category C criteria also 
include the loss of two circuits on a single tower line or a single faulted. system 
element followed by a stuck breaker (referred to as "n-2"), for which the criteria 
do not allow adjustment ofgeneration patterns. 

Category D criteria, established in NERC Reliability Standard TPL-004-0, require 
evaluation ofextreme events resulting in two or more (multiple) elements · 
removed from services or cascading out of service, such as loss of a line with 
three or more circuits and loss ofall lines in a common right-of-way. 

These NERC Reliability Standards are subject to review and revision by NERC, 
with FERC' s approval. The attached copies are the versions of these standards in effect 
during the periods relevant to the planning processes that identified the need for the 
Proposed Project, including the need for the 500 kV Surry-Skiffes Creek line. FERC also 
approved a "Glossary ofTerms used In NERC Reliability Standards," which incudes on 
page 13 NERC's definition of the "Bulk Electric System" or "BES" that is subject to 
FERC's regulation, through NERC, of transmission system reliability relevant to the 
planning timeframe ofthe Proposed Project. The Glossary can be accessed at 
www.nerc.com. PJM is a Transmission Planner under the NERC Glossary, while 

· Dominion is a Transmission Owner. 

These TPL Standards provide that "System simulations and associated 
assessments are needed periodically to ensure that reliable systems are developed to meet 
specified performance requirements with sufficient lead time, and continue to be 
modified or upgraded as necessary to meet present and future system needs." For the 
purposes of assuring compliance with these TPL Standards, these "system simulations 
and associated assessments" include complex computer models that simulate the existing 
and projected design, including the location and specification ofthe system components 
(also known as "topology") and steady-state operation of the transmission system, all in 
accordance with FERC-approved NERC Standards for Transmission System Modeling 
and Simulation ("NERC Modeling Standards"). 
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The NERC Modeling Standards applicable to the need analysis for the Skiffes 
project are NERC Modeling Standard MOD-010-0, Steady-State Data for Modeling and 
Simulation ofthe Interconnected Transmission System, and Standard MOD-011-0, 
Maintenance and Distribution of Steady-State Data Requirements and Reporting 
Procedures, copies ofwhich are attached. The former requires transmission owners such 
as Dominion and transmission planners such as PJM, as well as generators and generation 
resource planners, to furnish appropriate and accurate inputs for these models. NERC 
Modeling Standard MOD-011-0 specifies the specific data inputs required for each 
system element: 

Bus (substation): name, nominal voltage, electrical demand supplied and 
location. 

Generating unit: location, minimum and maximum ratings (net real and reactive 
power), regulated bus and voltage set point, and equipment status. 

AC transmission line or circuit (overhead and underground): nominal voltage, 
impedance, line charging, normal and emergency ratings and equipment status, 
and metering locations. 

DC transmission line (overhead and underground): lime parameters, normal and 
emergency ratings, control parameters, rectifier data, and inverter data. 

Transformer (voltage and phase-shifting): nominal voltage ofwindings, 
impedance, tap ratios (voltage and/or phase angle or tap step size), regulated bus 
and voltage set point, normal and emergency ratings, and equipment status. 

Reactive compensation (shunt and series capacitors, and reactors): nominal 
ratings, impedance, percent compensation, connection point, and controller · 
device. 

Interchange schedules: existing and future interchange schedules and/or 
assumptions. 

Using these data inputs, models are developed to simulate the design and 
operation of each system being studied, from the individual transmission owner level, up 
through the RTO level to the Eastern and Western Interconnections. The model for each 
system serves as the basis for assessing whether the system, both existing and under 
projected changes in future design and operations, is in compliance with the NERC 
Reliability Standards. As required by the TPL Standards, these assessments are 
conducted annually on both a short term (5 years out) and long term (IO years out) basis. 

II. 	 Application of the NERC Reliability Standards and NERC Modeling Standards 
Established the Need for the Proposed Project 
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PJM serves as the transmission planner for the transmission System in its region, 
which includes the systems of each of its 19 transmission owner members. In this 
capacity, PJM works with its members and other stakeholders, in an open and transparent 
process approved by FERC, to develop an annual Regional Transmission Expansion Plan 
("RTEP") that assesses the current system and its short term (years 1 through 5) and long 
term (years 6 through 10) needs for additions to assure compliance with the NERC 
Reliability Standards. 

The RTEP process is implemented under"PJM's Open-Access Transmission 
Tariffusing open and transparent methodologies and criteria approved by FERC. The 
first step in this process is to use the data inputs provided under the NERC Modeling 
Standards to develop a base case power flow model that accurately simulates the design 
and steady-state operation of the existing PJM system. Then power flow models are 
developed that show projected changes to the system in 5-year and 10-year intervals into 
the future, including load forecasts (reflecting the impacts ofdemand-side management 
response and gains in energy efficiency), interconnections ofnew generation units and 
generation retirements, and additions ofnew or replacement transmission facilities and 
(less frequently) transmission retirements. 

Each power flow model is then subjected to the scenarios prescribed in the TPL 
Standards and P JM' s FERC-approved planning criteria for compliance with the NERC 
Reliability Standards, to determine whether the NERC Reliability Standards are met for 
each time period and for ·each system element. Each transmission owner in PJM also 
tests its own system by using the PJM base case and the transmission owner's reliability 
planning criteria to determine whether NERC Reliability Standards will be violated by 
future operations on the transmission owner's system. Any failure of a system element 
on the PJM system or the system of any transmission owner to meet any ofthe criteria 
constitutes a violation of the NERC Reliability Standards and must be resolved. The 
power flow models are used to evaluate possible solutions until a solution is found that 
resolves all contingencies before the future dates by which the violations would occur. 
This process is administered by PJM's Transmission Expansion Advisory Committee 
("TEAC"), which evaluates violations ofNERC Reliability Standards and recommends 
solutions to the PJM Board for inclusion in the annual RTEP. Each year's RTEP also 
updates the plan by reviewing previously approved solutions to determine whether they 
are still needed. 

PJM determined through the RTEP process that upon the retirements ofYorktown 
Units 1 and 2 extensive thermal and voltage violations ofNERC Reliability Standards 
would occur unless additional transmission systems were added in the area. For example, 
PJM determined that, without the Proposed Project Dominion's 230 kV Chuckatuck
Newport News Line would overload upon an outage of Dominion's 230 kV Surry
Winchester line, and that the 230 kV system in North Hampton Roads Load Area 
("NHRLA") would experience a voltage collapse upon the outage of a specific double 
circuit 230 kV tower line. After considering both 230 kV alternatives and the 500 kV 
Surry-Skiffes Creek line, PJM determined that the 500 kV line reliably resolved all of the 
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identified NERC Reliability Standard violations while the 230 kV alternatives did not. 
Accordingly, PJM selected the Proposed Project for inclusion in the 2011 RTEP. 

III. The SCC' s Detennination ofNeed for the Proposed Project 

Virginia law (Va. Code§§ 56-265.2 and 56-46.1) requires a public utility to 
obtain a certificate ofpublic convenience and necessity from the SCC before the utility 
rnay construct an electric transmission line 138 kV and above. Before the SCC can 
approve construction of such a line, Section 56-46. l(B) requires the SCC to determine 
that the line is needed and, among other requirements, to "verify the applicant's load flow 
modeling, contingency analyses and reliability needs presented to justify the new line." 
The Supreme Court ofVirginia has affirmed the SCC's determination of need for new 
transmission facilities based on violations ofNERC Reliability Standards. Piedmont 
Envtl. Council v. Virginia Elec. and Power Co., 278 Va. 553, 684 S.E.2d 805 (2009). 

In SCC Case No. PUE-2012-00029, the evidence showed that retirement of 
Yorktown Units 1 and 2 will create extensive thermal and voltage violations ofNERC 
Category B, C and D reliability criteria in the NHRLA and that only a new 500 kV source 
into the NHRLA can resolve all ofthe identified NERC violations that would occur when 
the Yorktown generation units are retired. Extensive NERC-compliant power flow 
studies, ordered by the SCC Hearing Examiner and verified by the SCC Staff's 
independent consultant John Chiles, showed that any ofthe alternatives that would use a 
230 kV crossing ofthe James River, instead ofthe new 500 kV source, either could not 
be built by the identified need date or, for those that could meet the need date, would 
require construction ofadditional facilities to be electrically equivalent to the Proposed 
Project that would cost far more than the Proposed Project. Accordingly, the SCC 
rejected the 230 kV alternatives and approved the new 500 kV Surry-Ski.ffes Creek 
overhead line across the James River. SCC Case No. PUE-2012-00029, Report of 
Alexander P. Skirpan, Jr., Senior Hearing Examiner (Aug. 2, 2013) at 129-155, and Order 
(Nov. 26, 2013) at 13-13-16, 19-47. 
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environmental remediation area on the property," and "bisect[s] the property, which would make 
plans for development, especially plans for mixed use resort development, effectively 
impossible.,,!l?l BASF witnesses supported a James River crossing offered by Dominion 
Virginia Power as Variation 3, which would leave more BASF property available for 
development.1172 During the hearing, BASF counsel offered additional variations for the James 
River crossing portion ofVariation 3 that were designed to lessen the impact of the line on 
Carter's Grove. 1173 Eventually, these additional variations were distilled to Variation 4, which 
provided a viable river crossing and crossed the BASF property as proposed in Variation 3.1174 

Nonetheless, Dominion Virginia Power continues to oppose use of Variation 4 based on the 
impacts to Carter's Grove, and because of the necessity ofacquiring an easement across property 
owned by the Authority.1175 The BASF routing issues will be addressed in the BASF Routing 
section below. " · 

NEED 

As directed by § 56-46.1 B, "the Commission shall determine that the line is needed and 
that the corridor or route the line is to follow will reasonably minimize adverse impact on the 
scenic assets, historic districts and environment of the area concerned." Consequently, the 
discussion ofneed will begin with areview ofNERC reliability standards, the load flow 
modeling and contingency analyses used to determine need, and the consequences ofinaction. 
The Proposed Project and the Proposed Alternative Project will then be examined. This 
examination will include an assessment of the impact of the proposed projects on both the-~--- identified electrical need, and on the Commonwealth's historic, scenic and environmental assets. 
Similar examinations .will also be made of each ofthe·other options identified and studied in this 
proceeding, including: (i) the Proposed Alternative Project, (ii) various 230 kV transmission 
options, (iii) generation options, (iv) combinations of230 kV transmission and generation, and 
(v) variations offered by James City County witness Whittier. After review of each of the above, 
other factors, such as cost and construction times will be addressed before recommendations are 
presented to the Commission. 

NERC Standards 

Pursuant to the federal Energy Policy Act of 2005, NERC's voluntary reliability 
standards became mandatory, subject to FERC oversight. 1176 Indeed, Dominion advised that 
utilities could be fined up to $1 million per day per violation iffound to be in noncompliance.1177 

NERC has been designated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") as the 
Electric Reliability Organization for the United States.1178 NERC's mandatory reliability 

1171 BASF Brief at 3-4. 
1172 Exhibit No. 46, at 8-9. · 
1173 Tr. at 354-363; Exhibit No. 39. 
1174 Tr.1470-77;ExhibitNo. 97. 
1175 Dominion Virginia Power Brief at 110-12. 
1176 Pub. L. No. 109-85, Title XII, Subtitle A, 119 Stat. 594, 941 (2005), codified at 

.,,__ 	 16 U.S.C. 824 (o).
1177 Dominion Virginia Power Brief at 11; Exhibit No. 23, Attached Appendix at 4. · 
1178 Id at 11-12; Id. . 
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standards are applied to Dominion VirginiaPowerfilr9ughPJM's RTEP process.1179 Through 
the RTEP1 PJM's transmission owning members, such as the C~mpany, are directed to make 
transmission upgrades to address near-term needs within five years and assess long-lead time 
transmission options requiring a planning horizon of15 years or more. u&o 

Company witness N edvvick testified that the NERC Reliability Standards require the 
identification of critical system conditions and assessment ofsystem performance for system 
events that fall into the following four basic categories: 

Category A- No Contingencies; 

Category B - Event resulting in the loss of a single element; 

Category C- Event(s) resulting in the loss of two or more (multiple) elements; 
and 

Category D -Extreme event.resulting in two or more (multiple) elements 
removed or cascading out ofservice.1181 

Mr. Nedwick stated that for each ofCategory A. B, and C events, the system is required to 
remain stable and that both thermal and voltage limits will remain within the Company's 
planning criteria. 1182 Dominion Virginia Power asserted that its transmission planning criteria.·--- was "establish~:d over 30 years ago, [and] has been found to be compliant with NERC Reliability 
Standards by NERC. FERC and the Commission."m3 

Staff witness Chiles examined and accepted Dominion Power's planning criteria.1184 

Indeed, Mr. Chiles ultimately concluded that ~'[t]he technical analysis in this case supports the 
finding that there are NERC reliability violations that must be addres~d in the 201 Sand 2021 
periods.''1185 · . 

James City County questioned the Comp-my's planning criteria, and asked the 
Commission to adoEt less rigorous criteria, especially when considering alternatives to the 
Proposed Project.11 6 For example, James City County witness Whittier maintained that for the 
Independent System Operator ("ISff') New England, the planning criteria permits 100% thermal 
·loading, where Dominion Virginia Power considers it a violation for Category B, ifthe thermal 
loading exceeds 94%.1187 

1179 Id. at 12; Id at 4-5. 

riso Id; Exhibit No. 9.2, at 5. 

1181 Exhibit No. 31, at 7-8. 

1182 Id at 8. . 

1183 Dominion Virginia Power Brief at 10; Nedwick, Tr. at 1293. 

1184 Exhibit No. 79. at 5-7. 

1185 Staff Brief at 8-9; Chiles, Tr. at 1082.---.. 1186 James City County Brief at 25·26, 36. 
1187 Id at25; Whittier, Tr. at 942; See, Exhibit No. 31, at 8. 
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As pointed out by Dominion Virginia Power, the Company's planning criteria has been 

accepted by this Commission for many years and in many cases, as well as by FERC and NERC. 

The more rigorous criteria used by Dominion Virginia Power reflects-the rate of growth 

experienced in many of the areas served by the Company, the constraints in siting new facilities, 

and the sensitivity ofsome of the vital government and military installations. As Mr. Whittier 

observed, "[i]n my decades of being involved in forecasting, I've done that enqugh to know that 

seldom are we right."1188 I find that the inherent uncertainties offorecasting several years into 

the future, coupled with the growth, constraints, and sensitivity of the Company's system, 

especially in the North Hampton Roads Load Area, support continued use of the Company's 

planning criteria for this case. 


Load Flow Forecasts 

None of the Respondents or Stafftook issue with the load flow studies undertaken by 

Dominion Virginia Power in this proceeding. Both Staffwitness Chiles and James City County 

witness Whittier performed load flow studies that corroborated the load flow studies undertaken 

by Dominion Virginia Power.1189 Moreover, the Company's load flow studies were conducted 

over many months; incorporated P JM' s 2011, 2012, and 2013 load forecasts; and all consistently 

showed that with the 2014 retirements of Yorktown Units No. 1 and 2, and with the2014 

retirements of Chesapeake Units No. I - 4, additional transmission or generation is needed for 

the North Hampton Roads Load Area beginning in June 2015. Even James City County 

conceded that some project is needed (although, to be fair, James City Coun7i argued that 

Dominion Virginia Power failed to prove the need for the Proposed Project). 190 

• 


· In the first quarter of 2011, Dominion Virginia Power's initial studies projected that as a 

result ofanticipated load gro-wth for the North Hampton Roads Load Area, NERC reliability 

violations would begin to occur in the summer of2019.1191 These studies were based on the 

2010 PJM Load Forecast and reflected no generation retirements. 1192 


In November 2011, Dominion Virginia Power announced the retirement ofYorktown 

Unit 1 and Chesapeake Units 1 and 2 by the end of2014.1193 In the first quarter of2012, 

Dominion Virginia Power's load flow studies, based on the 2011 PJM Load Forecast, showed 

that with these retirements; NERC reliability violations were now projected to begin in the 

summer of 2015.1194 In September 2012, the CG:Inpany announced the retirement of Y orlctown 

Unit 2, and conducted additional load flow studies based on the 2012 PJM Load Forecast.1!95 


These load flow studies showed that the retirement of Yorktown Unit 2 increased the severity of 

the NERC reliability violations beginning in 20-15. 119

~ . 


· 1188 Whittier, Tr. at 943. 
H 

39 Exhibit No. 79, at 16; Exhibit No. 68, at 14. 
1190 James City County Brief at 22. 
1191 Dominion Virginia Power Brief at 18; Exhibit No. 87, at 4. 
1192 Id; Id. . 
1193 Id a:t 19; Id . 
ll94 Id; Id. 
119s Id.; Id. 
1196 Id.; Id. 
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In the January 30 Ruling, Dominion Virginia Power was directed to run additional load 
flow studies to incorporate the 2013 PJM Load Forecast, and to test various transmission and 
generation scenarios for the years 2015 and 2021. Among other things, these additional load 
flow studies included "base case" scenarios to provide a point ofreference for what may happen 
ifthe Y orktovm units are retired and no new transmission or generation is added. Company 
witness Nedwick reported that with no new transmission or generation, in the summer of2015, 
NERC reliability violations, or oyerloads, were projected for the following facilities: 1197 

• Line #2113 (Lanexa-Waller) 
• Line #2102 (Chickahominy-Waller) 
• Line #214 (Surry-Winchester) 
• Line #263 (Chuckatuck-NewportNews) 
• Line #209 (Waller-Yorktown) 

• Line#285 (Waller-Yorktown) 

• Suffolk 500-230 kV Transforme;:i 
• Line #34 (Lanexa-Yorktown) ·,. 
• Line #99- (Peninsula-Whealton) . 
• Whealton 230-115 kV Transformer 
• Shellbank 230-115 kV Transformer 
• Line #234 (Whealton-Winchester) 

a Line #2-61 (Newport News-Shellbank) 

• Chickahominy 500w230 kV Transformer 

• Lanexa230-115kVTransformer 

• Line #292 (Yorktown-Whealton) 
• Line #289 (Chuckatuck-Suffolk) 
• Line #2076 (Birchwood-Northern Neck) 

:Mr. Nedwick summarized the NERC reliability violations for 2015 for the base case as 
follows: 1198 

NERC Category Tests 
Study Categon:A Catego!J!:B Categon: C CategorvD 
Study 1-No. Critical System 
Condition 0 39 350 21 
Study 2 - Surry Unit 2 is the Critical ~ 

System Condition 0 . 62 NIA NIA 
Study 5-Surry Unit 1 as the. Critical 

1,1,1System Condition 93 NIA NIA 

The study results for 2021, show that the NERC reliability violations for the base case 
generally increase in number:1199 

1197 Exhibit No. 90, at 5. 
....~. 119& Id at 14. 


1199 Id. 
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·
NERC Category Tests 

Study Cat~oITA Cat~orrB Categorv C CategorvD 
Study 8 - No Critical System 
Condition 0 55 559 . 43· 
Study 9 - Surry Unit 2 is the Critical 
System Condition 0 49 NIA NIA 
Study 12 - Surry Unit 1 as the 
Critical System Condition 0 184 NIA NIA 

Dominion Virginia Power maintained that the consequences ofthe NERC reliability 
violations include: {i) the possibility of fines ofup to $1 million per day per violation; and 
(ii) the risk ofcascading outages for the North Hampton Roads area, NortheD.1 Virginia, the City 
ofRichmond, and North Carolina.1200 

All ofthe load flow studies conducted by Dominion Virginia Power were verified by 
Staffs independent consultant, John Chiles.1201 Staff agreed with Dominion Virginia Power, 
that with the retirement ofeither Yorktown unit, NERC reliability violations will occur, 
beginning in 2015.1202 Mr. Chiles further interpteted the load flow studi<'(s as follows: 

The problem . .'. that we see from the power flow is ... we have a 
set oflines coming in from the ncirth, •.. from Chickahomfuy, ... 

.-- [and] a set oflines coming in from the south, the lines 214 and 
263, and a source, what you really see in looking.at the power flow 
is ifyou lose the northern source, all the power flows to the . 
south.em source, and you see overloads pn that end ofthe system. 
Conversely, ifyou lose the lines on 214 and 263, you're importing 
the majority ofthe power from the north, and therefore you see 
overloads coming :from Cbiclcab.ominy at Waller~ in that direction 
soutb..12os 

Proposed Project1204 

Dominion Virginia ·Power asserted that the Proposed Project 

will resolve all ofthe identified NERC Reliability Vjolations in 
2015, and address the risk ofcascading outages, by providing a 
new source of bulk power from the 500 kV system to support the 
230 kV system in the North HamFJton Roads Load Area, by 
relieving loading on that system through the addition of a new 230 

. 

1200 Id at 10; Dominion Virginia Power Brief at 11, 14. 

1201 Staff Brief at 8; Chiles, Tr. at 1069. 

1202 Id.; Id. 
1203 Id.; Id. at 1109. 

__...,__' 1204 For a description of the Proposed Project see, supra at p.12. For a detailed description of¢e 
route to be followed by the Proposed Project see, supra at pp. 24, 25, 30,.and 35. · 
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kV source into the Peninsula east.of Skiffes Creek, and by feeding 
exi~ng east-west 230 ~V and 115 kV !in~ that will be ~lit to 
receive power from Sldf.fes [Creek SwitcbingJ S~tion.12 

Company witness Nedmck presented the results ofthe updated load flow studies directed in the 
January 30 Ruling for the Proposed Project, which confirmed that it would resolve all ofthe 
NERC reliability violations for 2015.1206 For 202t the updated load flow studies showed two 
NERC reliability violations (both Category C, with no critical system condition). 1207 

Mr. Nedwick testified that the Proposed Project with "a minor upgrade ofa 115 kV line in the 
area (a variation ofwhich shows up in all the alternatives in that ti.me:fram.e) ... continues to 
resolve the identified NERC Reliability Violations."1208 These results were verified and 
confirmed by StaffwitnessChiles.1209 No respondent challenged the results ofthe Company's 
load flow studies or the effectiveness of the Propased Project to resolve identified NERC 
Reliability Violations. 

However: as outlined above, James City County takes the position that the Proposed 
Project should not be·approved because of its impacts.on historic~ scenic, and environmental 
assets. 1210 Specifically, James City County contends that_the Prop~sed Project 'Will cause 
significant adverse impact to the historic assets within the Historic Triangle, and will cause 
significant adverse impact to a largely unspoiled and historic portion of the J a.mes River.1211 

Dominion Virginia Power, on the other hand, m_aintains that views of the Proposed Project will 
be distant or, in most cases, not at all visible from the Historic Triangle, and that much ofthis 
portion of the James River is zoned industrial, with modern structures visible throughout the 
area.1212 Both James City County and Dominion Virginia Power, rely in part upop. visual 
simulations, which were the subject ofmuch debate during the course ofthe April Hearing. 
Thus, the discussion ofthe impacts of the Proposed Project will focus first on the visual impacts 
ofthe Proposed Project on the Historic Triangle, to be followed with an examination of the 
visual impacts ofthe Proposed Project on this area ofthe James River. 

Impact on the Historic Triangle - Jam.es. City County presented several witnesses to 
establish the importance oftb.e Historic Triangle, including Mr. Campbell, Dr. Hom, and Dr. 
Kelso. On brief, James City County pointed to the testimony ofDr. Hom and contended that 
"[t]he 23 miles between the sites ofJamesto~ Yorktown, and Williamsburg represent ... the 
'alpha and omega ofthe British Empire. m 1213 James City County also quoted Dr. Kelso's 
description ofthe Historic Tri~le as "the kernel ofwhat the United States finally became, in 
one place. 200 years ofhistory." 214 Domini(?n Virginia Power offered witnesses that attempted 

1205 Dominion Virginia Power Brief at 24; Exhibit No: 30~ at 5. 
1206 Exhibit No. 90, at 15. 
1201 Id. 
1208 Exhibit No. 87) at 12. 

1,1209 Chiles~ Tr. at 1071. \ 

1210 James City County Brief at 1. 
1211 Id. at 10-19. . 
1212 Dominion Virginia Power Brief at 61-68. 
1213 James City County Brief at 10; Hom, Tr. at 636. 
1214 Id.; Kelso, Tr. at 880. 
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One factor that may suggest the use ofthe proposed Chickahominy-Skiffes Creek route is 

that this route uses Company-owned right-of-way and would require little additional right-of
w:ay acquisition. 1255 However, 24.9 miles ofthe Company-owned right-of-way is an unused 
right-of-way purchased in.the early 1970s.1256 As demonstrated by the testimony ofmany of the 
public witnesses in this case, for people living near the unused right-of-way~ from a public 
impact perspective, there is little difference. between cons~cting a new transmission line on a 
new right-of-way and an unused existing right--of-way. 

In summary, I find that the Proposed Alternative Project provides electrical reliability 
comparable to the Proposed Project, but its longer route would have a significantly greater 
adverse impact on the scenic assets, historic districts, and environment than that ofthe Proposed 
Project. · 

230 kV Transmission Options 

In its Application, Dominion Virginia Power reported that it had compared the Proposed 
Project and the Proposed Alternative Project to several 230 kY transmissfon options including; 
(i) an overhead $uny-Skiffes Creek Double Circuit 230 kV transmission line following the 
original proposed route; {ii) an ov~rhead Cbickahominy-Skiffes Creek Double Circuit 230 kV 
transmission line following the Proposed Alternative Route; and (lii) an underground Surry
Skiffes Creek 230 kV transmission line.1257 The Company contended that each ofthese ..--.. 
alternatives failed to resolve all.of the NERC reliability violations through 2021, with only the 
overhead Chickahominy-Skiffes Creek Double Circuit 230 kV transmission line resolving the 
NERC reliahilitY, deficiencies in 2015 and 2016.1258 · 

Staff witness Chiles conducted an independent analysis ofthe Company's load-flow 
studies for each ofthe 230 kV transmission options exa.m.ined by Dom.inion Virginia Power, and 
concluded: . · 

none ofthe 230 kV line alternatives are viable alternatives to the 
[Proposed Project] in tenns ofmeeting the identified reliability 
need. Additionally, from an engineering perspective, none ofthe 
23 0 kV options can be feasibly cqnstructed to achieve the 
approximate 5,000 MVA capacity afforded by the [Proposed 
Project]. This additional capacity will be available to address 
long-term load growth in the Hampton Roads area.l25? 

Nonetheless, in his prefiled direct testimony. Mr. Chiles ex.pressed concern regarding 
whether the 230 kV transmission alternatives had been sufficiently analyzed by the 

1255 Exhibit No. 83, Attached Exhibit WDM-1, at 22. 
12S6 Id 

- 1257 Exhibit No. 23, Attached Appendix at 55-58, 61. 
12s8 Id. 
1259 Exhibit No. 79, at 24. 
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Company.1260 In his prefiled. direct testimony, Mr. Chiles recommended that several additional 
load flow studies be undertaken in this proceeding.1261 In his pre:filed direct testimony~ James 
City County witness Whittier was also critical ofthe Company's consideration of 230 kV 
transmission alternatives. 1262 Among other things, Mr. Whittier proposed to reconductor or 
rebuild the Surry-Winchester Line #214 and Chuckatuck-Newport News Line #263, which serve 
the Peninsula from the south as an additional 230 kV transmission alternative.1263 

Accordingly, in the January 30 Ruling, Dominion Virginia Power was directed to run 
additional load flow studies to incorporate the 2013 PJM Load Forecast, and to test various 
transmission and generation: scenarios for the years 2015 anp 2021. A.m.ong other things, these 
additional load flow studies included three 230 kV transmission altematives: (i) Alternative A 
Single-circuit 230 kV hybrid line ( crossing under the James River); (ii) Alt~mative B - Double
circuit 230 kV hybrid line ( crossing under the James River); and (iii) Altemative C - Rebuild 
and reconfiguration of existing 230 kV Lines #214 and #263 crossing above the Jam.es River 
between·Isle ofWight County and Newport News.1264 Company witness Ned wick reported that 
none ofthe 230 kV transmission options resolved all of the NERC reliability violations in 2015 
or in 2021.1265 •: . 

Mr. Nedwick summarized the NERC reliability violations for 2015 for the three 230 kV 
· Alternatives as follows: 1266 · 

NERC Category Tests 
...-... 

_Study Categon::A Cate2ou:B CategoaC Cat~o:o:D 
Study 6A - No Critical System 
Condition 0 0 9 3 
Study 6B-No Critica~ System 
Condition 0 1 4 0 
Study 6C- No Critical System _ 
Condition 0 5 122 8 
Study 7A- Surry Unit 1 as the 
Critical System Condition 0 3 NIA NIA 
Study 7B - Surry Umt 1 as the 
Critical System Condition 0 2 NIA NIA 
Study 7C - Surry Unit 1 as the 
Critical System Condition 0 70 N/A NIA 

Mr. Nedwick also reported three 230 kV.Alternatives would fiiil to resolve the following 
number ofNERC reliability violations for 2021:1267 

1260 Id at 19-20; Staff Brief at 12. 

1261 Exhibit No. 79, at 33-34. 

1262 Exhibit No. 681 at 9 .. 

1263 Id. at 11-12. 

1264 Exhibit No. 87 at 8-9, Attached Rebuttal Schedule 2. 

1265 Id at 9, 12; Exhibit No. 90, at 7-9. 

12~6 Exhibit No. 90, Attached Rebuttal Schedule 4, at 16-18. 

1251 Id. 
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NERC Category Tests 
Study Categorv A Cat~oaB Ca~or:yC CategonD 
Study 13A - No Critical System 
Condition 0 9 113 7 
Study 13B - No Critical System 
Condition 0 1 12 0 
Study l3C - No Critical System 
Condition 0 12 182 13 
Study 14A- Surry Unit 1 as the 
Critical System Condition 0 I NIA NIA 
Study 14B - Surry Unit 1 as the 
Critical System Condition 0 0 NIA NIA 
Study 14C- Surry Unit 1 as the 
Critical System ·condition 0 39 NIA NIA 

During the April Hearing, !vfr. Chiles testified that he reviewed and ran the power flow 
models underlying the Company's additional analysis and was able to verify the Company's 
results. 1268 Indeed, Mr. Chiles also verified_that the Proposed Alternative Project would perform 
similarly to the Proposed Project, using the updated infonnation incorporated into the studies 
perfooned as directed by the January 30 Ruling.1269 Mr. Chiles reported that in 2015, under 
Alternative A. overloads in violation of NERC reliability criteria would occur on the 230 kV 
Surry-Skiffes Creek Line, itself; the Lanexa-Waller Line #2113; Skiffes-Yorktown Line #209; 
and the Suffolk 500-230 transformer.1270 . Mr. Chiles confirmed that in 2015. 1mder 
Alternative B. overloads in violation_ofNERC reliability criteria would occur on the Skiffes
York:town Line #209, and the Suffolk 500-230 transformer.1271 Finally, Mr. Chiles testified that 
in 2015, for Alternative C, overloads in violation ofNERC reliability criteria would occur on 
Lanex~·Walker Line #2113, Lanexa-Yorktown Line #34, Whealton-Wmchester Line #234, 
Suffolk 500~230 transformer, and Lanexa 230-115 transfonner.1272 Mr. Chiles conflI!ll,d that all 
ofthe above violations ofNERC reliability criteria are resolved by the Proposed Project.1273 

Based on the uncontested load flow results, I find that none ofthe 230 kV transmission 
a11ematives, by themselves, satisfy the NERC re~ability requirements for 2015, or for 2021. 

However, as directed in the January 30 Ruling, Dominion Virginia Power estimated the 
additional overhead transmission facilities, and their cost, necessary to resolve all of the NERC 
reliability violations for both 2015 and 2021.1274 Company witness Allen presented the 
additional transmission projects necessary to resolve all ofthe NERC reliability violations and 
showed that only a double-circuit 230 kV hybri~ transmission line would resolve all of the 

126& Chiles, Tr. at 1068. , 
1269 Id at 1071. 
1270 Id. at 1073; Staff Brief at 13; Exhibit No. 9Cf, at 7. 
1271 Id; Id; Id at 8. 
1272 Id.; Id.; Id. at 9. 
1273 Chiles, Tr. at 1074. 
1274 See supra at p. 114. 
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NERC reliability violations for 2015. 1275 Because the Company was unable to determine a 
transmission solution that would resolve all ofthe NERC reliability violations for 2015, I find 
that Alternative A- Single-circuit 230 kV hybrid line should be eliminated from further 
consideration. Dominion Virginia Power argued against Alternative B and Alternative C, after 
the inclusion ofadditional transmission projects-.that resolve all of the NERC reliability 
violations based on the significantly higher cost associated with these alternatives and because 
construction of these alternatives cannot .be comfi1eted by the _June 2015 need date.1276 Cost and 
the need date will be discussed in detail below.1 77 . 

Generation Options 

As directed in the January 30 Ruling, Dominion Virginia Power determined that it would 
take two new generating units in the North Hampton Roads Load Area with a combined 620 
MW capacity, with the size of the smallest unit of295 MW, to resolve all of the NERC 
reliability violations for 2015.1278 To resolve all ofthe NERC reliability violations for 2021, 
Dominion Virginia Power reported that it would take an additional 618 MW of generation.1279. 

Dominion Virginia Power argued against a stand-alone option based on the significantly higher 
cost associated with the stand-alone generation and because construction of the stand-alone 
generation cannot be comP:leted by June 2015 need date.128°Cost and the need date will be 
discussed in detail below. 281 

. 

In addition, Staff witness Chiles modeled injecting new or increased generation at the.·--· 
proposed Skiffes Creek ·switching Station, the groposed Brunswick power station, and reviewed 
the Company's stand-alone generation studies. 282 Mr. Chiles found that the injection of an 
additional 550 MW ofgeneration at Skiffes Creek would not resolve all ofthe NERC reliability 
criteria violations for2015 and 2016.1283 Similarly, Mr. Chiles reported that generation in 
"Brunswick County- even if approved by the Commission and constructed in a timely fashion 
would not address [Dominion Virginia Power's] transmission needs identified in the instant 
case."1284 Finally, Mr. Chiles confirmed the Company's studies concerning stand-alone 
generation.1285 

· 

On brief, James City County faulted the Company for failing to consider other generating 
options such as repowering the Yorktown units with liquefied natural gas ("LNG") or off-shore 
wind.1286 However, Company witness Kelly testified that LNG was considered for repowering 

1275 Id.; Exhibit No. 93, Attached Rebuttal Schedule 4, at I. 
1276 Company Brief at 32-34; Exhibit No. 130, Attached Rebuttal Schedule 1. 
1277 See infra pp. 152-55. · 
1278 Exhibit No. 87, Attached Rebuttal Schedule 3; Exhibit No. 90, at 23. 
1219 Id.; Id _ . 
128°Company Brief at 33-34; Exhibit No. 130, Attached Rebuttal Schedule 1. 

1281 See infra pp. 152-55. · · 

1282 Staff Brief at 16. • 

1283 Id at 17; Exhibit No. 79, at Attached JWC-2, at 13-15. 

1284 Id. at 18; Exlli.bitNo. 81. 

1285 Chiles, Tr. at 1068-69. 

1286 Ja.mes City County Brief at 26, 47-48. 
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Yorktown1 but was rejected based on cost and the difficulty ofgetting a permit to build an import 
facility in a populated area like Yorktown. 1287 As for off-shore wind, because ofthe required 
transmission infrastructure for such generation~ I find advocating off-shore wind generation is 
inconsistent for a party opposing the construction ofa500 kV transmission line. The 2012 
NCTPC-PJM Joint Interregional Reliability Study entered into the record by Jam.es City County, 
stated that "[i]ntegration of 3,000 to 10,000 MW of off-shore wind in North Carolina and 
Virginia would require approximately $1-2 billion in transmission upgrades."1288 The report · 
stated that integration of such power into PJM would require a new 500 kV s~bstation and 
upgrades to the 500 kV system and local 230 kV .network.1289 Indeed, the report listed six new 
~smissio~ lines req~~d in_Vir~inia, including a forty-five mile, 500 kV Surry to 
Ch1ckahommy transm1ss1on hne. 1 90 

Combinations of230 kV Transmission and Generation 

As directed in the January 30 Ruling, Dominion Virginia Power studied the amount of 
additional generation that would be required to be added to each of the 230 kV-transmission 
alternatives to eliminate all projected NERC reliability violations for io15 and 2021. Company 
vvitness Ned.wick testified that to eliminate all projected NERC reliability violations for 2015: 
(i) ifAlternative A- single-circuit 230 kV hybrid line is constructed, an additional 1,008 MW of 
generating capacity would be required; (ii) ifAltemati:ve B- double-circuit 230 kV hybrid line is 
constr,ucted, an additional 159 MW ofgenerating capacity woulq. be required; and (rli) if 
Altemative C - the rebuild and reconfiguration ofexisting 230 kV Lines #214 and #263 is 

,---.. 
undertaken, an additional 522 MW ofgenerating capacity would be r~ed, with 56 MW being · 
the minimum size of a generating unit that mustr,emain in service.1291 Mr. Nedwick stated that 
to eliminate all projected NERC reliability violations for 2021_: (i) ifAlternative A and the 
additional generating (?apacity is constructed for 2015, an additional 1,449 MW of generating 
capacity would be required, with 87 MW being .:the minimum size ofa generating unit that must 
remain in service; (ii) ifAlternative B and the additional generating capacity is constructed for 
2015, an additional 551 ·MW ofgenerating capacity would be require~ with 27 MW being the 
minimum size of a generating unit that must remain in service; and (tli) if Alternative C and $e 
additional generating capacity is constructed for 2015, an additional 505 MW of generating 
capacity would be required, w:ith 139 MW being the minimum size ofa generating unit that must 
remain in service.1292 _ 

Similar to stand-alone generation, Dominion Virginia Power and Staffopposed 
combinations· of230 kV transmission and generationfsrimarily based on cost and the time to 
complete.1293 These topics will be addressed below. 1 94 . 

1287 Kelly, Tr. at 1622-23, 1626-27. 
1288 ExhibitNo.133,at3. 

1289 Id. at 2. 

1290 Id at 26. 

1291 Exhibit No. 87, Attached Rebuttal Schedule 3, at 3. 

1292 Id. r~,, 1293 CompanyBriefat33-34; StaffBriefat38-41. 
1294 See infrapp.152-155. ,. 
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Whittier's Variations 

During the hearing, James City County witness Whittier offered two additional 
alternatives: (i) Whittier's Variation ofAlternative A- 230 kV transmission o/brid (under river 
crossing) from Suny to Whealton without Skiffes Creek Switching Station; 129 and (ii) Whittier's 
Variation of Alternative C- New 230 kV overhead transmission line from Chuckatuck to 
Whealton (collectively; "Whittier's Variations"). 1296 On brie~ James City County argued that 
Whittier's Variations "reasonably (address] alHssues consistent with NERC r~uirements," 
would be "reasonable in cost," and could be "constructed in a timely manner.'' 1 97 ·.•. 

Company witness Nedwick contended that based oil a ;'high-level quick assessment," 
Vlhittier' s Variation ofAlternative A failed to resolve all NERC reliability violations, with 
overloads to the Lanexa 230 to 115 auto transformers) Suffolk 500 to 230 transformers, both. 
Wheal ton 230 to 115 transformers. and Line #99.1298 Simi~ly, Mr. Ned wick found that 
Whittier's Variation of Alternative C failed to resolve.au ofthe NERC reliability violations.1299 

Mr. Nedwick maintained that because Whittier's Variations connected directly to \Vhea1ton, 
electrically, they were both variations to Alternative C oftheJanuary 30 Ruling.1300 

lvfr. Whittier acknowledged that his proposed variations failed to resolve all NERC 
reliability violations. -For example, for Whittier's Variation to Alternative A, he reported '"a 
couple ... problems with Category B violation," such as a 106 percent loading ofa 
transformer.1301 As for Whittier's Variation to Alternative C, he testified that "an initial look still-- showed us ... more violations ... than we wanted to see."1302 To add.res& some ofthese 
violations, Mr. Whittier recommende~ the addition or"another 500 to 230 kV transformer at 
Surry, but still admitted that such an addition only "solves almost everything: Not 

....rtl,:;..,,..,. ,.1303 .eveJ.J~· ·
•,. 


On brief,_James City County tried to bolster Whittier's Variations with the testimony of 
Staff witness Chiles. James City County maintained that"[ w]hen given: the opportunity, he did 
not contest that Whittier alternatives would resolve the NERC issues and in fact expressed the . 
finn opinion that V/hlttier· and he-could fud alternatives that addressed all of the NERC 
issues.')1304 I disagree. Mr.. Whittier presented his variations for the first time during oral 
testimony on the morning of April 15, 2013. Mr. Chiles appeared as a witness ~n the afternoon 
of the same day. Mr. Chiles had nqt reviewed Mr. Vlhittier's analysis and expressed no opinion: 

. . 

1295 Whittier, Tr. at 909-13; Exhibit No. 69. 

1296 Id. at 940-941; Exhibit No. 71. 

1297 James City County Brief at 24. 

1298 Nedwick, !r. at 1298. 

1299 Id. at 1303. 

1300 Id. at 1299-04. 

1301 V/hittier~ Tr. at 936. 

1302 id. at 940. 

,.•.---...·~ 1303 Id. at 941. 
1304 James City County Brief at 35, citing Chile~~ Tr. at I089, 1110. 
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Q. 	The NERC violations, you just simply haven1t looked at [Jvfr. 

Whittier's] analysis, so you really can't say whether they do or 
do not rea]ly solve the NE~C problems at this point? 

A. 	That's correct. 1305 

Nonetheless, :Mr. Chiles raised two critiqisms ofMr. Whittier's approach that 
undennined the usefulness ofWhittier's Variations in this case. The first criticism ties into Mr. 
Nedwick's observation that by running both variations directly to Whealton, electrically, Mr. 
Whittier has offered two variations ofAlternative C. That is, by eliminating the Skif.fes Creek . 
Switching Station, neither ofWhittier's V arlations can resolve NERC violations by feeding 
power to the North. Mr. \Vhittier looked at the cause ofprojected NERC violations on the 230 
kV transmission lines crossing under the James River and stated: 

And as I looked at it, a lot ofthat- some ofthat overload 
wasn't because ofthe need down in the south near the \Vhealton 
area, but it was because they had interjected a new substation at 
Skiffes Creek that was drawing some power from those new 
circuits, too. So instead ofthe north relying on the lines from the 
north aroood Chickahominy, they're also relying-they're taldng 
power from this new crossing, so that together with the gower that 
was going down to Whealton overloaded the new lines. 306 ... 

Mr. Chiles took issue with Mr. Whittier's approach for failing to consider the interrelated 
power flow problems that can be caused by losing power to the Peninsula from either the North 
or the South.1307 Mr. Chiles stated his concern as follows: . 

So my concem with [Whittier,s Variations] on the south 
side once again is you haven't reclly solved the issue ofa strong 
source in the middle ofthe peninsula. ... 

It's really twofold. The s·i:rong source, mnnber one, serves 
basically as a surro~ ifyou m14 for the Yorktown generation. 
So it's reasonable to assume th.at that makes sense. 

The other thing is by splitting up the 230 lines coming from 
Chickahominy going down further, going down to .Whealton, by 
splitting those circuits and injecting power at ... [Skiffes Creek], 
what we're really doing is we're sending power throughout the 
peninsula both north and south in that case, which is going to 
create a counterflow to resolve the generator deficiencies in the 
riorth, which is going to solve NERC violations to.tlie north. It's 
also going to deal with the issues ofthe generation load deficiency 

1305 Chiles, Tr. at 1110. 
,;__.__ ' 	 1306 Wbittiert Tr. at 910. 

1307 Chiles, Tr. at 1109; See sv.pra at p. 133. 
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in the south at that injection point, as well. ... [W]hat we're really 
doing is lessening the generation load balance, so we're reducing 
flows across the northern and southern circuit sends into the 
system.130? 

James City County contended that the remaining NERC violations may also be addressed 
by other simple measures such as DSM.1309 However, for transmission planning purposes, PJM 
builds DSM forecasts into its load forecasfy; for each of the coming three years based on the 
amounts that have been committed in the RPM aucti.on for the·particular delivery years.1310 

Consequently, for 2015, the amount ofDSM reflected in the 2012 load forecast is based on the 
results of the RPM auction for that year.1311 In addition, Company witness Herling outlined the 
practical problems ofrelying on DSM to solve :Ki'ERC reliability violations, such as the DSM · 
requirement of a two-hour notification, which would be ineffective in response to an 
instantaneous event.1312 Accordingly, I find that DSM is already considered in PJM's 
transmission planning process and additional amounts should not be assumed to be available to 
address projected NERC reliability violations. 

Based on the record in this case, I find that Whittier's Variations fail to resolve all ofthe 
NERC reliability violations and do not appear to address all ofthe NERC violations the Project 
is designed to solve. 

Mr. Chiles' second criticism ofWhittier's Variations concerns a fundamental difference 
in transmission planning between the two witnesses. Both Mr. Whittier and Mr. Chiles testified 
to the difficulty ofaccurately forecas~ the future and the resulting need for flexibility to be 
designed into a transmission system.1313 However, 'the witnesses advocated opposite approaches 
for creating flexibility in the Company's transmission system. Mr. Whittier advocated an· 
approach that could be expanded as needed and would address future NERC violations on an 
individual basis. 1314 For example, Mr. Whittier advised that "[m]y longer term plan, ifI go 
beyond 2021, or if load grows a lot more than expected, is that I might put in both ofthese 
230 kV alternatives that we've talked about ...."1315 On the other hand, Mr. Chiles advocated 
the Proposed Project, with its 5000 MVA to address the NERC violations identified in 2015 and 
2021, and provide for expected future load growth.1316 Mr. Chiles contended: 

So rather than piecemealing a solution where you have, 
say, a line that's loaded at 1000 MVA and you put something in 
that when it goes into power flow is loaded at 995, and then a year 
later you're building something else, the capacity of ... [Surry

1308 Id. at 1109-11. 

1309 Jam'.es City County Brief at 25-26. 

1310 Exbibit No. 92, at 11-12. 

1311 Id.· · 
1312 Herling, Tr. at 1380. . 

1313 Chiles, Tr. at 1099-1100; Whittier, Tr. at 943-45. 

1314 Whittier, Tr. at 908, 945. 

1315 Id. at 965. 

1316 Chiles, Tr. at 1099. 
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Skiffes Creek LineJgives some flexibility for operations in the 
future and a lot ofgrowth in the future. 1317 

Mr. Whittier's approach may be appropriate in an area with relatively stable load, and 
where the siting offuture or additional transmission facilities would be easy and without impact 
on scenic assets, historic districts, and the environme:at Such a situation is not present in this 
case. I agree with Mr. Chiles, and Dominion Virginia· Power, that fro:p::1. an operational or 
electrical perspective, the Proposed Project provides the flexibility to address both the NERC 
violations and expected or possible future load growth. 

. Other fallacies of a piecemeal approach include cost and efficiencies. More importantly, · 
the added impacts of the likely additional future projects on scenic assets, historic districts, and 
the environment argue against such an approach. Under N.Ir. Whittier's plan, both ofWhittier's 
Variations may need to be constructed. Even mt'>re transmission may need to be constructed m 
the Chickab.ominy area to relieve NERC violations to the north that Whittier's Variations do not 
address. Thus, instead ofthe impacts ofone transmission line and switching station, within a 
few years, the area could be impacted by the colistruction of a transmission line from Surry to 
Whealton) and a second overhead transmission line constructed from Chuckatuck to Whealton. 
Company witness Harper presented a preliminary routing map for Mr. Whittier's proposed 
Chuckatuck to Whealton transmission line and outlined several routing constraints including: 
{i) expansion ofthe existingright-of-waythroughresidential and business developments; 
(ii) crossing a wide expanse ofwetlands; (iii) a new crossing ofthe James River; (iv) routing 
across land owned by the City of Newport News and thus, not subject to eminent domain; and 
(v) the siting oftwo underground tenninals; and (vi) beginning the process for approval ofa new 
transmission line, including open houses, state age~cy review, and a new application with the 
Commission, 1318 . 

Moreover, to address NERC violations in the Chickahominy area and to the north, 
additional transmission lines may need to be built in the Chickahominy area. Cons~quently, 
under a piecemeal approach, it is possible that after building one or both ofMr. \Vhittier's 
Variations, P JM could again direct Dominion Virginia Power to unp.ertake a project similar to 
the Proposed Project or the Proposed Alternative Project. 

Accordingly, I find that Whittier's Variations should not be considered as viable 
alte~atives in this proceeding based on their failure to resolve all of the NERC reliability 
violations, and because addressing NERC reliability violations by such a piecemeal approach in 
such a growing and constrained area creates the-,risk that system reliability ultimately will 
require multiple additional projects vvith multiple additional impacts on scenic assets, historic 
districts, and the environment. 

--- m1 Id. 
1318 Harper, Tr. at 1683-84; Exhibit No. 119. 
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131130'149COM1:fONWEALTH OF YIRGJNIA 

STATE CORPORATION COMlvfISSION" 


AT RICHM:OND, NOVEMBER 26, 2013 


APPLICATION OF 

VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER CO:MP.ANY 
d/b/aDOMINION VIRGINIA POWER . 

For approval and certification of electric facilities: 

Surry-Skiffes Creek 500 kV Transmission Line, 

Skiffes Creek-Whealton 230 kV Transmission Line, and 

Skiffes Creek 500 kV-230 kV-115.kV Switcbjng Station 


ORDER 

CASE NO. PUE-2012-00029 


· _Qn June 11, 2012, Virg.ima Electric and Power·Com~y d/b/aDominion Virginia Power 

( 11Domimon11 or r1Company11) filed with ~e State Corporati5')n-Commission ("Commission") an 
., ...-..., 

appli~ation for approval and !Jertificati~:°" of an elec~c transmissjon projec"-t, or.for ~pproval and 

certlficatipn of an a}.temative tra:µsmission project ("Applica1ion11). Dominion1s proposed project 

and its proposed altep:t,~tive project are described in tum below. 
A • .. 

In i:ts Application, Domftnion proposed to construct: (a) approximately 7.4 miles ofnew 

overhead 500 kilovolt C'kV11) electric transmission line from the Company1s existing S-00 kV-230 

kV Surry Switching Station in Surry County to anew 500 kV-230 kV-1 is kV S~es Creek 

Switching Station in James City County ("Surry-Sltjffes CreekLin.e11);1 {b) the Skiffes Creek 
.. • • + 

Switchlng Station; (c) approximately 20.~ miles ofnew 230 kV line~ in the Cotmties ofJames 

City and York and the City ofNewport News, from the proposed Sldffes Creek Switching 

Station to the Companys existing Whealton Substation located in the City ofHampton ("Skiffes 
. . 

Creek-\1/healtqn Line11); and ( d) additional facilities at the~ Surry Swi~cbing Sta:tfon and 

Vlhealton Substation. The Sutry-Skiffes Creek Line, the Skiffes Creek S"Witclring Station, the , 4 ~ I • 

1 In S-eptember 2012, Dominion filed supplemental-testimony estimating the length ofits proposed route at 
8.0 miles. See, e.g., Ex. 38 (Harper supplemental direct). 
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(2) The estimated additional cost of placing the proposed line, in 
whole or in part, underground does not exceed.2.5 times the cost of 
placing the same line overhead. assuming accepted industry 
standards for undergrounding to ensure safety and reliability. If the 
public utility, the affected localities, and the State Corporation · 
Comini,ssion agree, a proposed underground line whose cost 
exceeds 2.5 tim~ the cost ofplacing the line overhead may also be 
accepted into the pilot program; and 

(3) The governing body ofeach locality in which a portion ofthe 
proposed line will be placed underground indicates~ by resolution, 
general community support for the line to be placed underground.23 

. . 
House Bill 1319 further provides that 11 fP]ublic utility companies granted a certificate ofpublic 

convenience and- necessity for a propos~ 'transmission line not mcluded in thi.s pi-ograIP.. or not . . . 

otherwise being placed under~ound shall seek to im.piement low~cost _and effective ~eans to 

~rove the aesthetics O!new overhead transmission lines and towers. 11f4 

Finally, Dominion requests a Commission determmation that, cased on the· facts and 

cir~umstances ·o:fthls case: the Skiffes Creek Switching Station constitutes a "transmission linen 

for purposes of Code § 56-46.1 F, which provides that " [ a]pproval of a transmission line· 

pursuant to this section shall be deem~d to sa.tjsfy the reqµ#e~ents of§ .15.2-2232 and local 

·zo~g-ordinances ~th respect to..such transmis~ion line.11 

SYSTEMNBED 

A series ofload f19w studies was introd;~d as evidence in this proceeding and evalua:ted 

by load flow study experts who testified·as witnesses in flus case. These studies demonstrate ihat 

the North Hampton Roads Area needs a significant electric system upgrade ·soon to maintain 

adequate reliability . 

•.....-.. 23 2008 Va. Acts ch. 7~9, Enactment 1, § 4, as exte~ded by 2011 Va. Acts. ch. 24< Enactment.1. 

24 Id. at§ 10. 
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.-·
The electric ~ansmission system ofDominion and other public utilities is studied 

contin~y to assess its reliability in the near-term and long-term future. As a member ofPJM 

Interconnect~on, 'LLC (11PJM"), a regional transmission organization,25 Dominion does not assess 

the reliability of its transmission system only on its own. Through PJM's planning process, 

Dominion's transmission system is evaluated and planned as part ofa 13-state region.25 

Central to transmission system planning are load fl.ow model.mg studies that simulate 

system conditions to identify, among other things, projected overloads on the system.27 These 

engineering studies assess whether the ~sion. system complies 'With NERC reliability 

standards, which are established for the important purpose Qfensuring that the transmission 
. . 

sys~eni remains r~li~ble so that customers' needs for electric service can be-m~t.22 Fe~eral law 

_..---... · enacted in 20.05 made compliance with federal electric reliability standards mandatqry, with .. . . . 

violations by utiiities carrying fines ofup t~ $1 million per day.29 


• + • • 

. . 
Dominion filed in this proceeding a number of load flo~ studies, allowing inte~es~ 

. . 
p~es and our ~taff to..analyze the inputs and results ofthose studies.30 As S~points out, . 

because -reliability violations in th~ J:-:rorth .Hampton Rpads Area 11are identified by a number of~- : 

differ€int models e:sra:mining a number of.different future years, the evidence supporting a system 
. . .: . . . 

25 Toe term "regional transmission organjzati.on" is synonymous with tb.e term 1'regional transmission entityir used m 
Section 56;-579 qfthe Code ofV.irgin.ia, -yvhich required Dominion to transfer the management and control ofits 
~sionass~ts to such an entity, subject to ~OlI!mission approval. 

26 Hearing Examiner's Report at 129·3l. 

27 As explained by S'f:afi; overloads exist when 'imder certain conditions, electrical flow on various transmission 
lines will exceed.the pow.er levels those lines are designed to accommodate. which can result .in a-failure ofthe_ . 
line$;" Staff's PostMHearing Brief at 8. · · 

28 Tr. 631 (R.eidenoach) (agreeing that reliable electric service is important to James City Coi.m.ty's "sustainable 
future going forward"). 

29 He<!rlng Ex.a.miner's Report at 129~30. 

30 To assist in its investigation ofthe Application, Staff retained the services ofa consultant with expertise 
conducting load flow studies. See, e.g., Ex.. 79 (Chiles) at 1-2. 
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need does not rely on any single set of ass1:11Ilptions. nll Notwithstanding the different 

. ' 
a.ssumpt!ons used in the many load flow modeling studi-es analyzed in this case, the various load 

fl.ow studies consistently reveal a significant system need in the area. 

Domimon testified that it initially con.ducted load flow modeling studies indicating that 

normal foad gro~ in the North Hampton Roa~ Area would.result in reliability violations by 

2019.32 Those initial studies were analyzed and verified by·our Staff.33 

Importantly, the studies showing a need in 2019 were conducted before Dominion 

detemrlned that six local generation units - two at the Yorktovm Power Station and four at the 

Chesapeake Power Station ... would be retired as a result of stricter federal environmental 
. .. 

regulations, including the Mercury Afr Toxics Standard (IIMATS-Rule").34 Subsequent studies 

that included the impact ofthe generation retirements at these power stations showed that the 

retjr.ement ofonly one unit at Yorktown was enough to cau~e reliability violations to begin in the .... . . 


35
·summer of 2015. Updated and supplemental studies directed by the Hearing Examiner and . . 

verified by Staff, confum reliability violations·occurring in the summer of2015. For.example, 

updated studies identify reliability violations or ove:tloadsprojected to occur in 2015 onm.ore 

31 Staff's Post-Hearing Brief a£9-.10. As r~c~go.ized by Staf( these load flow models included different projected 
p~ak loads and.different assumptions about both generati~n and tran.s:m5sion topology. Id. at 9. 

32 Ex..31 (Nedwick direct) at 11. 

33 See, e.g.,Ex. 19 (Chiles) at 11-16. Although Staffra.is;,d a concei::nabout ~e scenario from the studies showing a 
201"9 need, Staffwas able to replicate and verify those modeling results, and tbe Company addressed this scenario in 
rebuttal testimony. See, e.g., Ex. 87 (Ned'Wick reb~al) at 24-25; Ex. 79 (Chiles), Attached Exbibit 'JWC-2 at 2. 

34 See, e.g., Ex.. 87 (Ned.wick rebuttal) at 4; Ex. 110 (Kelly rebuttal); Ex. 103 (Faggert rebuttal). As discussed below, 
retaining generation at these facilmes is not a reasonable alternative to addressin~ the identified needs ofth.e North 

..--... Harnpton Roads Area. 
-. 

35 See, e.g.. Ex. 23 (Application), Attached Appendix at 72, 78-81; Ex. 87 (Nedwick rebuttal) at 4, n.1. . . 
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' . 
than a dozen transmission lines and several tra.D.:Sfonners on Dominion's transmission system.36 

.... 
These projected overloads are widespread in the North Hampton Roads Area.37 

. . 
Consistent with NERC s~~ds1 the load fl.o~ studies discussed in the precedmg 

paragraph involved stressing Dominion's transmission system under scenarios where one or two 

transmission circuits and one generation unit are unavailable.38 NERC reliability standards also 
. . 

require testing for more extreme system conditions, including a scenario where all transmission 

iines located in a single right-of.way corridor and one generation unit are unavailable. The result 

ofthis analysis shows outages cascading into northern Vrrgmi~ the City ofRichmond, ~d 

North Carolina.39 

James City County, Save the James1 and JRA have suggested that transmission plamung 
0 L .. 0 L 

----- in the·co~on~ealth should be undertaken fu. ~ less ri~or<:>us manner tb:an has been the past 

practic.e of the Commission.40 The record does ·not support taking transmission plamtlng in such 

a direction. The·North Hampton Roads Area is already a ''load pocket11 ~ely:ing significantly on 

transmission to deliver generation from other areas of the ColllPlonwealth.41 This relianc~ will 
. . 

grow substantially with the upcoming retirements of two generation units at the Yorktown Power . . ' 

' Station. · At that time, :fue only remaining generation on the Peninsula will be a ~d unit at the 

36 •See, e.g., Ex. 90 at 5. 


37 Id. 


38 As descn'bed in the record, overloads resulting from such conditions are referred to as "Category A'', 
,;CategoryB", and·11eateg01yC" violations._ See; e.g.,Ex.-31 (Nedwickd.irect) at7-9. 


;s See, ~.g., Ex. 23 (Application), Attached App~ndix at 32-33, 43-45. Forthis ~on, adding an additional line to 

this same conidorpresents an umeasonable reliability rislc. See, e.g.• Ex. 31 (Nedwick direct) at 10-11. 


40 See, e.g.; Jam.es City County's, Save the James's, and JRA's Joint_Post·H~g Briefat 25-26. 

41 See, e.g., Ex. 89; Tr. 1074 (Chiles); Tr. 947 (Whittier). 
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Yorktown Power Station, which is subject to en~onm.ental restrictions that will severely limit 
-· 

its operation until its retirement42 

The Commission is greatly ~oncemed ~bout the widespread nature ofthe projected 

NERC reliability violations that are supported by the record ofthis case and that so many 

violations are projected to occur as early as 2015. The load flow modeling evidence, which_has 

been verified by our Staff/3 es!,a-blisb.es a clear need for signmcant new electric infrastructure to · 

address fast.:approaching reliability violati.ons projected for_Dominion's transmissio~ syster;i.. 

With a system need clearly established, we next tum to potential alternatives for satisfying the 

identified need. 

ALTERNATIVES 

·-- The parti.~s and Sta:ffpresented. numerous potenti~ altematives for addresshig the 
" 

· signi~c.ant and ~contest~ system needs identified py the record.. Tho~e alternatives include 

generation, ·demand-side m.aD.a.¥ement lower voltage transmission, underground transmissio~ 
. 	 . .. .. .. 

tr:ansry:dssion in different locations, and combinations ofgeneratio~ and transmissio.n. While 

' . 
some alternatives wan:anted - and. received..., considerable evaluation, qtb.ers are.more 

. . . 

conceptual' or possess glaring shortcomings. However, our-decision in this,Proceeding has b~n 

· reached onlY. after consideration of all potential alternatives, many of~hich are addressed below. 

Additionally, the Commission has. considered all relevant factors supported by record evi~ence 

for each altemative . 

.----... 	 42 See. e.g., Ex. 31 (Nedwickdirect) at l~-13; Bx. 110 (K~llyrebuttal) at 8, 15; Ex. 103 (Paggertrebutta.l) at 14-15. 

43 See, e.g., Bx. 79 (Clilles); Tr. 1068-74. 
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Yorktown Power Station, which is subject to environmental restrictions that will severely limit 
.;, 

its operation until its retirement 42 

The Commission is greatly concemed ~bout the widespread nature ofthe projected 

NERC reliability violations that are supported by the record ofthis case and that so many 

violations are projected to occur as early as 2015. The load flow modeling evidence, which.has 

been verified by our Start: 43 establishes a clear need for significant new electric infrastructure to 

."•.address fast..:approachlng reliability violati9ns projected forpominion's transmissio~ systen;:i.. 


With a system need clearly established, we next tum to potential alternatives for satisfying the 


identified need. 


ALTERNATIVES 


,,,...-....__ _ The parti._es and Staff presented numerous potenti~ alternatives for ad.dresshig the 
. . 

sigmficant and uncontested system needs identified py the recoro. Those altematives include . . . 

generation., ·demand-side management. lower voltage transmission, underground transmission, 
. . .. .. . 

tr~sion in different locations, and combinations ofgeneratio:µ and transmission. While 

' 
some altematives wan:anted- and received-. considerable evaluation, qthers are more . . 

conceptual"or possess glaring shortcomings. However, our-decision in this _proceeding has be~n 

· reached onlY. after consideration of all potential alternatives, many ofwhich are addressed below. 

Additionallyt the Commission has· considered all relevant factors supported by record evi~ce 

for each altemative. 

42 See, e.g.,Ex. 31 (Nedwickdirect) at 12-13; Ex. 110 (Kelly rebuttal) at 8, 15; Ex. 103 (Paggertrebuttal) at 14-15. . .. 
43 See, e.g:,Ex. 19 (Chiles); Tr. 1068M74. 
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In summazyt the Commission finds, based on the record, that none of the altematives 

other than newtransm:ission at 500 kV that w_ere explored in this procee~ reasonably meet the 

reliability need identified in this case. 

Generation Alternatives 

'As supported by the record and discussed below, generation altem!itives are not a 

reasonable ~temati.ve to a transmi?sion solution for addressing Dominion1s upcoming system 

· need. Some of the generation alternatives identified~ this proceeding are largely conceptual or 
. . . 


hypothetical: Certain generation alternatives introduced or studied by case participants do not 


correspOD;.9- to any actual generation project cmre~tly under deveiopment or which could be 


developed in time and at the scale necessary to ensme the electric system remains _reliable for a 


...---...... large portion of·th~ Commonwealth.44 We find that while some ofthis evidence further infoIIJ,1s 


the tp.agni~de ~fthe challenge facing Dominion and its cust~mers in the affected area,45 ~ 


mo;e ~onceptual generation presented in the rec-~rd ofthis proceeding does not identify a 

.. .. ._ . . . 


. reasonable alternative to a transmission solution. 
. . 

For example, Environmental Respo~ts asserted:that.distributed ~olar resources (or 

distributed solar ~ombined with demand-side m~ement resources46) could satisfy the· 

projected reliab~lity criteria violations in the North Hampton Ro8.?£ Area and could do so ~ the 

44 PJM testified that its interconnection queue -which developers of generation must clear before connecting to 
Dominion's 'transmission. system - does not currently contain any generation interco~ection requests that would 
potentially offset the need for·the Proposed Project. Ex._ 92 (Herling_rebuttal) at 22: 

45 See, e.g., Ex. 79 (Chiles)."Attached Exhibit JWC:-2 at 13-15 (studying additional generation in the location ofthe 
· proposed Skiffes Creek Switching Station while.recognizing that location is riot currently under active development 
for electric generation or the natural gas infrastructure necessazy for such generation); Environmental Respondents' 
Post-Hearing Brief at 14-17 ( distributed solar and demand--side management resources); James City County's, Save 
tlie James's, and JRA's Joint Post-Hearing Briefat 26 (liquified natural gas generation). 

45 Demand-sjde resources, and planning concerns ahout such resources, are discµssed below. The plannmg concems·.--- klentified by record evidence are relevant to a consideratibn ofthese resources. either as a stand-alone alternative or 
as part ofalternative concepts that combine demand·side resources with other resources. 
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·	most cost-effective m.8.01:-er.47 This assertion fails to appr.opriately recognize the magnitud~ of 

the projected reliability criteria violations made mpre imminent by signi:6.c~t generation 

retirements and operational restrictions resulting from environment.al regulations. Although the . . . 

Environmental Respondents cite to our recent a~roval ofa distributed solar program through 

which Dominion will construct or facilitate up to 30 megawatts ofdistributed solar,48 tlia.t 
J .. 

30 r;iegawatts of nameplate capacity- even ifall located in the NortJ?. Hampton Roads Area 

does not approach the. size needed to address the reliability need identified in this case.49 Nor do 

the Envitonmen~ Respondents substantiate thefy claim that·solar resources are currently . 

cost-effective. 

Similarly~ the record doe~ not support suggestions by James City County that offshore 

wil;ld or liquefied natural gas generation coul,d" satisfy the·fast::.approacbµig reliability cri~ria 

violations in the No~ H;ampton Roads Area Because thes~ types ofprojects are exceptionally 
. . 

complex and, in ~?me respects, ~y represent uncharted tenitory for ~evelopers.50{4e ri~k that 
.. .. -	 . .. ..· 

sueh-generation will be up.available to address a·::aeed arisi.µg 2$ soon as 2015 is.too great to 
.. • I 	 : 

warrant further consideration in the instant case.: 

Based on the rec~rd, inclu~g the impendfug gener~on ;etiremen~ and op~ating 
.. . . 

· restrictions a1 the Y orkto'WD. and Chesapeak~ Power Stations~ a m?re concrete approach to 

47 See, e.g., Environmental Respondents' Post-Hearing Bpef at 14-17. 

48 Applicmion ofVirginia Electric and Power Company, For approval ofa Community Solar·Power Program ana" 
for certificatio"l!l ofP.roposed distri'hJ-lted solar generation facilities pursuant to Chapter 771 ofthe 2011 Virginia 
Acts o/Asiemb}y and§§ 56-46.1 and 56-580 D ofthe Code ofVirginia, Case No. PUE-2011--00117, 2012 S.C.C. 
Ann. ~ept. 328, Order (Nov. 2-8, 2012). · 

49 Studies were conducted in this case for the specific purpose ofcalculatin.g how much generation would be needed 
to address projected reliability violations. See, e.g., Ex. 90 at Rebuttal Schedule 4. - . · 

so See, e.g., Tr. 1622-27 (identifying c~allenges and cost associated with obtaining a pemiit. cons1ructing, and 
operating a liquefied natural gas import facility in a populated area like Yorktown); Tr. 1853 (describing the current 
cons1ruction cost ofoffshore wind). · 

l 
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addre~sing the needs ofelectric customers in the North Hamp~n Roads Area is required. To be 

clear, we appreciate that participants in this case have sought alternative solutions to addressing 

the_ identified system needs. However, for us to discharge in this case the responsibility 

delegat~ to us by the General Assembly, the Commission must identify those alternatives that 

may address identified system reliability needs and ~easonably minimize adverse impact on 
•,::,."'· . . 


scenic assets, historic districts, and the environment. 


Although located outside of_tb.e North Hampton Roads Area, another potential generation 


alternative evaluated in tins proc~edin.g was generation in Brnnswick County, Virginia The 


addition of generation· in Brunswick County is not a hypothetical, as the Commission recently 


approved the construction qfa generation station in this location.51 However, the load fl.ow 


res~ts sho~ that the gen~ration project in ~runswick County will not address th~ identified. 

. . 

. sy?tem needs ofthe North-~pton Roads Area52 Therefore_the B~wick County generation 

station is not a reasonable al~mative·m tJ:rls case. 

Other generation alternatives presented in this proceeding involve the potential . . . . . . 

retrofitting wi_th additio~a1 erissions control equipment or the potential refuel11:g. with natural 

.gas. ofgeneration _mrits at the Yorkt~wn and Ch~sapeake Power Stations.53 Althou~h some. 

comparative environmental benefits can accrue -from retaining infrastructure at a location with 
~ . . . 


e~g operations (and impacts)~ there can also be negative environmenuµ mfpacts..The 


Environment:aI Respondents have, _in prior proceedings, advocat~ that units crt these stations 


51 Application ofVirginia Electric and Pow"er Company, For approval and certification ofthe proposed Brunswick 

Couno, Power Station and related transmissionfacilities pursuant to§§ 56~580 D, 56·265.2, and 56~46.J ofthe 

Code ofVirginia, and.for approval ofa rate adjustment clause, designated Rider BW. pursuant to§ 56.585.J A 6 of 

the Code ofVirginia, Case No, PUE-2012-00128, Doc. Con. Cent. No. 130810071, Final Order (Aug: 2, 2013). 


s:z Ex. 81; Tr. lOTT-80 (Chiles). 

53 As discussed herein, these options have b~n considered both on astand-alone basis and in combination with 

other infrastruc~e upgrades. · 
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should be retired.54 The Environmental Respondents continued those efforts in the instant 

proceeding: 

The evidence in this case - which includes, but is not limited to, environmental 

considerations- supports our :finding that retrofitting or.refueling options cannot address the 

identified NERG reliability violations in a cost-effective manlier.55 · 

With_respect to the option of retrofitting coal-fired units at the Yorktown and Chesapeake · 

Power Stations with additional environmental equipment, the Commission finds that the risks · 

and costs associated with such an option are to~ w.eat based on the record. Retrofitting these- . . 

units would require several vezy large·capital expenc,iitures because the units would need a 
. . 

significant amount ?fadditional equipment to continue coal and oil operations and comply with 

.,,.--. 
existing and anticipated environmental regulations. 56 The evi~ce in this case indicates that 

such capital expen~tures total many hundreds-of millions ofdollars ~d·could well. exceed one 
. . . 

billion dollars.5: Additionally. the compli~ce costs evaluated.'in thls case do not r.eflect other 
. . 

· risks attendant to coal and oil generation, such as the current uncertainty regarding fuiure · 

regula~on ofcar~on dioxide at the federal level.5s ~~r~ver, load flow ~tudi~ anal~~ iii this 
4 ..... 

S4 Envir;nmental Respondents' March 1, i613 Motioii·~eeldng Leave To File a No~~~ ~iPamcipation Out ofTime 
~2 t 

. . 
55 Se~. e.g., Ex. II.O (Kelly rebuttal); Tr. l 600-10 (Kelly); Ex. 79 (Ch.ties). Attached Exhibit JWC-3 at 6-7, and 
Attached ijxhl'bit JWC-5. . 

s5•Tr.·1600-06 (Kelly). As the Hearing Examiner recognized. ":Mr. Kelly confirmed:that to retrofit Yorktown.Units 
l and i to comply with enyircnmental regulations would req'lrlre the installation ofa Dry Scrubber, Bagho~e. 
Selective Catalytic Reduction, Water ~e Screens, Variable Speed Ddves, and Closed Cycle Cooling." Hearing 
Examiner's Report at 118. · 

~7 Ex. 79 (Cbiles),.Attached Exhl'bitJWC-3 ~ 6-7,andAtta.chedExhibitJWC-5; Ex. llO (Kelly rebuttal) at_20-23• 

. sa We recognized these risks in a recent p1:0ceeding. Application ofAppalachian Power Comparry, For approval of 
· transactions to acquire interests in the A.mos andMitphe!I gener,.ation plants and to merge with Wheeling f ower 

Campany, Case No. PUE-2012-00141, Doc. Con. Cent. No. 130730250, Order at 8-9 (July 31, 2013) (citing · 
Presidential Memorandum ofJune 25, 2013, Power Sector Carbon Pollution Standards. 78 Fed. Reg. 39,535 
(2013)). . 
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case indicate that assuming the additional cost and risk identified herein-would only temporarily. 	 ~ . .,.. 

delay the need for system reinforcements in the North Hampton Roads Area.59 For these 

reasons, the Commission finds~ based on the record, that retrofitting Yorktown or Chesapeake 

- generation units is not a reasonable alternative for ensuring transmission system reliability for 

Dominion's customers. 

Anotlier option .explored in substantial depth by Dominion and other case participants 

involved the repowering or refueling of generation at the Yerk.town or Ches~peake Power 

Stations with natural gas. The record contains gas t.r?n,sportation cost data ·obtained by Donrinion 

from ~atural gas industry pa:rticipants ~ response to requests by the Company in 20 I0, 20l l; and 

2012 for such infonnatio~ 60 This.data reveals that. similar ~o the :retrofit optio~ the c.ost ~f 

extending a natural gas pipeline J?,tO the Hampton Roads area significantly exceeds the cost pf 
. . 

trans~ssion line alternativ~. 61 ~ option:becqmes even more uneconontj.~ with the capital · 

cost that would b~ required at the Yorktown and Chesap~e Fow~r Stations in order to ge~erate. 

electtj.city using natural g~ fro_m.any such pjpeline extension.62 Sta.ff also concluded, based oh a 

re~ew ofthls information and res-ear?~ that nit does not appe_ar that natural g~ pipeline ~a.pacity 

~cntld b~ .c~nstructed in time to ~eet ~ fuel requiremen~ f?r repoweryd uriits·at Chesapeake or 

. Yorktown."63 Accordingly, the Corrµnission finds~·repowering_umts at York:town and 
.. 

Chesapeake is not a reasonable .alternative for ensuring transmission system reliability.
. 	 . 

59 As discussed above, even without retirements a:t the Y6rktown and Chesapeake Power Stations, reliability 
violations are projected to occur beginning in 2019 in the No,;th Hampton Roads Aiea. 

60 See, e.g., Ex, 79 (Chiles) at 31, and Attached Exhibit JWCw3 at 2-4 . .. 
• 61 Id., Attached Exhibit JWC-3 at 2-4, 8; and Attached Exluoit JWC-5. 

_,,--..,. 	 62 Id., Attached Exhibit JWCw3 at~. 

63 Id., AttachedExb.ibifJWC-3 at 3-4. 
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A combination ofretrofitting or repowering at the Yorkto-wn or Chesapeake Power 

Stations and installing an electric transmission line alternative in this case does not yield a 

conclusion different from our consideration ofthese generation alternatives without 

·transmission. A transmission line o~viously does not address the natural gas pipeline constraints 

into the North Hampton Roads Area or environmental regulations 'that will not allow Dpminion 

to continue operating the Yorktown and Chesapeake Power Stations in the same manner as mthe 

past These significant generation limitations, as well as the cost and time associated 'With. 

alternative trap.sm.ission co~ponents, make the cost and risk of the combin~.:tion generation and 

transmission alternatives excessive, :regardl~ss ofwhich transmi~sion line alternative is chosen.64 · 

In summary, while the Commission does not prejudge whether additional gene):"ation in . 

the North H~pto~ Roads Area.(or other ~nc~pts or projects discussed here~)_may be 

reasonable~ some point in the· future, the r~coi;d ui' this case ~oes not support such generatiop. as 

a re~onable alternative to a transmission solution for the ~ea's significant transmission syst~m . 

needs appearing-in 2015_ 

Deman.4-Side Resources 

The Commission finds that demand-side resources, sue~ as demand-side response and 

energy efficiency measures~ were appropriately considered in this proceeding. The record 

supports the Hearing Examiner's conclusion that 11 additional-amounts·of [demand-side resources] 

should not .be assumed to be availabf~ to address projected :NERC feliability violritions."65 
r 

The P.T.t1 load forecasts incorporated in }?ominionfs load flow modeling studies include 

q..emand-side resources that have_ cleared a three-year forward cap~city auction conducted by . . ~ 

....-..... 	 MS~, e.g., Ex. 87 (Nedwickrebuttal) at 13~14; Ex. 91 atRebuttalSchedule5. 

65 Hearing Examiner's Report at 150. 
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l 

pJM.66 In this case, James City County and the Environmental Respondents have asserted that 

the Commission should allow for more projected, and unspecified, demand-side res?urces to be 

considered. ~7 Iri contrast, Staffhas suggested that t'[i]fanything, the evidence appears to support 

relying less on such r~sources for planning purposes.1168 

The Commission declines to alter, in this case, ~e extent to which projected levels of 

demand-side resources are incorporated in the planning studies that are conducted to ensure the 

Commonwealth's transmission system remains reliable. As recognized by PJM, the fact that a 

resource clears an auction for three years into the future does not mean that such a resource will, 
. . 

in fact,. be available in that fu~e year.6~ P~·s Vice President ofTransmission.Planning . 

testified in this proeyeding that a significant percentage ofdemand-side resources that dear 
L. ..-··---... PJM's a~ctions have recently been observed "buying out" of their obligations and he expressed 

concem :fuat PJM may be "over-~elying on demand response.1170 Given this t~stim.ony, the 

Commission does not :find it reasonable in th.Is case to impute additional demand-side resource 

amounts above and beyond those of the PJM forecasts... 
The Commission further notes that, as.-Staffrecognizes, the record in this case 11indicates . . . 

that a very signifipant - ifnot extraordinary- amount ofa.em.and-side response would be . 
. :.- .~ 

required:in tlie North Hampton Roads area to avoid cons1ruction11 ofeitTi.er a 500 kV transmission 

proj~ or a 230 kV transmission project combin~ with additional generation. 71 ror example, 

. . 
66 See, e.g., Ex: 92 (Herling rebuttal) a:t 11-12. 


~ See, e.g., Ex. 68 (Whittier) at 6, 13-15; Environmental l_lespondents' Post-Hearing Brief at 15-17., 


68 Staff's Post-HearingBriefat23 (emphasis omitted) . 

.. 

69 See, e.g., Ex. 92 {Herling rebuttal) at 14-15. ;, 

_,:...--.._ 70 Id. 

71 Staff's Post-Hearing Briefat 22-23. · 
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I• 	 Staff indicates that, to address projected 2015 NERC reliability violations, 11the d~mand-side 

equivalent of620 [megawatts] needed for a 1stan.d-alone1 generation option would be required in 

the North Hampton R_2~ds load area. which has:..only approximately 2,000 [megawatts] ofpeak 

demand."12 

However, the Commission finds PJM's testimony that planning studies may be 
. . 

over-relying on d~mand response raises concerns that warrant further evaluation in future 

transmission and generation certificate proceedings. Accordingly, Dominion is her~by directed 

to provide, w.·future transmission and generation certificate applJcati.ons, ms>:re detailed analysis 

ofdemand-side resources incorporated in the Company's planning studies used in support of 

such applications. 73 

230 kV Transmission Alternatives· 

In addition to alternatives that ~eluded generation or deniand~side resources, as 

discussed above, several tran.smi~sion alternatives were presented in this proceeding. 
-u-· 

.. 
Dominion1s existing 500 kV system stops at the doorstep ofthe North. Hampton Roads Area, 

with the closest lines at_ that voltage running from the Chickahominy Substation and S~pta 
• ' • 	 .. 1 ' 

Substations t~ the Surry Nucl~ P~wer Station.74 Presently, a numbet of430. kV and 115 lcV 

lines transmi~ p~wer into and wit.bin the ~orth Hampton R~acis Area.75 As su~h, it is logi~ that 

many ofthe transmission alternatives evaluated in this proceeding '.31'e potential additions to 

Domµri.on's existing 230 kV transmission system. 

il Jd. at 22. See, e.g., Ex. 87 (Nedwickrebuttal) at 11-12, Rebuttal Schedu.Je 3. 

. 73 To the extent known by the Comp8lly, such information should include, for example, the locations and providers 
ofdemand-side resources incl11ded in the relevant planning. studies. · 

.• ·-. 74 Ex. 23 (Application), Attached Appendix at 6, 117. 

1s Id. 
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James City County and Save the James have characte~ a 500 kV transmission line as 
. . . 

a 11larger. m9re luxurious opti9n [that] may need to be foregone in favor of a smaller, more 

economiqal product. ti76 But this does not descri~e the.choice before us. Based on the record, we 

find that 230 kV options would not ensure system reliability in the North Hampton Roads Area. 

and that most, ifnot all, 230 kV options would actually cost more than the Proposed Project. 

Case participants had the ability not .only to evaluate the results ofDominion's load flow 

modeling, but also to add diffe_rent wes ofprojects to DominiOl,1.1S models to assess the 

effectiveness ofsuch projects in addressing projected.NERC reliability viola:tj.ons. Our ~taff.fust 

tested 23 0 kV options with the initial load flow models that Dominion used in support of its 

Applica:ti.on, and Staff filed its results in the pre-filed testimony ofits ~ngineering consultant.77 

Subsequently, the.Hearing Examiner.directed Dominion to conduct and file many addition?]. and 

~pdated load flow models to test among other things. 230 kV options.78 The Hearing Examiner 
. . 

directed these furtht:r studi~ after r~ivmg inp~ from Dominion, Staft James Ci:t;r County, and .. 
other C?ase participants that then ~d the. opportunity to evaluate the studies. 79 _Finally, James · 

· City County conducted· additional 230 kV analyses :15ing the u_pdated, supplemental load flow 

models direct~d by the. Hearing Exami~er. 80 Below we discuss, in tum, underground'and 

overhead 230 kV options for the North Hampton Roads Are~ 

76 James City County's and Save the James's Joint Comm~ on Hearing Examiner's Report at 21. 


77 See, e.g .. _Ex. 79 (Chiles) at 23-26, Attached Exin'bit JWC-2 at 3-6, 10-14. ·' 


78 See, e.g.• He~ing Examiner's Report at 7-8. 103-109. 


79 Shortly after Staffs testimony was filed, Dominion and Staff filed a motion to extend the procedural schedule for' 

the purpose ofconducting :further studies and, :in doing so. proposed a number of~tudies. After holdmg a prehearing 
conference, the Hearing Examiner directed that specific studies be conducted. including a study ofan alternative 

--· identified by James City County witness Whittier. Hearing Examiner's Report at 7-8. 

so Tr. 901-1014 (Whittier). 
·.; 
' 
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a. 230 kVTra:nsmission Underground.A/ternatives 
' . 

The feasibility ofundergrouncling, in whole or in part, a transmission line crossing the 

James River was the focus ofmuch evidence in this case. Compared to overhead altema:ti.ves, 

underground transmission lines require much different construction .and materials, which result 

in different construction durations and costs. Additionally, the design and capability ofa line 

depend on whether it is ~verhead or undergro~d. For.example, engineering evidence i.n this 

case indicates that undergrounding a 500.kV transmission line is not technically viable,8~ 

meaning that undergrounding options must b~ at a lower v9ltage, such as 230 kV. 
. . 

It is also important to understand that, when copiparing transmission lines with different 

. voltages (such as 500 kV and 230 kVl the difference in their volt.ages is not directly proportional 

to the clifferep.ce in their ~pacities, measured in megavolt amp~es ("MVA"). fo; delivering 

power. 'For e~ample, the ;ecord in this ·case shows that the ~ingle-circuit 500 kV Surry-Skiffes 

Creek ~ine would provide approximately 4,3.00 ,MVA of capacity ~to the North Hampton Roads 
.... . 

· Area while _an underground single-circuit 230 kV line~Dominiorrrecen~y placed into service 

· provides only 600 MV A ofcapacity.82 

Compared to an ovemead tra:b.smJ,ssion rine~ an. underground line·canlessen or eliminate 

certain enviromnental impa~ts. including many viswil impacts83 and impacts as~ociated with . 

-s~curlng a transmission tower hrto the groim.d or a river bed.84 Replacing the ov~rh~ad 50~ kV 

81 The record identifies only one location in th~ T.Jrtjted States where 500 kV lines have been constructed 
underground. Those lines, which are short intercoDnections between generation at the Grand Coulee Dam and ~ 
adjacent switchyard. are in the process ofbeing replaced wfth overhead lines due to reliability concerns. See, e.g.. 
EX: 93 "(Allen rebuttal) at 16, Rebuttal Schedule 3; Ex. 23 (Application). Attached Appendix at 58. 

82 See, e.g., Ex. 79 (Chiles) at24; Ex. 33 (Allen direct) at3-4; Ex. 102 (Thomassen.rebuttal) at 13-15, Rebuttal 
Schedule 8. · 

.•.--..,. 83 See., e.g;,Ex. 83 (McCoy),AttachedExhl"bitWDM-1 atl9~21. 

84 See, e.g., Ex. 93 (Allen rebuttal) at }5. 
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Surry-Skiffes Creek Line with an underground transmission line would,- for example, lower t4e 

scenic impact on Cartels Grove; 'Kingsmill; the Captain John Smith National Historic Water 

Trail; Black's Point; parts oftb.e Colo,nial Parkway; and other viewpoints on or around this 

,portion oftb.e James River. However, as discussed further in our e:7~uatio_n of 500 kV 

alternatives here;in, the Commission agrees with the findings and conclusions ofthe Hearing 
, '} . 

Examiner that the Proposed Project, with an overhead 500· kV crossing ofthe James Riv:er: 

(1) will have little visual impact on the Colonial.Parkway or Jamestovm Island; (2) will have 

greater visual impacts on sites such as Carter's Grove and Kingsrnill; and (3) will not alter the 

current nature of the J~es River in the relevant area. 85 Accordingly, while the Commission 

does· not find that the environrnentai impact of extending an ove~head 500 kV transmiss_ion line 

.,-.. : from the Surry Switching S~tion to the industrial BASF.property is as great as_ some of the 

p~cipants c~ntend in t~s C$Se, all i~entified impacts have bet:??- considered_and weighed. 

The Born.mission also recognizesi however, that unde;rground transmission lines and tlieir 

.construction are not without environmental impacts. Underground construc~on.creates other 

types _of environmental impacts, including those associated ~th boring undergro111;1d or oqring. 

~der a~ver bed and dredging ariver bed to ·in.§1:211 s~lice pits.86 Among other·enviro~ental · 
. . 

impacts, Do:rniIµon estimated that an underground river crossing oftb,e James River would result 
• ':"7 ~ ~ • - • ~ • 

in a riverbed excavation of 36,000 cubic yards. 87 Comparing overhea~ con:stru~tion to 
. ' 

underground construction therefore requires a weighing of. ap:iong other thin~s., the . 

en*onmental impacts of each. 

85 Hearing Examiner's Report~ 134-40. 

86 See also Ex. ·102 (Thomassen rebuttal); Tr. 1678-80 (Harper); Ex. 83 (McCoy), Attached Exhibit V/DM-1 at 6-7; 
Tr. 1137 (McCoy). . · 

87 Ex. 93 (Allen rebuttal) at 15. 
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The Commission has carefully consider:ed the relative impacts to historic resources,. 

scenic assets, and other environ.mental considerations presented in this case. However, the 

factors that mu.st be considered in this proceeding, as discussed above, are broad and are not . . 

limited only to environmen~ considerations. Based on the record, the Commission finds that 

, the impediments associated 'with attempting to ad.dress the identified reliability violations in the 

North Hampton Roads Area.by placing a transmission line underground ou~weigh competing 

environmental considerations. The Commission.fmds that underground alternatives do not 

reasonably meet the reliability need idenfJied in this case. 

, Unde:rground transmission projects are complex. endeavors. The construction ofan 

underground project can involve, among other thlngs, significant hqrizontal drilling to install the . 	 . 

,--.,_ 	 p~pes neede~ to contain underground electric 93hles, dredging large pits in the ground and the 

river bed to allo~ for un~erground electric cables to be spli7ed together>- and constructing 

tnmsiti1?n st?,tions wh~re t4e underground cable transiti6~ to an overhea~ li11;e:88 Given the · . . 	 . . . . 

complexity ofthese projects, St.aff.not~ that_~ost.ofthe~ecent underground transmission 

proje~ts cons~cted by Dorin.ion.have experienced delay$.89 

. 	 . . 
Don;rinion testified that an underground cross~g of the Jam.es River wo~d require an 

estimated 48 months ( single circuit). or 60 months ( double circuit) tq complete.90 But the load 
·.; . 

flow studies in this case d~monstr~te significant reliability violations. occui;ring the stpnmer after 

Yorktown generation retires !-0- respon.s'e to envirol1filental regulations that include an AP,ril 2015 

deadline for compliance with the MATS Rule. Accordingly, even ifDo~on successfully 

68 See, e.g., Ex. 102 (Thomassen rebuttal). 


89 Staffs Post-Hearing Brief' at 42. 


.--·-·· 90 See, e.g., Ex. 93 (Allen rebuttal) at IO; Tr. 1464-65 (Allen); Dominion's Comments on the Hearing Examiner's 
Report at 36-37, · 
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defers reliability violations by obta.imng a limited extension of the MATS Rule,91 compliance 

with federal environmental regulation simply cannot be reconciled. 'With the realities of · 

underground construction. Additionally, even if an underground transmission-line could be 

completed in time to address the need demonstrated in this case, the Co~sion finds, based on 

the record evidence, that such options would not be effective (much less cost-effective) or 

otherwise satisfy the requirements of Virginia law .. 

For example, sub~ti.tuting a single-circuit.230 kV underground transmission line for the 

proposed Surry-Ski:ffes Creek Line is estimated to cost approximately $273 millio~ or . 
• 

approximately $118 million more than the $155 millionProposed.Project92 However, the load . . . 

. flow modeling studies in this case shov.v that the und~rground line component ofthis more 

,..-...0 expe~ive project would, upon installation> be overl.oaded.93 The Commission cannot find that 

the public convenience and nec_es'sity require what the evid~nce shows could be a useless, 

expensive project.94 

-· The perfo~ance of a do:uble-circuit 230 kY ~derground Surry-Slaffes Creek Line 
. ~ ...... 

would be better than a single· circuit because the ~e itselfwould no longer be ·overloaded upon 

installation. However, load flow studies show that a double-circuit 23 0 IcV underground 'Iin~ 

91 Dominion can request a one-year extension ofthis deadline from the DEQ ~d-can request a second one-year 
extension, in the form ofan enforcement·Administrative Order, from the Environmental Protection Agency. 

'see, 'e.g., ~~aringEx~er's Report at 154; , .' . _ 

•92 seft: e.g., Ex. 91 at Rebuttal Schedule 5; Tr. 906~07 (Whittier) (testifying that overall the Company's construction · 
~~~~~ . 

93 See, e.g., Tr. 1071-74 (Chiles); Ex. 90 atRebuttal Schedule 4. 

,94 Al.though this section of the Order discU:Sses the total .cost of projects or portions ofprojects, the record indicates 
that-selecting a 230 kV project or tbe Chickahom.iny Alternative, rather than the 500 kV Proposed Project, would, 
under current federal regulation, increase the share of costs that PJM would assign to Vrrginia ratepayers. See, e.g., 
Hearing Examiner's Report at 152; Staffs Post-Hearing Brief at 34-36; ODEC's Post-Hearing Brief at~
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would not address projected overloads on one transmission line and one transformer.95 This 
' . 

double-circuit option, which, at $440 million. is. estimated to cost $285 million more than the 

Proposed Project, would still require additional infrastructure projects (~th additional costs and 

impacts) to address projected reliabil_ity violations that the Proposed Project addresses.96 Even if 

a project including a double-circuit 230 kV underground line could be comP.leted in time to 

address upcoming NERC reliability violations, the Commission_finds that the significant 

reliability 8Il:d cost disadvan~ges ofsuch a project. among other detrimental considerations, 

outw~igh the beneficial" considerations from constructing a double-circuit transmission line 

under. ra:ther than over, the Jam.es River. The evidence demonstrates that this type ofproject. . .. . . . . . . 

would not reasonably meet the identified reliab~ty need. 


',,, ...---..___ 

There are similar problems 'Witb. tb.e underground v-arla:tion put forth by Jame~ City 

County that would combine a single-circuit 230 kV underground cros~ing ofthe James River . ' 

' . 
with a special protection schem~ ofsome unspeci'fic type. among other components of.this 

,variation. This J~es·City County underground var!ation is estimated by Dominion-to cost 

appr:o~at~ly $146 million more $811 the Proposed Project97 while James Gity Co~ty ~sfunates ·. 

it would cost $~9 rillion more.98 A James City County witn~ testifi~d that a spe~ial protection 

scheme could be used to address one projee:ted overload;99 ho~ever. Dominion identified several 

transfo~ers· overloading with tbis variati~n.100 Additio~y. PJM's Vi~e President of 

9sSee, e.g;.: Tr. 1071-74 (Chiles); :SX: 90 at Rebuttal Schecl?l,e 4. 

96 Ex. 90 at Reb~ Sche~ule 4; Tr. 906-07 (Whittier) (testifying that overall the Company's cons1ruction costs are 
reasonable). 

97Ex. 95. 

~8 Tr. 922 (Whittier). 

__,,.-..., 99 Tr. 937 (Whittier). 

100 Tr. 1298, 1303 (Nedwick): 
r· 
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Transmission Planning testified that PJM only allows special protection schemes as a temporary. . 

measure in its region andthat o:q.e type of special protection scheme, a system reconfiguration, 

may no~ even be effective in the North Hampton Roads Area101 By relying on a conceptual 

special protection scheme and underground construption that is like~y to extend beyond projected 

reliability violations, the Commission :finds that this more costly variation presents an 

unreasonable reliability risk to customers tha½ among other factors, outweighs the beneficial 

considerations. Based on the evidence, the Commission finds that this alternative would not 

reasonably meet the _reliability n~ identified in this case. 

Another James C~ty County 230 kV underground variation relies on a device known as a 

phase angle regulator ("PAR11). This alteniative - which Dom.inion estimates would cost . . 
• • . • -i • 

.--··,, approximately $142 million more than the Proposed Project102 and James City County estimates 

wocld cost $37 milij.on more103 - w~ offered without an engineering study to evaluate its 

performance.104 ·James Cify County testified that PARs are corom?nlY installed and contended 

that a 230 kV project wi~ a PAR ~ould ~o~e~tially work.105 Dominion testified that this iames 

City County altemative was eleytrically comparable to a project that PJM previously stud.i~d and 

fo~fi'.defi~;e~t10~ and testifie~ ~er-that using a PAR on a dynami~ netw~rk ~ste~ "would be 
' • ' ,r~ • • 

101 Tr. '1387-88 (Herling). 

io2 Ex. 95. 

lO~ Ex. 69. 

104 Ti. 987 (W!tlttier). 

lOS See. e.g., Tr. 925 (Whittier); James Cify County's- and $ave the James's Joint Comme~ OD. Hearing Examiner's 
Report at 19-20. · · ' 

106 Tr. 1300, 1346 (Ned.wick) ("[T]he analysis that was done for the LS Power proposal that the ·pAB. was never able 
to l:i.ave·a setting capable ofpreventing itself from overloa.cling and at the same time it was causing other devices to 
overload."). See also Bx. 92 (Herlingrebuttal) at20 ("for the Yorktown Unit 2 sensitivity, tb.e 230 kV Surry-Skiffes 
Creek line and PAR is not a workable solution. There is no one setting that would allow the 230 kV line to operate 
without resulting in Reliability Violations on some other circuit."). 
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at best ... very problematic and potentially a detriment to reliability.11107 The Commission finds 

that, among other considerations, fue reliability1isk associated with this more costly 

underground alternative, which likely could not be constructed in time to address upcoming 

projected reliability violations and has been offered without study, outweighs the benefits 

associated with this option. Based ·on the evidence, the Commission finds that this alternative 

would ri.ot reasonably meet the reliability need identified in this case. 

Although Dominion has not requested that the P~oposed Project or any alternative _thereof 

be included in the underground pilot program established by HB 1319, the Commission has 
. . 

nonetheless reviewed the criteria for p0tential inclusion in this program'. Because. as discussed 

above, the Proposed Project and alternatives thereof are not viable for :tmderground construction, . .. . . .. 

.. .-.... -nop.e ofthe projects evaluated in this proceeding qualify for inclusion in the underground pilot 

program.ms .'1 

b. 230 kVTransmission OverheadAltematjves 

James City County pr<;>posed two overhead 230 kV alt~tives that.include, among other 
. . 

components, river crossings near ~e James River Tower Bridge .. ~~hproj~cts would shift the 

environment?]. impacts associated ·with a'river prossing dow.m:iver from where the Pr0posed 

·Proje~t ii, propos~d to cross. ·subs~iially different-areas would be impacted by s~ch projects.". 

The first such alternative, identified ~ Altemative C, was prop~sed in prefiled testimony. 

This alternative was ~ately abandoned by·James City County: after modeling studies 

107 Tr. 1346-47 (Nedw;ck). See also Ex. 92 (Herling rebuttal) at 20 ("Operatio.nally, the 130 kV Surry-Skiffes Creek 
line and PAR, whether underground or overhead. is a challenging solution••.•"). ."'\ 

' . 
108 We therefore need not reach iss~es conceming the pilot program's other statutory criteria,, in.eluding 1he cost 
criteria which Dominion asserts the underground alternatives also fail. See, e.g., Ex. 93 (Allen.rebuttal) at 19-20; 
Tr. 1454-55 (Allen). 
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indicated that it would not_ work electrfo~y. 109 The record supports this conclusio:D, and 

therefore Alternative C warrants no further consideration in this proceeding.110 

The second proposed altemative with a downriver, overhead crossing of the James River 

~as offered through oral testimony as a variation to the abandoned Alternatiye C f1Variation to 

Alternative C11). The"primary components ofVariation to Alternative C include a new 

transformer, rebuilding an existing transmission line, and constructing a new 230 kV 

transmission line between Dominionrs existing Chuckatuck111 and Whealton S'Q.bstations, which 

would require an overhead crossing of the James River.112 James City County testified that its 

Variation to Alt~mative C did not address ~ overload on one transmission line 113.while · 

, , Domini~n testified that this alternative also produced multiple transformer overloads and . . 

11~oubling11 effects on the operations ofthe Surry Nuplear Power Sta?on.114 

In proposing Variation to Altemative C as an overhead project, James City County. .. .. .. . . 

acknowledged th:8f a portion of a neyr Chuckatu:c~ to Wheal.ton line might need to be . . 

under.grounded if~e ~Xisting right-of-w~y is co~ed.115 Th.e evidence in:thl8 case Cori.firms 

· this iS; a very cons:trained right-of-way, particul~ly in Newport News (i.e., between the James · .. 	 . ,... . 	 . 

. River a.nd the Whealton substation).116 As with other altem,atives discussed above, this project 

presents "Qmeasonable reiiabillty risks. Even if it could be constructed in a tin,lely and safe. 

109 Tr. 939 (Whittier). · 


uo See, e.g., Ex. 90. 


m The Chuckatuck substation is lo~ted in ~le of Wight County. Ex.·119; Tr. 1681 (Harper). 


112 Ex. 71. 


11~ Tr. 941-45 (Whittier). 


114 Tr. 1303~04 (Nedwick). 


,.--..,. 	 115 See, e.g.; Tr. 995 (Vlhittiet). 

116 Tr. 1680:85 (Harper); Ex.119. 
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fashion~ Variation to Alternative C would leave unaddressed cei:tainprojected reliability 

violations. Additionally, the underground construction required in a populated area of Newport 

News for thi~ alternative makes it highly unlikely that such a complex project could be 

constructed in time to address projected reliability violations. The Commission also recognizes 

that underground construction would ~st ratep~yers more.117 

The significant reliability risk associated with Variation to Alternative C is comparable to 

many ofthe 230 kV alternatives with underground crossings ofthe James River. Although 

Jame~ City- County estimates the co~t ofVariation to Alternative Cto be closer to the Proposed· 
. . 

Project than those other alternatives, so too are the environmental impacts. This is because. . . . 
. . 

Variation to Alte~tive C involves, among other tlrings, both an over)?.ead crossing of the James 

River and a lengthy underground construction pr.eject 
. . 

The Com.mission finds that, among other considerations, the significant reliability risks 

associated with Variation to Alt~mative C ~d-the cost.s associated therewith outweigh the· . 	 . 
benefits from c.onstrupting this alternative instead of the Proposed Project Based on the 

. . . 
evidence, ~e Commission finds that thls alternative would not r_easonc;bly meet the reliability 

need identified in this case. 
. . 

In. comments on th.e_Heapng Examiner's ReJ)Ort, James City County and Save the James 

indicated that lh:a;tJames City Cou:g.ty r,was able to resolve· many~ but not all, NERC violation 

[sicrr with its variations. and,that those variations 11WO\tld work" with "mor~ time and effort.II US 

Such an assertion fails to appropriately recognize the co~derable volume, quality, and weight 

117 Ex. 96. These estimates do not include any costs associated with addressing remaining reliability violations or 
operation~ problems resulting from Variation to A,!ternative C. ·_ 

,,,.-....... · 	 m James City County's and Save the James's Joint C0'mments on Hearing Examiner's Report at 19-20. James City 
County indicates thai Dominion notified it ofthe Chickahominy Alternative Project and the Proposed Project in 
January and March of2012. respectively. Id. 'at 28; Ex. 50 (Reidenbach) at 13. 
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of the ~gineering analysis of alternative projects included in the record. Indee4. the Hearing 

Examiner even directed Dominion to conduct and file load flow modeling analysis ofa James 

City Countyvari~tion, 119 which the County ultimately abandoned.12.0 Additionally, the. 

Commission concludes, based on the·record, that maintaining reliability otthe grid used to 

support electric service in the North Hampton Roads Area and complying with federal 
. 1 

environmental regulations do not allow more time for studying hypothetical options. Significant. . . 

projected reliability violations resulting from lcnovvn environmental regulations require . . 

construction to commence as soon as possible. 

Dominion's Application also identifies double--c:ircuit overhead 230 kV variations of the 

Proposed Project and the CID:~kahominy Altemative Project More speclfi:cally~ th~ Application 

identifies, as one alternative, CQnstruction of the Proposed Proj~t with a double-circuit ~3 0 kV· 

(instead ofsingle-circuit 500 kV) Surry-Skiffes Creek Line and, as asecond altemati;e, 

construction ofthe Chickah~J;D]Ily Alternativ~ Project with a double-circuit 2:30 kV.(m:stead of 

single-circuit 500 kV) Chickah~miny-Skiffes Cree~ Line. Although the option was 

appro~ately $23·million less tfum the ~roposed Project; Dominion rejected the 230 ~V 

p.ouble-circuit Surry-Skiffes Creek Line becaus~ aD???-g other·~s1 it; . (1) would not resolve 
. ,,,...... . . 

all ofthe identified ~c cri~a violations; (2J would require taller stru.ctares than a 

· single-circuit 500 .kV line; and (3) would limit potential future extensions ofDominion's . 

transmission system to the south of the Surry)'htclear P~wer ~o:g..121 Dominion rejected the 
•' 

double-circuit 230 kV Chickaho.miny-Sldffes Creek line because-it failed to address identified 

119 See, e.g.., January 30, 2013 Hearing:Examiner's Ruling at2 (dh"ectingDommion to modelJames City County's 
"Alternative C"). · · 

.,...........__ . 120 Tr. 939 (Whittier). 

121 See, e.g., Ex. 23 (Application}, Attached Appendix at S5-56. 
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reliability·criteria violations and would cost approximately $36 million more than ~e Proposed 
- . 

Project.122 Based on the record, the Commission finds that these two alternatives) which no case 

participant supported, were reasonably rejected.· 

Because the evidence demons!J:ates that oncom.ingreliabilityviolations cannotbe 

reasonably addressed by generation alternatives (alone or in combination with transmission 

aitematives), d~mand side management alternatives, or lower voltage transmission (undergr~und 

or overhead). we tum next to the 500. kV Propoted Project and the 500 kV Chi~kahominy 

Alternative Project 

500 kVTransmissionAlternattves 

Comparingthe two. electrically equivalent 500 kV projects propo~ed by.Dominion., the 
.. 	 . ' . 

. -..... 	 Commission ~ees with the Hearing Examiner that "the [Chickahominy Altemati.ve Pre:ject] has 

a higher cost than the Propose~-Project and will have a greater impact on scenfo assets, historic 

districts and the envkonment11123 Many-public ~t.nes_ses and case participants-.-- including 

Dominion, the Ledbetters, Lennar, Charles City County) and Staff- introduced a consideraole 
' . -	 . . 

amoun~ ofcomparative data, pictures, and a.th.er testimony that:makes clear tlie comparative 

benefits ~fthe Propqseq ·Project..124 The record does not support ~proval ofthe Chickahominy· 

_Alternative Projec~ instead of the Proposed Proj~. 
• 

Because these two projects share many common components, their relative advantages 

and disadvantages stem from their :use·ofdifferent 500 kV lines: the approximately 
.. . . . . 

&.O mile-long. Surry-Skiffes Creek Line ofthe Proposed Project and the approximately 

37.9 mile-long Chickahominy-Skiffes Creek ½ine ofthe Chickahominy Altemative·Project. The 

122 See, e.g., .Ex. 23· (A,.pplicatio~), Attached Appendix at 56-57. 


123 Hearing Examiner's Report at I 75. 


12.4 See, e.g., Ledbetters' Post-Hearing Brief; Lennar's Post-Hearing Brief at 3-8; Staff's Post-Hearin~ Bnef!l,t 27-36. 
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much shorter S.u.rry-Skiffes Creek Line is estimated to cost approximately $58 million less than 

the Cbickahominy-Skiffes Creek Line.125 

Based on information identifying certain environmental impacts that the Commission , 

regularly assesses as part ofour overall evah.1~on oftransmission project impacts, the impacts 

associated with tb.e·Chickahominy Alternative Project were, almost across the board, numerically 

greater than for the Proposed Project.126 For example, the Surry-Skiffes Creek Line of the 

Pro_posed Project passes within 500 feet ofapproximateiy 160 residences, while the 

Chlckahominy-Skiffes Creek Line .~ounts 1,129 residences within 500 feet ofits route.127 

The difference between the overall en~bnmental impaqts of these two projects only 

grows when one looks beyond the numbers for the few impacts that appear to weigh in favor of 

.....-......_ 	 the Chickahominy Alternative_ Project For exam.pie, variations ofthe J~es River crossing of 

the Proposed Project would involve a longer crossing of surface waters than the Chickahominy 

River.cross~ for th~ Chickahominy_Altci:native Project Looldng_only at this statistic;one 

might ·conclude that a Jame~ Riyer crossing would be more vis~y impacting than the 

Chickahomin.y River ~rossing. One might further conclude·~ since both lines would cross the 

Captain John Smith National· Historic Water Trail. the.longer ~rossing ofthe J~es River would: 

be. a great~r impact to a historic resource than the short~ crossing ofthe Chickahominy. But 
. . 

persuasive evidence supports a.con~·finding. Namely, one ofthe exp,erts retamed by Staff 

_highlighted (~d other evidence supported) a st:al-k difference between impacts already existing 

on the relevant portions of the James River·but-~bsent fr~m those portions of the Chickahominy 

River. Staff testified that "there really is no comparison11 between the two crossings be~ausp the 

i:zs See, e.g., Ex. l 16'(Swanson rebuttal) at Rebuttal Sche&le 1. 


llli See, e.g.. Hearing Exammer's Report at 142; Ex. 23; Ex. 29; Tr. 499 (Lake); Ex. 50 (Reidenbach) at 13-16 . 

.-·

121 Id.; Ex. 83 (McCoy), Attached ExbJbit WDM-1 at 23-24. 
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Chickahominy route would traverse a pristine ;ea ofthe Cap~ John Smith National Historic 

Water Trail. 128 

In contrast. the James River route is already heavily impacted by more modem 

developments. 129 Such developm~nts include the Surry Nuclear Power Plant, Kingsmill 

(including its mapna), water towers, the Ghost Fleet, 130 and tall theme park rides - all ofwhich 

are visible from this portion ofthe James River. 131 

The environmental impact of the ~oposed Project is discussed in greater detail below in 

our evaluation of the Proposed Project under applicable law. In this regard, James City County 

and Save the James argue that even.if need is established, the statute requires the Proposed 

Project to.be denied if there is not a route that s~.sfies the env~o~ental stand~ds in the 

.--... 	 Ccide.132 As discussed below, however, we have found oased on the evidence in this case that 

:t];te Proposed Project and the route approved herein meet the statutory environmental standards. 
,. 

THE PROPOSED PROJECT 

Need· 
. . 

The Proposed Project addresses significant near-term system. needs in tb.e·North Hampton. . 

Roads· Area while alsG 'ad.dressing the area"s longer-term ne;eds. 

. As ·discussed above, the extensive load flow modeling results and analysis hi this case . . . . 

demonstrate·a signifi~t system need proj.ected to arise~ early as_ 2015 and that the Proposed 

121 Tr. I 160-61 (McCoy).· See also Ex. 63 (Street) at 9-11; Ex. 21 (Ledbetter). 


129 See, e.g., Tr. 835-41 (Street). ,.. 

130 Tne Ghost Fleet is "a collection ofretired naval vessels that are temporarily anchored offshore from FortEustis." 

~~- 3 7 (Harper direct) at 14. See also Tr. 817 (Street). 

---	 i3 i See, e.g., Tr. 1136-37 (McCoy); Ex. 100; Ex. 118 (Harperrebuttal) at Rebuttal Schedules l, 2 . 
. 

m See. e.g., Jam.es City County's and.Save the James's Joint Comments on the Hearing Examiner's Report at 10-18. 
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Project, unlike other poten~al alternatives, will a:ddtess that need. 133 Upcorrring reliability 

violations have been projected under a variety ofreasonable future. scenarios that have been 

updated and expanded during the course ofthis case.. The evidence in this case establishes that 

federal environpiental regulation 'Will soon affect the operation ofgenerating facilities needed to' 

maintain reliable electric service in the North Hampton Roads Area, but that the Proposed 

Project vVill complement existing infrastructure to maintain system reliability when these 

generation facilities are retired or significantly restricted. 

·our approval herein is not :i matter of "bigger is better;11134 rath~r. we approve the 

Proposed Project because the evidence demonstrates that it is ofthe appropriate size, location, - . . 

. and design to address the significant reliability risks in the North Hampton Roads Area, and 

ensure the continued delivery ofcritically needed electric service to the hundreds ofthousands of 

people in this region ·of Virginia. The evidence ,1eriionstrat~s that the public-convenience and · 

· n~essity require all compo~ents ofthe Pr_oposed Project-including the 500 kV Surry-S~~s 

Cr~~k Line, the 23 0 kV Skiffes Creek-Whealton Line, and the Skiff es Creek Switching Station, 
' . 

:Vhich is a critical part ofboth.these lines-to ·eD.Sl)!e reliability_in the Commonwealth. 
' . 

Beca~e -the· Proposed Project is need~d to address sigmficant near-term reliabip.ty 

violations, our approval herein~ based. significantly on that urgent need. In addition to this 

urgent need, the C?rnm.ission .finds that the Proposed Project' addresses longer~~rm system n~ 

fundamental to ensuring reliability further :into the future. Namely, the Proposed Project · 

addresses reliability violations projected as early.as 2019 due solely to continued load growth in 

the North Hampton Roads Area (i.e., -without co~ideration ofupcoming generation retirements). 

i33 We agree with the Hearing Examiner that the record supports the continued use ofDominion's planning criteria, 
which has been. accepted by this Commission for many years and :in many cases, as well as by the Federal Energy 

.-. Regulatory C~rnmission and NERC. Hearing Examiner's Report at 129-31. 

134 James City Countis and Save the James's Joint Comments on the Hearing Examiner's Report at 2 L 
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Furthermore) the Commission agrees with the Hearing Examiner that an additional benefit ofthe 

Proposed. Project is th.at it lowers the pnssibility~"that this or nearby areas mil be ·impacted by the 

need for additional transmission or generation. 1i135 
. 	 ~ 

Scenic Assets, HistorJc Districts and Resources, ·and the Errvironment 

'f!le Commission recognizes the environmental impact that the Proposed Project vri1l 
. . 

have on the Counties ofJames City. Surry) and York and the Cities ofNewportNews and 

Hampton. Hsrwever) the Commission finds) based on:the recor4, that the routes chosen for the 

Sµuy-Skiffes Creek Line and the Slqffes Creek-'Whealton Line, and the use of an existing 

transmission corrid9r fo~ the Skiffes Cr~ek Switching Station, reasonably minn:nize adverse 

in;ipact on the scenic assets, hlstoric districts and resources, and environment in the area oftb.e 

,....--._ 
Proposed Project Additionally, we ad.opt the DEQ rec9mmendations identified below as 

conditions to our approval that we find~ based C?-~e record, are desirable or necessary to 

miniq:uze adverse environmental impact. 
,,. 

The Proposed Proj ect1s·.more significant impacts to scenic·assets, bistori~ districts and 

resources, and the environment are associated \Vi.th the 500 _kV Surry-Ski:ffes Cr~ek Line and 

specifically the portion ofthe line that crosses the James River. The Proposed Proj.ect will 

require,the inst?l].atjon of towers and lines across the James River, but will do so in apart ofthe 

James River where the Commission finds that impacts to scenic assets, historic districts and 

resources, and the environment will be reasonable'.. The 3,000 mile-long Captain John Smith 
. 	 . 

Natio!1;al Historic Trai4 which includes the Jam.es River, possesses areas that are significantly 

dyveloped.136 As previously noted, visible aJready :from the part ofthe.James River where the 
, 	 , 

'l: 

.•.-.... 	 !JS Hearing Examiner's Report at l-57. 

m Tr.-831-32 (Str~et). 
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	Attachment 1 
	FERC, NERC and PJM Authority and Standards for Maintaining Transmission .System Reliability .
	The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") is the agency ofthe federal government with exclusive jurisdiction to determine and regulate the reliability of the electric transmission grid.The North American Electric Reliability Corporation ("NERC") is the Electric Reliability Organization ("ERO") subject to FERC oversight. NERC has regulatory authority to develop and enforce the mandatory standards, consisting ofcriteria, data and methodology ("NERC Reliability Standards'.'), to evaluate and ensure the
	1 
	3 

	The Federal Power Act of 1938 ("FPA") grants FERC exclusive jurisdiction to regulate the transmission ofelectric power in interstate commerce, the sale or resale of electric power in interstate commerce and the entities engaged in such transmission and sales, called "public util_ities." 
	1 

	Following the 2003 transmission blackout in the Northeast, the Congress in 2005 clarified FERC's jurisdiction under the FPA to include approval ofreliability standards for the U.S. transmission grid and to enforce compliance with those standards. The 2005 legislation directed FERC to certify and regulate NERC, whose purposes are to establish and enforce reliability standards for the transmission grid (called the "bulk-power system" in the legislation) subject to FERC review. All users, owners and operators 
	2 

	The term "bulk power system" is defined in the 2005 legislation to mean "facilities and control systems necessary for operating an interconnected electric energy transmission network ( or any portion thereof) and 
	(B) electric energy from generation facilities needed to maintain system reliability." The term "reliable operation" is defined to mean "operating the elements ofthe bulk-power system within equipment and electric system thermal, voltage and stability limits so that instability, uncontrolled separation, or cascading failures of such system will not occur as a result ofa sudden disturbance, including a cyber security incident, or unanticipated failure ofsystem elements." The term "reliability standard" means
	bulk-power system." 
	PJM is a FERC-regulated public utility and FERC approved RTO that manages the movement of wholesale electricity in all or parts of 13 states, including all of Virginia, and the District ofColumbia. The PJM system serves 61 million people, and dispatches 183,600 MW of generation capacity over 62,500 miles oftransmission lines. 
	3 
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	Attachment 1 
	Attachment 1 
	regional and State regulatory authorities have determined that the Surry-Skiffes CreekWhealton project, including the 500 kV Surry-Skiffes Creek line ( collectively, the "Proposed Project"), is required to assure that the FERC-approved reliability criteria are met. As described below, violations of the criteria provided in these NERC Reliability Standards, which determine the need for construction of new transmission facilities; are determined based on the results of complex computer models required by the
	Equipment overheating and voltage overloads, along with system instabilities are the most common causes oftransmission system failures.. While one equipment failure can cause a local loss ofpower, such a failure can also add thermal (temperature) or voltage stress to other components in the system resulting in more widespread failure. To protect the grid from isolated or large scale cascading failure, NERC establishes mandatory reliability standards for the transmission grid that include criteria for temper
	As explained in more detail below, both PJM and the SCC independently determined for the Skiffes Creek project that only a 500kV line would reliably meet the NERC Reliability Standards; a 230 kV system would not. 
	I. The NERC Transmission Reliability Planning and Modeling Standards 
	In 2006, FERC certified NERC as the ERO and in 2007 approved mandatory transmission reliability standards proposed by NERC, including standards for planning additions to the grid, copies of which are attached, required for reliable operation ("TPL Standards"). These NERC Reliability Standards established the following planning criteria: 
	2 .
	Attachment 1 
	Attachment 1 
	Category A criteria, established in NERC Reliability Standard TPL-001-0, require 
	. that, for all facilities in service (transmission lines, transformers, etc.) and no contingencies (normal system or "n'), equipment thermal ratings and system voltage limits must be maintained and that the system is stable. 
	Category B criteria, established in NERC Reliability Standard TPL-002-0, impose similar requirements with one facility removed from service, referred to as "n-1." These criteria ensure that the system operates to remain reliable upon the instantaneous outage ofany one system element. 
	Category C criteria, established in NERC Reliability Standard TPL-003-0, require the system to be stable and equipment thermal ratings and system voltage limits maintained for multiple system events, including second contingencies involving the loss of one system element followed by system readjustments and then the loss of a second system element (referred to as "n-1-1"). Category C criteria also include the loss oftwo circuits on a single tower line or a single faulted. system element followed by a stuck 
	Category D criteria, established in NERC Reliability Standard TPL-004-0, require evaluation ofextreme events resulting in two or more (multiple) elements · removed from services or cascading out ofservice, such as loss of a line with three or more circuits and loss ofall lines in a common right-of-way. 
	These NERC Reliability Standards are subject to review and revision by NERC, with FERC' s approval. The attached copies are the versions ofthese standards in effect during the periods relevant to the planning processes that identified the need for the Proposed Project, including the need for the 500 kV Surry-Skiffes Creek line. FERC also approved a "Glossary ofTerms used In NERC Reliability Standards," which incudes on page 13 NERC's definition of the "Bulk Electric System" or "BES" that is subject to FERC'
	www.nerc.com. 

	· Dominion is a Transmission Owner. 
	These TPL Standards provide that "System simulations and associated assessments are needed periodically to ensure that reliable systems are developed to meet specified performance requirements with sufficient lead time, and continue to be modified or upgraded as necessary to meet present and future system needs." For the purposes of assuring compliance with these TPL Standards, these "system simulations and associated assessments" include complex computer models that simulate the existing and projected desi
	3 .
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	Attachment 1 
	The NERC Modeling Standards applicable to the need analysis for the Skiffes project are NERC Modeling Standard MOD-010-0, Steady-State Data for Modeling and Simulation ofthe Interconnected Transmission System, and Standard MOD-011-0, Maintenance and Distribution of Steady-State Data Requirements and Reporting Procedures, copies ofwhich are attached. The former requires transmission owners such as Dominion and transmission planners such as PJM, as well as generators and generation resource planners, to furni
	Bus (substation): name, nominal voltage, electrical demand supplied and location. 
	Generating unit: location, minimum and maximum ratings (net real and reactive power), regulated bus and voltage set point, and equipment status. 
	AC transmission line or circuit (overhead and underground): nominal voltage, impedance, line charging, normal and emergency ratings and equipment status, and metering locations. 
	DC transmission line (overhead and underground): lime parameters, normal and emergency ratings, control parameters, rectifier data, and inverter data. 
	Transformer (voltage and phase-shifting): nominal voltage ofwindings, impedance, tap ratios (voltage and/or phase angle or tap step size), regulated bus and voltage set point, normal and emergency ratings, and equipment status. 
	Reactive compensation (shunt and series capacitors, and reactors): nominal ratings, impedance, percent compensation, connection point, and controller · device. 
	Interchange schedules: existing and future interchange schedules and/or assumptions. 
	Using these data inputs, models are developed to simulate the design and operation of each system being studied, from the individual transmission owner level, up through the RTO level to the Eastern and Western Interconnections. The model for each system serves as the basis for assessing whether the system, both existing and under projected changes in future design and operations, is in compliance with the NERC Reliability Standards. As required by the TPL Standards, these assessments are conducted annually
	II. .Application of the NERC Reliability Standards and NERC Modeling Standards Established the Need for the Proposed Project 
	4 .
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	PJM serves as the transmission planner for the transmission System in its region, which includes the systems of each of its 19 transmission owner members. In this capacity, PJM works with its members and other stakeholders, in an open and transparent process approved by FERC, to develop an annual Regional Transmission Expansion Plan ("RTEP") that assesses the current system and its short term (years 1 through 5) and long term (years 6 through 10) needs for additions to assure compliance with the NERC Reliab
	The RTEP process is implemented under"PJM's Open-Access Transmission Tariffusing open and transparent methodologies and criteria approved by FERC. The first step in this process is to use the data inputs provided under the NERC Modeling Standards to develop a base case power flow model that accurately simulates the design and steady-state operation of the existing PJM system. Then power flow models are developed that show projected changes to the system in 5-year and 10-year intervals into the future, inclu
	Each power flow model is then subjected to the scenarios prescribed in the TPL Standards and P JM' s FERC-approved planning criteria for compliance with the NERC Reliability Standards, to determine whether the NERC Reliability Standards are met for each time period and for ·each system element. Each transmission owner in PJM also tests its own system by using the PJM base case and the transmission owner's reliability planning criteria to determine whether NERC Reliability Standards will be violated by futur
	PJM determined through the RTEP process that upon the retirements ofYorktown Units 1 and 2 extensive thermal and voltage violations ofNERC Reliability Standards would occur unless additional transmission systems were added in the area. For example, PJM determined that, without the Proposed Project Dominion's 230 kV ChuckatuckNewport News Line would overload upon an outage of Dominion's 230 kV SurryWinchester line, and that the 230 kV system in North Hampton Roads Load Area ("NHRLA") would experience a vol
	5 .
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	identified NERC Reliability Standard violations while the 230 kV alternatives did not. Accordingly, PJM selected the Proposed Project for inclusion in the 2011 RTEP. 
	III. The SCC' s Detennination ofNeed for the Proposed Project 
	Virginia law (Va. Code§§ 56-265.2 and 56-46.1) requires a public utility to obtain a certificate ofpublic convenience and necessity from the SCC before the utility rnay construct an electric transmission line 138 kV and above. Before the SCC can approve construction of such a line, Section 56-46. l(B) requires the SCC to determine that the line is needed and, among other requirements, to "verify the applicant's load flow modeling, contingency analyses and reliability needs presented to justify the new line.
	In SCC Case No. PUE-2012-00029, the evidence showed that retirement of Yorktown Units 1 and 2 will create extensive thermal and voltage violations ofNERC Category B, C and D reliability criteria in the NHRLA and that only a new 500 kV source into the NHRLA can resolve all ofthe identified NERC violations that would occur when the Yorktown generation units are retired. Extensive NERC-compliant power flow studies, ordered by the SCC Hearing Examiner and verified by the SCC Staff's independent consultant John 
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	environmental remediation area on the property," and "bisect[s] the property, which would make plans for development, especially plans for mixed use resort development, effectively ,,!l?l BASF witnesses supported a James River crossing offered by Dominion Virginia Power as Variation 3, which would leave more BASF property available for development.During the hearing, BASF counsel offered additional variations for the James River crossing portion ofVariation 3 that were designed to lessen the impact of the l
	impossible.
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	NEED 
	NEED 
	As directed by § 56-46.1 B, "the Commission shall determine that the line is needed and that the corridor or route the line is to follow will reasonably minimize adverse impact on the scenic assets, historic districts and environment ofthe area concerned." Consequently, the discussion ofneed will begin with areview ofNERC reliability standards, the load flow modeling and contingency analyses used to determine need, and the consequences ofinaction. The Proposed Project and the Proposed Alternative Project wi
	identified electrical need, and on the Commonwealth's historic, scenic and environmental assets. Similar examinations .will also be made of each ofthe·other options identified and studied in this proceeding, including: (i) the Proposed Alternative Project, (ii) various 230 kV transmission options, (iii) generation options, (iv) combinations of230 kV transmission and generation, and 
	-~---

	(v) variations offered by James City County witness Whittier. After review of each ofthe above, other factors, such as cost and construction times will be addressed before recommendations are presented to the Commission. 

	NERC Standards 
	NERC Standards 
	Pursuant to the federal Energy Policy Act of 2005, NERC's voluntary reliability standards became mandatory, subject to FERC oversight. Indeed, Dominion advised that utilities could be fined up to $1 million per day per violation iffound to be in noncompliance.NERC has been designated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") as the Electric Reliability Organization for the United States.NERC's mandatory reliability 
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	Pub. L. No. 109-85, Title XII, Subtitle A, 119 Stat. 594, 941 (2005), codified at 
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	.,,__ .16 U.S.C. 824 (o).Dominion Virginia Power Brief at 11; Exhibit No. 23, Attached Appendix at 4. · Id at 11-12; Id. . 
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	Figure
	standards are applied to Dominion Virginia Power through PJM's RTEP process_1!Through the RTEP, PJM's transmission owning members, such as the Company, are directed to make transmission upgrades to address near-term needs within five years and assess Jong-lead time transmission options requiring a planning horizon of 15 years or more. uso 
	79 

	Company witness N edwick testified that the NERC Reliability Standards require the identification of critical system conditions and assessment of system performance for system events that fall into the following four basic categories: 
	Category A-No Contingencies; 
	Category B -Event resulting in the loss ofa single element; 
	Category C-Event(s) resulting in the loss of two or more (multiple) elements; and 
	Category D-Extreme eventresulting in two or more (multiple) elements removed or cascading out ofservice.
	1181 

	Mr. Nedwick stated that for each of Category A, B, and C events, the system is required to remain stable and that both thermal and voltage limits will remain within the Company's planning criteria. Dominion Virginia Power asserted that its transmission planning criteria was "established over 30 years ago, [and] has been found to be compliant with NERC Reliability Standards by NERC, FERC and the Commission."l!8
	1182 
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	Staff witness Chiles examined and accepted Dominion Power's planning criteria. llIndeed, Mr. Chiles ultimately concluded that "[t]he technical analysis in this case supports the finding tiiat there are NERC reliability violations that must be addressed in the 2015 and 2021 
	84 

	periods." 185 .. 
	James City County questioned the Comp'lily's planning criteria, and asked the Commission to adoEt less rigorous criteria, especially when considering alternatives to the Proposed Project. ll For example, James City County witness Whittier maintained that for the Independent System Operator ("ISO") New England, the planning criteria permits 100% thermal ·loading, where Dominion Virginia Power considers it a violation for Category B, ifthe thermal loading exceeds 94%.
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	llId. at 12; Id. at 4-5. .uoId.; Exhibjt No. 92, at 5. .Exhibit No. 31, at 7-8. .llId at 8. . .nsDominion Virginia Power Brief at 10; Nedwick, Tr. at 1293. .llExhibitNo. 79,atS-7. .StaffBriefat 8-9; Chiles, Tr. at 1082. .
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	Figure
	As pointed out by Dominion Virginia Power, the Company's planning criteria has been .accepted by this Commission for many years and in many cases, as well as by FERC and NERC. .The more rigorous criteria used by Dominion Virginia Power reflects-the rate of growth .experienced in many ofthe areas served by the Company, the constraints in siting new facilities, .and the sensitivity ofsome of the vital government and military installations. As Mr. Whittier .observed, "[i]n my decades of being involved in forec
	1188 

	Load Flow Forecasts 
	Load Flow Forecasts 
	None of the Respondents or Stafftook issue with the load flow studies undertaken by .Dominion Virginia Power in this proceeding. Both Staffwitness Chiles and James City County .witness Whittier performed load flow studies that corroborated the load flow studies undertaken .by Dominion Virginia Power.Moreover, the Company's load flow studies were conducted .over many months; incorporated P JM' s 2011, 2012, and 2013 load forecasts; and all consistently .showed that with the 2014 retirements of Yorktown Units
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	· In the first quarter of 2011, Dominion Virginia Power's initial studies projected that as a .result ofanticipated load gro-wth for the North Hampton Roads Load Area, NERC reliability .violations would begin to occur in the summer of2019.These studies were based on the .2010 PJM Load Forecast and reflected no generation retirements. 
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	In November 2011, Dominion Virginia Power announced the retirement ofYorktown .Unit 1 and Chesapeake Units 1 and 2 by the end of2014.In the first quarter of2012, .Dominion Virginia Power's load flow studies, based on the 2011 PJM Load Forecast, showed .that with these retirements; NERC reliability violations were now projected to begin in the .summer of 2015.In September 2012, the CG:Inpany announced the retirement of Y orlctown .Unit 2, and conducted additional load flow studies based on the 2012 PJM Load 
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	In the January 30 Ruling, Dominion Virginia Power was directed to run additional load 
	flow studies to incorporate the 2013 PJM Load Forecast, and to test various transmission and 
	generation scenarios for the years 2015 and 2021. Among other things, these additional load 
	flow studies included "base case" scenarios to provide a point ofreference for what may happen 
	Figure
	ifthe Yorktown units are retired and no new transmission or generation is added. Company 
	witness Nedwick reported that with no new transmission or generation, in the summer of2015, 
	NERC reliability violations, or overloads, were projected for the following facilities: 
	1197 

	• Line#2113 (Lanexa-Waller) 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Line #2102 (Chickahominy-Wal!er) 

	• 
	• 
	Line #214 (Surry-Winchester) 

	• 
	• 
	Line #263 (Chuckatuck-Newport News) 

	• 
	• 
	Line #209 (Waller-Yorktown) 

	• 
	• 
	Line #285 (Waller-Yorktown) 

	• 
	• 
	Suffolk 500-230 kV Transformer

	• 
	• 
	Line #34 (Lanexa-Yorktown) · 
	"\ 


	• 
	• 
	Line #99 (Peninsula-Whealton) 

	• 
	• 
	Whealton 230-115 kV Transformer 

	• 
	• 
	Shel!bank 230-115 kV Transformer 


	• Line #234 (Whealton-Winchester) • Line #261 (Newport News-Shellbank) 
	,-----

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Chickahorniny 500-230 kV Transformer 

	• 
	• 
	Lanexa 230-115 kV Transformer 

	• 
	• 
	Line #292 (Yorktown-Whealton) 

	• 
	• 
	Line #289 (Chuckatuck-Suffolk) 

	• 
	• 
	Line #2076 (Birchwood-Northern Neck) 


	Mr. Nedwick summarized the NERC reliability violations for 2015 for the base case as follows:I! 
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	NERC Category Tests Study Study 1-No Critical System Condition 0 39 350 21 Study 2 -Surry Unit 2 is the Critical ~ System Condition 62 NIA NIA Study 5 -Surry Unit 1 as the. Critical System Condition 93 NIA NIA 
	Categon:A Categon:B Catego!Y C Catego!YD 
	0 . 
	1... 

	The study results for 2021, show that the NERC reliability violations for the base case generally increase in number:11
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	Exhibit No. 90, at 5. 
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	Figure
	NERC Category Tests 
	Study CategorrA Cat!,gO!:f B Categorr C CategorrD Study 8 -No Critical System Condition 0 55 559 . 43 Study 9 -Surry Unit 2 is the Critical System Condition 0 49 NIA NIA Study 12-Surry Unit 1 as the Critical System Condition 0 184 NIA NIA 
	Dominion Virginia Power maintained that the consequences ofthe NERC reliability violations include: (i) the possibility of fines ofup to $1 million per day per violation; and 
	(ii) the risk of cascading outages for the North Hampton Roads area, Northern Virginia, the City ofRichmond, and North Carolina 
	1200 

	All ofthe load flow studies conducted by Dominion Virginia Power were verified by Staff's independent consultant, John Chiles.Staff agreed with Dominion Virginia Power, that with the retirement of either Yorktown unit, NERC reliability violations will occur, beginning in 2015. Mr. Chiles further interpreted the load flow studi(is as follows: 
	1201 
	1202 

	The problem . : . that we see from the power flow is ... we have a set oflines coming in from the no'rth, ... from Chickahominy, ...
	[and] a set of lines coming in from the south, the lines 214 and 263, and a source, what you really see in looking at the power flow is ifyou lose the northern source, all the power flows to the southern source, and you see overloads ,on that end ofthe system. Conversely, ifyou lose the lines on 214 and 263, you're importing the majority ofthe power from the north, and therefore you see overloads coming from Chickahominy at Waller, in that direction 
	··-

	south.1203 
	Proposed Project
	Proposed Project
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	Dominion Virginia Power asserted that the Proposed Project 
	will resolve all ofthe identified NERC Reliability Vjolations in 2015, and address the risk of cascading outages, by providing a new source ofbulk power from the 500 kV system to support the 230 kV system in the North Hamgton Roads Load Area, by relieving loading on that system tlrrough the addition of a new 230 
	Id at JO; Dominion Virginia Power Brief at 1!, 14. 
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	Staff Brief at 8; Chiles, Tr. at 1069. .1202 Id; Id. .Id.; Id at 1109 . .
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	For a description ofthe Proposed Project see, supra at p.12. For a detailed description ofthe route to be followed by the Proposed Project see, supra at pp. 24, 25, 3O,.and 35. · 
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	3245 
	kV source into the Peninsula east,of Skiffes Creek, and by feeding 
	existing east-west 230 kV and 115 kV lines that will be ilit to 
	receive power from Skiffes [Creek Switching] 
	Station.
	12 

	Company witness Nedwick presented the results ofthe updated load flow studies directed in the 
	January 30 Ruling for the Proposed Project, which confirmed that it would resolve all ofthe 
	NERC reliability violations for 2015. For 2021, the updated load flow studies showed two 
	1206 

	NERC reliability violations (both Category C, with no critical system condition). 
	1207 

	Mr. Nedwick testified that the Proposed Project with "a minor upgrade ofa 115 kV line in the 
	area ( a variation ofwhich shows up in all the alternatives in that tirneframe) ... continues to 
	resolve the identified NERC Reliability Violations."These results were verified and 
	1208 

	confirmed by Staff witness Chiles.No respondent challenged the results ofthe Company's 
	1209 

	load flow studies or the effectiveness of the Proposed Project to resolve identified NERC 
	Reliability Violations. 
	However, as outlined above, James City County takes the position that the Proposed Project should not be approved because ofits impacts on historic, scenic, and environmental assets. Specifically, James City County contends that the Proposed Project will cause significant adverse impact to the historic assets wit!Jin the Historic Triangle, and will cause significant adverse impact to a largely unspoiled and historic portion ofthe James River.Dominion Virginia Power, on the other hand, m_aintains that views 
	1210 
	1211 
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	Impact on the Historic Triangle -James, City County presented several witnesses to establish the importance ofthe Historic Triangle, including Mr. Campbell, Dr. Hom, and Dr. Kelso. On brief, James City County pointed to the testimony of Dr. Hom and contended that "[t]he 23 miles between the sites ofJamestown, Yorktown, and Williamsburg represent ... the 
	1213
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	'alpha and omega ofthe British Empire. James City County also quoted Dr. Kelso's description ofthe Historic Tri~le as "the kernel ofwhat the United States finally became, in one place, 200 years ofhistory." Dominion Virginia Power offered witnesses that attempted 
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	Dominion Virginia Power Briefat24; ExbibitNo: 30, at 5. 
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	Exhibit No. 90, at 15. 
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	1201 Id. .Exhibit No. 87, at 12. .Chiles, Tr. at 107 I. .James City County Brief at 1. .Id. at 10-19. .Dominion Virginia Power Brief at 61-68. .
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	James City County Brief at 10; Horn, Tr. at 636. Id.; Kelso, Tr. at 880. 
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	One factor that may suggest the use ofthe proposed Chickahominy-Skiffes Creek route is 
	~
	that this route uses Company-owned right-of-way and would require little additional right-of
	~ 
	way acquisition. However, 24.9 miles ofthe Company-owned right-of-way is an unused 
	1255 

	illls 
	right-of-way purchased in.the early 1970s.As demonstrated by the testimony ofmany of the 1,/'l public witnesses in this case, for people living near the unused right-of-way, from a public impact perspective, there is little difference. between constructing a new transmission line on a new right-of-way and an unused existing right-of-way. 
	1256 

	In summary, I find that the Proposed Alternative Project provides electrical reliability comparable to the Proposed Project, but its longer route would have a significantly greater adverse impact on the scenic assets, historic districts, and environment than that ofthe Proposed Project. · 


	230 kV Transmission Options 
	230 kV Transmission Options 
	In its Application, Dominion Virginia Power reported that it had compared the Proposed Project and the Proposed Alternative Project to several 230 kV transmissfon options including: 
	(i) an overhead $urry-Skiffes Creek Double Circuit 230 kV transmission line following the original proposed route; (ii) an ov~rhead Chickahominy-Skiffes Creek Double Circuit 230 kV transmission line following the Proposed Alternative Route; and (iii) an underground SurrySkiffes Creek 230 kV transmission line.The Company contended that each ofthese alternatives failed to resolve all ofthe NERC reliability violations through 2021, with only the overhead Chickahominy-Skiffes Creek Double Circuit 230 kV transm
	1257 
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	Staff witness Chiles conducted an independent analysis ofthe Company's load-flow studies for each ofthe 230 kV transmission options examined by Dominion Virginia Power, and concluded: . · 
	none ofthe 230 kV line alternatives are viable alternatives to the [Proposed Project] in terms ofmeeting the identified reliability need. Additionally, from an engineering perspective, none ofthe 23 0 kV options can be feasibly cqnstructed to achieve the approximate 5,000 MVA capacity afforded by the [Proposed Project]. This additional capacity will be available to address long-term load growth in the Hampton Roads area.l
	259 

	Nonetheless, in his prefiled direct testimony, Mr. Chiles expressed concern regarding whether the 230 kV transmission alternatives had been sufficiently analyzed by the 
	lExhibit No. 83, Attached Exhibit WDM-1, at 22. 
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	Exhibit No. 23, Attached Appendix at 55-58, 61. 
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	Company.In his prefiled_ direct testimony, Mr. Chiles reco=ended that several additional .load flow studies be undertaken in this proceeding.In his prefiled direct testimony, James .City County witness Whittier was also critical ofthe Company's consideration of230 kV .transmission altematives. Among other things, Mr. Whittier proposed to reconductor or .rebuild the Surry-Winchester Line #214 and Chuckatuck-Newport News Line #263, which serve .the Peninsula from the south as an additional 230 kV transmission
	1260 
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	Figure
	Accordingly, in the January 30 Ruling, Dominion Virginia Power was directed to run .additional load flow studies to incorporate the 2013 PJM Load Forecast, and to test various .transmission and generation scenarios for the years 2015 anp 2021. Among other tlrlngs, these .additional load flow studies included three 230 kV transmission alternatives: (i) Alternative A Single-circuit 230 kV hybrid line ( crossing under the James River); (ii) Alternative B-Double.circuit 230 kV hybrid line ( crossing under the
	1264 
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	Mr. Nedwick summarized the NERC reliability violations for 2015 for the three 230 kV · Alternatives as follows: · 
	1266 

	NERC Category Tests .Study Study 6A -No Critical System .Condition 0 0 9 3 .Study 6B -No Critical_ System .Condition 0 1 4 0 .Study 6C-No Critical System .Condition 0 5 122 8 .Study 7 A -Surry Unit 1 as the .Critical System Condition 0 3 NIA NIA .Study 7B -Surry Un.it 1 as the .Critical System Condition 0 2 NIA NIA .Study 7C-Surry Unit 1 as the .Critical System Condition 0 70 NIA NIA .
	CategorrA Cat!,gO!}'.B Categoo:C Cat~on: D .

	Mr. Nedwick also reported three 230 kV.Alternatives would fiiil to resolve the following .number ofNERC reliability violations for 2021:
	1267 .

	Id. at 19-20; Staff Brief at 12. 
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	Exhibit No. 79, at 33-34. 
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	Exhibit No. 68, at 9. 
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	Id. at 11-12. 
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	Exhibit No. 87 at 8-9, Attached Rebuttal Schedule 2. 
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	Id at 9, 12; Exhibit No. 90, at 7-9. 
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	Exhibit No. 90, Attached Rebuttal Schedule 4, at 16-18. 
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	NERC Category Tests 
	NERC Category Tests 
	Study 13A -No Critical System Condition 0 9 113 7 Study 13B -No Critical System Condition 0 l 12 0 Study 13C -No Critical System Condition 0 12 182 13 Study 14A-Surry Unit 1 as the Critical System Condition 0 1 NIA NIA Study 14B -Surry Unit l as the Critical System Condition 0 0 NIA NIA Study 14C -Surry Unit I as the Critical System Condition 0 39 NIA NIA 
	Study 
	CategoaA CategoaB Cat~oaC CategoaD 

	During the April Hearing, Mr. Chiles testified that he reviewed and ran the power flow models underlying the Company's additional analysis and was able to verify the Company's results. Indeed, Mr. Chiles also verified that the Proposed Alternative Project would perform similarly to the Proposed Project, using the updated information incorporated into the studies performed as directed by the January 30 Ruling. Mr. Chiles reported that in 2015, under Alternative A, overloads in violation ofNERC reliability cr
	1268 
	1269 

	Surry-Skiffes Creek Line, itself; the Lanexa-Waller Line #2113; Skiffes-Yorktown Line #209; and the Suffolk 500-230 transformer.. Mr. Chiles confirmed that in 2015, under Alternative B, overloads in violation_ofNERC reliability criteria would occur on the SkiffesYorktown Line #209, and the Suffolk 500-230 transformer.Finally, Mr. Chiles testified that in 2015, for Alternative C, overloads in violation ofNERC reliability criteria would occur on Lanexit-Walker Line #2113, Lanexa-Yorktown Line #34, Whealton-W
	··-
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	Based on the uncontested load flow results, I find that none ofthe 230 kV transmission alternatives, by themselves, satisfy the NERC reliability requirements for 2015, or for 2021. 
	However, as directed in the January 30 Ruling, Dominion Virginia Power estimated the additional overhead transmission facilities, and their cost, necessary to resolve all ofthe NERC reliability violations for both 2015 and 2021.Company witness Allen presented the additional transmission projects necessary to resolve all ofthe NERC reliability violations and showed that only a double-circuit 230 kV hybrid transmission line would resolve all of the 
	1274 

	s Chiles, Tr. at 1068. , .Id. at 1071. .Id. at 1073; StaffBrief at 13; Exhibit No. 9CJ, at 7. .Id; Id; Id at 8. .
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	Chiles, Tr. at 1074. .See supra at p. 114. .
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	NERC reliability violations for 2015. Because the Company was unable to determine a transmission solution that would resolve all ofthe NERC reliability violations for 2015, I find that Alternative A-Single-circuit 230 kV hybrid line should be eliminated from further consideration. Dominion Virginia Power argued against Alternative B and Alternative C, after the inclusion ofadditional transmission projects-.that resolve all of the NERC reliability violations based on the significantly higher cost associated 
	1275 
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	Generation Options 
	Generation Options 
	As directed in the January 30 Ruling, Dominion Virginia Power determined that it would take two new generating units in the North Hampton Roads Load Area with a combined 620 MW capacity, with the size of the smallest unit of295 MW, to resolve all of the NERC reliability violations for 2015.To resolve all ofthe NERC reliability violations for 2021, Dominion Virginia Power reported that it would take an additional 618 MW of generation.. Dominion Virginia Power argued against a stand-alone option based on the 
	1278 
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	In addition, Staff witness Chiles modeled injecting new or increased generation at the
	.·--· 
	proposed Skiffes Creek ·switching Station, the groposed Brunswick power station, and reviewed the Company's stand-alone generation studies. Mr. Chiles found that the injection of an additional 550 MW ofgeneration at Skiffes Creek would not resolve all ofthe NERC reliability criteria violations for2015 and 2016.Similarly, Mr. Chiles reported that generation in "Brunswick County-even if approved by the Commission and constructed in a timely fashion would not address [Dominion Virginia Power's] transmission n
	282 
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	On brief, James City County faulted the Company for failing to consider other generating 
	options such as repowering the Yorktown units with liquefied natural gas ("LNG") or off-shore 
	wind.
	1286 

	However, Company witness Kelly testified that LNG was considered for repowering 
	Id.; Exhibit No. 93, Attached Rebuttal Schedule 4, at I. 
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	Company Brief at 32-34; Exhibit No. 130, Attached Rebuttal Schedule 1. 
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	See infra pp. 152-55. · 
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	Exhibit No. 87, Attached Rebuttal Schedule 3; Exhibit No. 90, at 23. 
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	1219 Id.; Id _ . 
	°Company Brief at 33-34; Exhibit No. 130, Attached Rebuttal Schedule 1. .See infra pp. 152-55. · · .Staff Brief at 16. • .Id at 17; Exhibit No. 79, at Attached JWC-2, at 13-15. .
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	Id. at 18; Exlli.bitNo. 81. .Chiles, Tr. at 1068-69. .Ja.mes City County Brief at 26, 47-48. .
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	Figure
	,·Yorktown, but was rejected based on cost and the difficulty of getting a permit to build an import facility in a populated area like Yorktown. As for off-shore wind, because ofthe required 
	1287 

	transmission infrastructure for such generation, I find advocating off-shore wind generation is 
	inconsistent for a party opposing the constructiorr ofa500 kV transmissfon line. The 2012 
	NCTPC-PJM Joint Interregional Reliability Study entered into the record by James City County, 
	stated that "[i]ntegration of 3,000 to 10,000 MW of off-shore wind in North Carolina and 
	Virginia would require approximately $1-2 billion in transmission upgrades."The report 
	1288 

	stated that integration of such power into PJM would require a new 500 kV Sl.\bstation and 
	upgrades to the 500 kV system and local 230 kV_network. Indeed, the report listed six new 
	1289 

	~smissio~ lines req~~d in_ Vir§inia, including a forty-five mile, 500 kV Surry to 
	Ch1ckahorruny transm1ss1on hne. 
	1 
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	Combinations of230 kV Transmission and Generation 
	As directed in the January 30 Ruling, Dominion Virginia Power studied the amount of additional generation that would be required to be added to each ofthe 230 kV-transmission alternatives to eliminate all projected NERC reliability violations for 2015 and 2021. Company witness Nedwick testified that to eliniinate all projected NERC reliability violations for 2015: 
	(i) ifAlternative A-single-circuit 230 kV hybrid line is constructed, an additional 1,008 MW of generating capacity would be required; (ii) ifAlternati:ve B-double-circuit 230 kV hybrid line is constr:ucted, an additional 159 MW of generating capacity woulq be required; and (rli) if Alternative C -the rebuild and reconfiguration ofexisting 230 kV Lines #214 and #263 is undertaken, an additional 522 MW ofgenerating capacity would be required, with 56 MW being · the minimum size of a generating unit that must
	1291 
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	Similar to stand-alone generation, Dominion Virginia Power and Staff opposed combinations of230 kV transmission and generation ]rirnarily based on cost and the time to complete.These topics will be addressed below. _ 
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	Whittier's Variations 
	Whittier's Variations 
	During the hearing, James City County witness Whittier offered two additional alternatives: (i) Whittier's Variation ofAlternative A-230 kV transmission l:p'brid (under river crossing) from Surry to Whealton without Skiffes Creek Switching Station; and (ii) Whittier's Variation of Alternative C -New 230 kV overhead transmission line from Chuckatuck to Whealton (collectively, "Whittier's Variations"). On brief, James City County argued that Whittier's Variations "reasonably [address] allissues consistent wit
	129 
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	1 
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	Company witness Nedwick contended that based on a "high-level quick assessment," Whittier's Variation ofAlternative A failed to resolve all NERC reliability violations, with overloads to the Lanexa 230 to 115 auto transformers, Suffolk 500 to 230 transformers, both. Whealton 230 to 115 transformers, and Line #99.Simil!lrlY, Mr. Nedwick found that Whittier's Variation of Alternative C failed to resolve.all ofthe NERC reliability violations.Mr. Nedwick maintained that because Whittier's Variations connected d
	1298 
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	Mr. Whittier acknowledged that his proposed variations failed to resolve all NERC reliability violations. -For example, for Whittier's Variation to Alternative A, he reported "a couple ... problems with Category B violation," such as a 106 percent loading ofa transformer.As for Whittier's Variation to Alternative C, he testified that "an initial look still showed us ... more violations ... than we wanted to see."To address some ofthese violations, Mr. Whittier recommended the addition or'another 500 to 230 
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	everytb.ing."1303 · _ 
	everytb.ing."1303 · _ 
	On brief,.James City County tried to bolster Whittier's Variations with the testimony of Staff witness Chiles. James City County maintained that "[ w ]hen giveri the opportunity, he did not contest that Whittier alternatives would rescrlve the NERC issues and in fact expressed the . firm opinion that Whittier and he could find alternatives that addressed all ofthe NERC issues."I disagree. Mr. Whittier presented his variations for the first time during oral testimony on the morning of April 15, 2013. Mr. Chi
	1304 

	xhibit No. 69. .Id. at 940-941; Exhibit No. 71. .James City County Brief at 24. .Nedwick, '.fr. at 1298. .Id. at 1303. .Id. at 1299-04. .Whittier; Tr. at 936. .id. at 940 . .
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	Figure
	Q. .The NERC violations, you just simply haven't looked at [Mr. Whittier's] analysis, so you really can't say whether they do or do not really solve the NERC problems at this point? 
	A. .That's correct. 
	1305 

	Nonetheless, Mr. Chiles raised two criticisms ofMr. Whittier's approach that undermined the usefulness ofWhittier's Variations in this case. The first criticism ties into Mr. Nedwick's observation that by running both variations directly to Whealton, electrically, Mr. Whittier has offered two variations ofAlternative C. That is, by eliminating the Skiffes Creek Switching Station, neither ofWhittier's Variations can resolve NERC violations by feeding power to the North. Mr. Whittier looked at the cause of pr
	And as I looked at it, a lot ofthat-some ofthat overload wasn't because ofthe need down in the south near the \Vhealton area, but it was because they had interjected a new substation at Skiffes Creek that was drawing some power from those new circuits, too. So instead ofthe north relying on the lines from the north around Chickahominy, they're also relying-they're taking power from this new crossing, so that together with the gower that was going down to \Vhealton overloaded the new lines. 
	306 

	Mr. Chiles took issue with Mr. Whittier's approach for failing to consider the interrelated power flow problems that can be caused by losing power to the Peninsula from either the North or the South. Mr. Chiles stated his concern as follows: . 
	1307 

	So my concern with [\Vhittier's Variations] on the south side once again is you haven't reclly solved the issue ofa strong source in the middle ofthe peninsula. ... 
	It's really twofold. The s'irong source, number one, serves basically as a surrogate, ifyou will, for the Yorktown generation. So it's reasonable to assume that that makes sense. 
	The other thing is by splitting up the 230 lines coming from Chickahominy going down further, going down to .\Vhealton, by splitting those circuits and injecting power at ... [Skiffes Creek], what we're really doing is we're sending power throughout the peninsula both north and sou.th in that case, which is going to create a counterflow to resolve the generator deficiencies in the riorth, which is going to solve NERC violations to.the north. It's also going to deal with the issues ofthe generation load defi
	Chiles, Tr. at 1110. 
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	?549 .
	in the south at that injection point, as well. ... [W]hat we're really 
	in the south at that injection point, as well. ... [W]hat we're really 
	doing is lessening the generation load balance, so we're reducing 
	flows across the northern and southern circuit sends into the 
	system.? 
	130


	James City County contended that the remaining NERC violations may also be addressed by other simple measures such as DSM.However, for transmission planning purposes, PJM builds DSM forecasts into its load forecasfy; for each ofthe coming three years based on the amounts that have been committed in the RPM for the·particular delivery years.Consequently, for 2015, the amount ofDSM reflected in the 2012 load forecast is based on the results of the RPM auction for that year.In addition, Company witness Herling
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	Based on the record in this case, I find that Whittier's Variations fail to resolve all ofthe NERC reliability violations and do not appear to address all ofthe NERC violations the Project is designed to solve. 
	Mr. Chiles' second criticism ofWhittier's Variations concerns a fundamental difference 
	Mr. Chiles' second criticism ofWhittier's Variations concerns a fundamental difference 

	----:. 
	in transmission planning between the two witnesses. Both Mr. Whittier and Mr. Chiles testified to the difficulty ofaccurately forecas~ the future and the resulting need for flexibility to be designed into a transmission system.However, 'the witnesses advocated opposite approaches for creating flexibility in the Company's transmission system. Mr. Whittier advocated an· approach that could be expanded as needed and would address future NERC violations on an individual basis. For example, Mr. Whittier advised 
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	So rather than piecemealing a solution where you have, say, a line that's loaded at 1000 MVA and you put something in that when it goes into power flow is loaded at 995, and then a year later you're building something else, the capacity of ... [Surry
	So rather than piecemealing a solution where you have, say, a line that's loaded at 1000 MVA and you put something in that when it goes into power flow is loaded at 995, and then a year later you're building something else, the capacity of ... [Surry
	1308 Id. at 1109-11. .Jam'.es City County Brief at 25-26. .Exbibit No. 92, at 11-12. .
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	V 
	Skiffes Creek LineJgives some flexibility for operations in the future and a lot ofgrowth in the future. 
	1317 

	Mr. Whlttier's approach may be appropriate in an area with relatively stable load, and where the siting offuture or additional transmission facilities would be easy and without impact on scenic assets, historic districts, and the environment Such a situation is not present in this case. I agree with Mr. Chiles, aud Dominion Virginia: Power, that from an operational or electrical perspective, the Proposed Project provides the flexibility to address both the NERC violations and expected or possible future loa
	. Other fallacies of a piecemeal approach include cost and efficiencies. More importantly, · the added impacts of the likely additional future projects on scenic assets, historic districts, and the environment argue against such an approach. Under Mr. Whittier's plan, both ofWhittier's Variations may need to be constructed. Even ml'>re transmission may need to be constructed in the Chickahominy area to relieve NERC violations to the north that Whittier's Variations do not address. Thus, instead ofthe impact
	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	crossing a wide expanse ofwetlands; (iii) a new crossing ofthe James River; (iv) routing across land owned by the City of Newport News and thus, not subject to eminent domain; and 

	(v) 
	(v) 
	the siting oftwo underground terminals; and (vi) beginning the process for approval ofa new transmission line, including open houses, state agency review, and a new application with the Commission, . 
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	Moreover, to address NERC violations in the Chickahominy area and to the north, additional transmission lines may need to be built in the Chickahominy area. Consc;quently, under a piecemeal approach, it is possible that after building one or both ofMr. Whittier's Variations, P JM could again direct Dominion Virginia Power to undertake aproject similar to the Proposed Project or the Proposed Alternative Project. 
	Accordingly, I find that Whlttier's Variations should not be considered as viable alteniatives in this proceeding based on their failure to resolve all ofthe NERC reliability violations, and because addressing NERC reliability violations by such a piecemeal approach in such a growing and constrained area creates fue.,risk that system reliability ultimately will require multiple additional projects with multiple additional impacts on scenic assets, historic districts, and the environment. 
	Figure
	1311 Id. 
	ms Harper, Tr. at 1683-84; Exhibit No. 119. 
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	COM.MONWEALTH OF YIRGINIA 
	AT RICHMOND, NOVEMBER 26, 2013 APPLICATION OF 
	VIRGINIA ELECTRIC AND POWER COMPANY CASE NO. PUE-2012-00029 d/b/aDOMlNION VIRGINIA POWER . 
	For approval and certification of electric facilities: .Surry-Skiffes Creek 500 kV Transmission Line, .Skiffes Creek-Whealton 230 kV Transmission Line, and .Skiffes Creek 500 kV-230 kV-115 kV Switcbjng Station .
	ORDER _On June 11, 2012, Virginia Electric and Power·.Company d/b/a Dominion Virginia Power ("Dominion" or "Company") filed with the State Corporati,on.Commission ("Commission") an 
	.---. 
	application for approval and _certification of an electric transmission projec'.., or for ~pproval and 
	' ' ' 
	certification of an alternative traµsmission project ("Application'). Dominion's proposed project and its proposed alteµi.ative project are described in turn below. 
	~ . . 
	In its Application, DoID:inion proposed to construct: (a) approximately 7.4 miles ofnew overhead 500 kilovolt ("kV") electric transmission line from the Company's existing 500 icV-230 kV Surry Switching Station in Surry County to anew 500 kV-230 kV-li5 kV Skiffes Creek Switching Station in James City County ("Surry-Skjffes Creek Line")/ (b) the Skiffes Creek 
	' ' ' 
	Switching Station; ( c) approximately 202 miles ofnew 230 kV line, mthe Coimties ofJames City and York and the City ofNewport News, from the proposed Ski:ffes Creek Switching Station to the Company's existing Vlhealton Substation located in the City ofHampton ("Skiffes Creek-Vlhealtqn Line"); and ( d) additional facilities at the .existing Surry Switching Station and Whealton Substation. The Suny-Ski:ffes Creek Line, the Skiffes Creek Switching Station, the In S-eptember 2012, Dominion filed supplementaHest
	1 

	8.0 miles. See, e.g., Ex.. 38 (Harper supplemental direct). 
	,:; 
	'" 
	3516 
	Figure
	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	The estimated additional cost of placing the proposed line, in whole or in part, underground does not exceed 2,5 times the cost of placing the same line overhead, assuming accepted industry standards for undergrounding to ensure safety and reliability. Ifthe public utility, the affected localities, and the State Corporation CoIIl.!llission agree, a proposed underground line whose cost exceeds 2.5 tim~ the cost ofplacing the line overhead may also be accepted into the pilot program; and 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	The governing body ofeach locality in which a portion ofthe proposed line will be placed underground indicates, by resolution, general co=unity support for the line to 
	be placed underground.
	23 



	. House Bill 1319 further provides that "[p]ublic utility companies granted a certificate ofpublic 
	. 

	convenience and necessity for a proposed transmission line not included in thi.s prograr(l or not 
	. . . ' otherwise being placed underground shall seek to implement low-cost and effective ~eans to
	. 

	. _.........._ 
	24
	"

	~rove the aesthetics ofnew overhead transmission lines and towers. 
	Finally, Dominion requests a Commission determination that, based on the· facts and cir~umstances ·of this case: the Skiffes Creek Switching Station constitutes a "transmission line" for purposes of Code§ 56-46.1 F, which provides that [a]pprova! of a transmission line pursuant to this section shall be deeme_d to sa~fy the req¢reinents of§ .15.2-2232 and local SYSTEMNEED 
	11 
	·zoning-ordinances with respect to..such transmis~ion line.
	11 

	A series ofload flow studies was introduced as evidence in this proceeding and evalmrted by load flow study experts who testified·as witnesses in this case. These studies demonstrate that the North Hampton Roads Area needs a significant electric system upgrade ·soon to maintain adequate reliability. 
	_,..-.... "'2008 Va. Acts ch. 799, Enacttnent 1, § 4, as ex:te~ded by 2011 Va. Acts. ch. 244; Enactment !.
	. . Id. at § 10. 
	24 
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	Figure
	_
	...--..... 
	The electric transmission system ofDominion and other public utilities is studied 
	continu?Jly to assess its reliability in the near-term and long-term future. As a m=ber of PJM 
	Interconnectjon, 'LLC ("PJM"), a regional transmission organization,Dominion does not assess 
	25 

	the reliability of its transmission system only on its OWIL Through PJM's planning process, 
	Dominion's transmission system is evaluated and planned as part ofa 13-state region. 
	26 

	Central to transmission system planning are load flow modeling studies that simulate 
	system conditions to identify, among other things, projected overloads on the These 
	system.2
	7 

	engineering studies assess whether the transmission system complies with NERC reliability 
	standards, which are established for the important pUIJJose of ensuring that the transmission 
	. . 
	systen:i remains reliable so that customers' needs for electric service can be-m~t.Federal law 
	28 

	. . ' . · enacted in 20.05 made _compliance with federal electric reliability standards mandatqry, with violations by utiiities carrying fines ofup to $1 million per day.
	29 

	. . . 
	. . 
	Dominion filed in this proceeding a number ofload flow studies, allowing interested . . parties and our ~taffto_.analyze the inputs and results of those As Staff points out, . 
	studies.
	30 

	because reliability violations in the North _Hampton Roads Area "are identified by a number of,· ·. 
	different models e'.lramining a number ofdifferent future_years; the evidence supporting a system 
	The term "regional transmission orgrurlzation" is synonymous with the term "regional transmission entity" used in Section 56~579 qfthe Code which required Dominion to transfer the management and control ofits transmission ass~ts to such an entity, subject to Commission approval. 
	25 
	ofV.rrgin.ia, 

	Hearing Examiner's Report at 129-31. 
	26 

	27 
	As explained by Starr; overloads exist when "under certain conditions, electrical flow on various transmission lines will exceed.the pow.er levels those lines are designed to accommodate, which can result in a-failure ofthe . lines;" Staff's Post-Hearing Brief at 8. · · 
	Tr. 631 (Reidenoach) (agreeing that reliable electric service is important to James City County's "sustainable future going forward"). 
	28 

	He'!rlng Examiner's Report at 129-30. 
	29 

	To assist in its investigation ofthe Application, Staff retained the services of a consultant with expertise conducting load flow studies. See, e.g., Ex. 79 (Chiles) at 1-2. 
	30 
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	Figure

	need does not rely on any single set of assumptions.Notwithstanding 1he different 
	1131 

	. ' 
	assumptions used in1he many load flow modeling studies analyzed in this case, the various load 
	flow studies consistently reveal a significant system need in the area 
	Dominion testified that it initially conducted load flow modeling studies indicating that normal load growth in the North Hampton Roads Area would.result in reliability violations by 2019.Those initial studies were analyzed and verified by·our 
	32 
	Staff.
	33 

	Importantly, the studies showing a need in 2019 were conducted before determined that six local generation units -two at the Yorktown Power Station and four at the Chesapeake Power Station -would be retired as a result of stricter federal environmental 
	Domini.on 

	. 
	regulations, including the Mercujy Air Toxics Standard ("11ATS Subsequent studies · that included 1he impact ofthe generation retirements at these power stations showed that the retirement ofonly one unit at Yorktown was enough to cause reliability violatiom; to begin in the 
	Rule").
	34 

	-. . _"summer of 2015.Updated and supplemental studies directed by the Hearing Examiner and verified by Staff, confirm reliability violations.occurring in the summer of 2015. For .example, updated studies identify reliability violations or overloads projected to occur in 2015 on more 
	35 

	" Staffs Post-Hearing Brief ai9-10. As ri;cognized by Staff, these load flow models included different projected peak loads and.different assumptions about both generati~n and transrission topology. Id. at 9. 
	Ex. 3 1 (Nedwick direct) atl I. 
	32 

	See, e.g.,Ex. 79 (Chiles) at 11-16. Although Staffrais~d a concemabout one scenario from the studies showing a 2019 need, Staffwas able to replicate and verify those modeling results, and the Company addressed this scenario in rebuttal testimony. See, e.g., Ex. 87 (Nedwick rebuttal) at 24-25; Ex. 79 (Cbiles), Attached Exhibit JWC-2 at 2. 
	33 

	See, e.g., Ex.. 87 (Nedwick rebuttal) at 4; Ex. llO (Kelly rebuttal); Ex. 103 (Faggert rebuttal). As discussed below, retaining generation at those facilities is not a reasonable alternative to addressing the identified needs ofthe North 
	34 

	----Hampton Roads Area. 
	-.
	See, e.g., Ex. 23 (Application), Attached Appendix at 72, 78-81; Ex. 87 (Nedwick rebuttal) at 4, n.l. 
	35 
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	Figure
	than a dozen transmission lines and several transformers on Dominion's transmission North Hampton Roads Area.
	' 
	' 
	system.
	36 
	These projected overloads are widespread in the 
	~ 
	37 

	Consistent with NERC standards, the load flo"". studies discussed in the preceding paragraph involved stressing Dominion's transmission system under scenarios where one or two transmission circuits and one generation unit are NERC reliability standards also require testing for more extreme system conditions, including a scenario where all transmission iines located in a single right-of-way corridor and one generation unit are unavailable. The result ofthis analysis shows outages cascading into northern Virg
	unavailable.
	38 
	Carolina.
	39 

	James City County, Save the James, and JRA have suggested that transmission plamiing
	. . . . . 
	.-----. in the ·coronionwealth should be undertaken~ ~less rigorous manner than has been the past 
	. . . . . piactic.e ofthe Commission.The record does ·not support taking transrri ssi on planning in such a direction. Toe·North Hampton Roads Area is already a "load pocket" ~elying significantly on transmission to deliver ~eneration from other areas of the This relianc~ will grow substantially with the upcoming retirements of two generation units at the Yorkto'Wn Power 
	40 
	Coll1Ulonwealth.
	41 

	' 
	Station. · At that time, _the only remaining generation on the Peninsula will be a third unit at the 
	See, e:g., Ex. 90 at 5. ."Id. .
	36 

	As descnoed in the record, overloads resulting from such conditions are referred to as "Category A", 
	38 

	,;Category B", and."Catego,y C" violations. See, e.g., Ex.· 31 (Nedwick direct) at 7-9. ."See, e_.g., Ex. 23 (Application), Attached Appendix at32-33, 43-45. For this reason, adding an additional line to .this same corridor presents an unreasonable reliability risk. See, e.g., Ex. 31 (Nedwick direct) at 10-11. .
	See, e.g.; James City CoUllty's, Save the James's, and JRA's Joint Post-Hearing Brief at 25-26. ' See, e.g., Ex. 89; Tr. 1074 (Chiles); Tr. 947 (Whittier). 
	40 
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	Figure
	Yorktown Power Station, which is subject to enyrronmental restrictions that will severely limit its operation until its retirement 
	42 

	The Commission is greatly concerned about the widespread nature ofthe projected NERC reliability violations that are supported by the record ofthis case and that so many violations are projected to occur as early as 2015. The load flow modeling evidence, whichhas been verified by our Staff;establishes a clear need for significant new electric infrastructure to 
	43 

	.,, .
	address fastcapproaching reliability violati.ons projected for. Dominion's transmission system. .With a system need clearly established, we next tum to potential alternatives for satisfying the .identified need. .ALTERNATIVES .
	The parties and Sta:ffpresented numerous potential alternatives for addresshig the . . signi~cant and uncontest~ system needs identified by the record.. Those alternatives include generation, 'demand-side ~ement; lower voltage transmission, underground transmission, ~... ttans'?1i ssi.on in different locations, and combinations of generatio:ri and transmission. While . . some alternatives wan:anted -and received-considerable evaluation, others are.more conceptual· or possess glaring shortcomings. However, o
	.-

	.---. .See, e.g., Ex. 31 (N'edwick direct) at 12-13; Ex. 110 (K~llyrebuttal) at 8, 15; Ex. 103 (Faggert rebuttal) at 14-15. See, e.g., Ex. 79 (Chlles); Tr. 1068-74. 
	42 
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	Yorktown Power Station, which is subject to environmental restrictions that will severely limit 
	~ . 
	its operation until its retirement 
	42 

	The Commission is greatly concerned about the widespread nature ofthe projected NERC reliability violations that are supported by the record of this case and that so many violations are projected to occur as early as 2015. The load flow modeling evidence, which.has been verified by our S~establishes a clear need for significant new electric infrastructure to approaching reliability violatipns projected for_Dominion's transmission systeJ:9.. With a system need clearly established, we next turn to potential a
	43 
	address fast
	0

	.-. 
	The parti_es md Sta:(l' presented numerous potenti_al alternatives for addresshi.g the 
	signi~cant and uncontested system needs identified py the record. Those alternatives include .. generation, ·demand-side management, lower voltage transmission, underground transmission, .transmission in different locations, and combinations of generation and transmission. While .
	
	. 

	some alternatives warr:anted-and received~ considerable evaluation, qthers are more 
	conceptual·or possess glaring shortcomings. However, our·decision in this _proceeding has been 
	· reached only after consideration of all potential alternatives, n:iany ofwhich are addressed below. Additionally, the Commission has· considered a1J relevant factors supported by record evidence for each alternative. 
	_,,,..-....... See, e.g., Ex. 31 (Nedwick direct) atl2-13; Ex. 110 (Kelly rebuttal) at 8, 15; Ex. 103 (Faggertrebutta!) at 14-15. 
	42 

	. .. 
	See, e.g.,Ex. 79 (Chiles); Tr. 1068-74. 
	43 

	23 
	In su.mma:ry, the Commission finds, based on the record, that none ofthe alternatives .other than new transmission at 500 kV that were explored in this proceeding reasonably meet the .reliability need identified in this case. .
	Generation Alternatives 
	As supported by the record and discussed below, generation altemfltives are not a .reasonable alternative to a transmission solution for addressing Dominion's upcoming system .
	. . · need. Some of the generation alternatives identified in this proceeding are largely conceptual or hypothetical: Certain generation alternatives introduced or studied by case participants do not correspon,9-to any actual generation project currently under development or which could be developed in time and at the scale necessary to ensure the electric system remains _reliable for a large portion of.the Co=onwealth.We fuid that while same ofthis evidence further infom;1s the magni~de ~f the challenge fa
	44 
	45 
	46

	PJM testified that its interconnection queue -which developers of generation must clear before COilllecting to .Dominion's 'transmission system -does not currently contain any generation interconnection requests that would .potentially offset the need for 'the Proposed Project. Ex._ 92 (Herling_rebuttal) at 22'. .
	44 

	See, e.g., Ex. 79 (Chiles),' Attached Exhibit JWQ-2 at 13-15 (studying additional generation in the location ofthe 
	45 

	· proposed Skiffes Creek Switching Station whi!e'recognizing that location is riot currently under active development for electric generation or the natural gas in:frastructtrre necessary for such generation); Environmental Respondents' Post-Hearing Brief at 14-17 (distributed solar and demand-side management resources); James City County's, Save !lie James's, and JRA's Joint Post-Hearing Brief at 26 (liquified natural gas generation). 
	Demand~sJde resources, and planning concerns about such resources, are discµssed beloW. The planning concerns 
	45 

	identified by record evidence are relevant to a consideratibn ofthese resources either as a stand-alone alternative or .as part ofalternative concepts that combine demand-side resources with other resources. .
	24 
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	,,-._ .
	· most cost-effective manner. This assertion fails to appr.opriately recognize the magnitud~ of the projected reliability criteria violations made more imminent by significant generation retirem~s and operational restrictions resulting from environmental regulations. Although the Environmental Respondents cite to our recent a~roval ofa distributed solar program through which Dominion will construct or facilitate up to 30 megawatts ofdistributed solar,tli.at 30 megawatts of nameplate capacity-even ifall loca
	47 
	..:· 
	48 
	49 

	Similarly, the record does not support suggestions by James City County .that offshore 
	.---.__ 
	wirl.d or liquefied natural gas generation coul.d satisfy the"fastapproachµig reliability criteria 
	0

	violations in the North B;ampton Roads Area Because these types ofprojects. are exceptionally 
	. . complex and, in some respects, wiy represent uncharted territory for developers,so-'14e risk that 
	.. . . . . . : such-generation will be unavailable to address a :;ie.ed arisi.µg !l$ soon as 2015 is.too great to 
	. . ' : .warrant further consideration in the instant case.: .
	Based on the record, including the impen~g generation refuement,s and op.;aring
	. . . 
	• 
	· restrictions at the Yorktown and Chesapeake Power Stations, a more concrete approach to 
	See, e.g., Environmental Respondents' Posi-Hearing Brief at 14-17. 
	47 

	Appiicdtion ofVirginia ElecJric and Power Company, For appraval ofa Community Solar-Power Program and 
	48 

	far certificatio>l ofp_roposed distributed solar generation facilities pursuant to Chapter 771 ofthe 201I Virginia Acts o/Assemh/:y and§§ 56-46.1 and 56-580 D ofthe Code ofV-rrginia, Case No.PUE-2011--00117, 2012 S,C.C. Ann. Rept. 328, Order (Nov. 2£, 2012). 
	Studies were conducted in this case for the specific pUipose ofcalculating how much generation would be needed to address projected reliability violations. See, e.g., Ex. 90 at Rebuttal Schedule 4. · 
	49 

	See, e.g., Tr. 1622-27 (identifying challenges and cost associated with obtaining a perniit, constructing, and operating a liquefied natural gas import facility in a populated area like Yorktown); Tr, 1853 (descnoing the current construction cost ofoffshore wind). · 
	50 

	l 
	25 
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	addressing the needs ofelectric customers in the North Hampton Roads Area is required. To be clear, we appreciate tb.aJ: participants in this case have sought alternative solutions to addressing the_ identified system needs. However, for us to discharge in this case the responsibility delegated to us by the General Assembly, the Commission must identify those alternatives that may address identified system reliability needs and reasonably minimi z~ adverse impact on 
	'.".._. 
	scenic assets, historic districts, and the environment. 
	Although located outside of_the North Hampton Roads Area, another potential generation alternative evaluated in tins proc~eding was generation ln Brunswick County, Virginia. Toe addition of generation· in Brunswick County is not a hypothetical, as the Commission recently approved the construction qfa generation station in this location.However, the load flow 
	51 

	,_......__ results show tb.aJ:i:he generation project in Brunswick County will not address the identified . system needs ofthe North-~pton Roads Area.Therefore_the B~wick County generation station is not a reasonable alternative in tpis case. Other generation alternatives presented in this proceeding involve the potential 
	'· 
	52 

	. . . .. 
	retrofitting wi_th additional emissions control equipment or the po'tential refuelin_g, with natural 
	of generation ucits at the Yorkt;wn and Chesapeake Power Althou~h some, comparative environmental benefits can accrue .from retaining infrastructure at a location with existing operations ( and impacts), there can also be negative environmental mipacts. .Toe Environmental Respondents have, _in prior proceedings, advocat~ that units at these stations 
	..gas, 
	Stations.
	53 

	Application ofVirginia Electric and Pow"er Company, For approval and certification ofthe proposed Brunswick Coun!JI Power Station and related transmissionfacilities pursuant to§§ 56-580 D, 56-265.2, and 56-46.J ofthe Code ofVirginia, andfor approval ofa rate adjustment clause, designated Rider BW, pw-suant to § 56-585. I A 6 of the Code of Virginia, Case No. PUE-2012-00128, Doc. Con. Cent. No. 130810071, Final Order (Aug: 2, 2013). 
	51 

	Ex. 81; Tr. 1077-80 (Chiles). 
	52 

	As discussed herein, these options have b~n considered both on: astand-alone basis and in combination with other infrastructure upgrades. · 
	53 

	26 
	should be retired.The Environmental Respondents continued those efforts in the instant .proceeding: .
	54 

	The evidence in this case -which includes, but is not limited to, environmental .considerations -supports our finding that retrofitting or-refueling options cannot address 1he .identified NERc; reliability violations in a cost-effective manner.· .
	55 

	With respect to the option ofretrofitting coal-fired units at the Yorktown and Chesapeake · .Power Stations with additional environmental equipment, the Commission finds that the risks · .and costs associated with such an option are too great based on the record. Retrofitting these .
	. . . 
	units would require several very large·capital expenditures because the units would need a 
	significant amount ofadditional equipment to continue coal and oil operations and comply with 
	existing and anticipated environmental regulations. The evidence in this case indicates that 
	56 

	such capital expen~tures total many hundreds-of millions ofdollars and·could well_ exceed one . . billion dollars.Additionally, the compliai:i:ce costs evaluated-in this case do not r.eflect other . · risks attendant to coal and oil generation, such as the current uncertainty regarding future · 
	57 
	. 

	..-. 
	~ 
	.. 
	regulation ofcarbon dioxide at the federal Moreover, load :flow ~tudies analyzed iii this 
	level.
	58 

	. ... 
	ch I, i6J3 Motio; Seeking Leave To File a Noti;~ ofParticipation Out ofTime 
	54 
	Envir~nmental Respondents' Mar

	at 2. t 
	Se?, e.g., Ex. 1\0 {Kelly rebuttal); Tr. 1600-10 (Kelly); Ex. 79 (Chiles), Attached Exhibit JWC:-3 at 6-7, and .Attached :fixlu'bit JWC-5. . .
	55 

	' ' Tr. J600-06 {Kelly). As the Hearing Examiner recognized, "Mr. Kelly confirmed:that to retrofit Yorktown.Units .l and i to comply with enyironmental regulations would require the installation ofa Dry Scrubber, Baghouse, .Selective Catalytic Reduction, Water futa\ce Screens, Variable Speed Drives, and Closed Cycle Cooling." Hearing .Examiners Report at !18. · .
	6

	:Ex. 79 (Chiles),' Attached Exlu'bitJWC-3 at 6-7, and Attached Exhibit JWC-5; Ex. !10 {Kelly rebuttal) atW-23 . 
	1 

	. We recognized these risks in a recent proceeding. Application ofAppalachian Power Comparry, For apprava/ of 
	51 

	· transactions to acquire interests in the Amos andMitphell gene~ation plants and to merge with Wheeling !'ower Company, Case No. PUE-2012-00141, Doc. Con. Cent. No. 130730250, Order at 8-9 (July 31, 2013) (citing · Presidential Memorandum of June 25, 2013, Power Sector Carbon Pollution Standards, 78 Fed. Reg. 39,535 ~13». . 
	27 
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	case indicate that assuming the additional cost and risk identified herein-would only temporarily 
	. . . 
	~ 
	delay the need for system reinforcements in the North Hampton Roads Area.For these reasons, the Commission finds, based on fue record, that retrofitting Yorktown or Chesapeake . generation units is not a reasonable alternative for ensuring transmission system reliability for Dominion's customers. 
	59 

	Anotl!er option _explored in substantial depth. by Dominion and 0th.er case participants involved the repowering or refueling of generation at the Yorktown or Chesapeake Power Stations wifu natural gas. The record contains gas transportation cost data'obtained by Dominion from I!atural gas industry participants in response to requests by fue Company in 20 I0, 2011, and 2012 for such i.nformatio~ This data reveals that, similar to the retrofit option, the c.ost of extending a natural gas pipeline into the Ha
	60 

	. . 
	transmission line alternatives. This option becomes even more uneconori:4c with the capital · cost that would b~ required at the Yorktown and Chesapeake Fow;r Stations in order to ge~erate. electrj.city using natural gas fro_m.any Staff also concluded, based oh a review ofthis information and research, that "it does not appear that natural gas pipeline capacity ~uld be constructed in time to meet the fuel requirements f.or repower~d units·at Chesapeake or 
	61 
	such pipeline extension.
	62 

	. Yorktown."Accordingly, the Corrµn.ission finds that·repowering_timts at Yorktown and Chesapeake is not a reasonable alternative for ensuring transmission system reliabili~. 
	63 

	As discussed above, even without retirements at the Y6rktown and Chesapeake Power Stations, reliability violations are projected to occur beginning in 2019 in the No,;th Hampton Roads Area. See, e.g., Ex, 79 (Chiles) at 31, and Attached Exhibit JWC-3 at2-4 . • Id., AttachedExhibitJWC-3 at2-4, 8; andAttachedExluoitJWC-5. ,.--.__ Id., Attaclied Exhibit JWC-3 at 4. Id., Attached Exhibif JWC-3 at 3-4. 
	59 
	60 
	61 
	62 
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	A combination of retrofitting or repowering at the Yorktown or Chesapeake Power Stations and installing an electric transmission line alternative in this case does not yield a conclusion different from our consideration ofthese generation alternatives without 
	·transmission. A transmission line obviously does not address the natural gas pipeline constraints into the North Hampton Roads Area or environmental regulations that will not allow Dominion to continue operating the Yorktown and Chesapeake Power Stations in the same manner as in the past These significant generation limitations, as well as the cost and time associated with alternative transmission components, make the cost and risk of the combination generation and transmission alternatives excessive, :reg
	64 

	In summary, while the Commission "does not prejudge whether additional generation in. the North Hampton Roads Area .(or other concepts or projects discussed herein)_ may be reasonable ,;'.t some poii:rl in the future, the r~coi;d ~this case does not support such generation as a reasonable alternative to a transmission solution for the area's significant transmission system · needs appearing-in 2015. 
	Deman4-Side Resources 
	The Commission finds that demand-side resources, such as dem=d-side response and energy efficiency measures; were appropriately considered in this proceeding. The record supports the Hearing Examiner's conclusion that "additional-amounts·of [demand-side resources] should not .be assumed to be available to address projected NE'.R.C teliability viol~ons. "
	65 

	r 
	The PJM load forecasts incorporated in J?ominion's load flow modeling studies include tj:emand-side resources that have cleared a three-year forward cap~city auction conducted by 
	,;: 
	.~ .s;,, e.g., Ex. 87 (Nedwickrebuttal) at 13-14; Ex. 91 atRebutmlSchedule5. Hearing Examiner's Report at 150. 
	64 
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	PJM.In this case, James City County and the Environmental Respondents have asserted that 
	66 

	the Commission should allow for more projected, and unspecified, demand-side resources to be 
	considered. ~Iri contrast, Staffhas suggested that "[i]f anything, the evidence appears to support 
	7 

	relying less on such r~sources for pl~g purposes."
	68 

	The Commission declines to alter, in this case, the extent to which projected levels of demand-side resources are incorporated in the planning studies that are conducted to ensure the Commonwealth's transmission system remains reliable. As recognized by PJM, the fact that a resource clears an auction for three years into the future does not mean that such a resource will, in fact,. be available in that fu~e year.PJM's Vice President ofTransmission.Planning . testified in this proceeding that a significant p
	69 

	L.
	_.,-. 
	PJM's auctions have recently been observed "buying out" of their obligations and he expressed 
	concern that P JM may be "over-relying on demand response."Given this testimony, the 
	70 

	Commission does not find it reasonable in th.rs case to impute additional demand-side resource 
	amounts above and beyond those of the PJM fore~ts. 
	.!'<•. 
	The Commission further notes that, as ·staffrecognizes, the record in this case "indicates 
	. . . 
	that a very signifi.98Ilt -ifnot extraordinary-amount ofdemand-side response would be . 
	required:in the North Hampton Roads area to avoid construction" of eitE.er a 500 kV transmission 
	project or a 230 kV transmission project combined with additional generation. For example, 
	71 

	"See., e.g., Ex: 92 (Herling rebuttal) at 11-12. 
	See, e.g., Ex. 68 (Whittier) at 6, 13-15; Environmental Respondents' Post-Hearing Brief at 15-17 .. ." Staff's Post-Hearing Brief at 23 (emphasis omitted). .See, e.g., Ex. 92 (Herling rebuttal) at 14-15. ,, .
	67 
	69 

	·........._ 10 Id. .
	Staff's Post-Hearing Brief at 22-23. · 
	71 
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	Staff indicates that, to address projected 2015 NERC reliability violations, "the demand-side 
	equivalent of 620 [megawatts] needed for a 'stand-alone' generation option would be required in the North Hampton R2!ids load area, which has--only approximately 2,000 [megawatts] ofpeak demand."
	72 

	However, the Commission fmds PJM's testimony that planning studies may be over-relying on d~mand response raises concerns that warrant further evaluation in future transmission and generation certificate proceedings. Accordingly, Dominion is hen~,by directed to provide, in:future transmission and generation certificate applications, m<?:i:e detailed analysis ofdemand-side resources incorporated in the Company's planning studies used in support of such applications. 
	73 

	230 kV Transmission Alternatives· 
	In addition to alternatives that included generation or demand-side resources, as 
	discussed above, several transmi~sion alternati".:es were presented in this proceeding . . . Dominion's existing 500 kV system stops at the doorstep ofthe North Hampton Roads Area, 
	witl:i the closest lines at that voltage running from the Chickahominy Substation and Septa ' 
	. 

	Substations t~ the Suny Nucl~ P;wer Station. Presently, a numbet of23o' kV and 115 kV 
	74 

	lines transmit power into and within the };l"orth Hampton Roads Area.As such, it is Iogicai that 
	75 

	many ofthe transmission alternatives evaluated in this proceeding are potential additions to 
	Dominion's existing 230 kV transmission system. 
	Id. at 22. See, e.g., Ex. 87 (Nedwickrebutta!) at 11-12, Rebuttal Scheduje 3. . To the extent known by the Company, such information should include, for example, the locations and providers ofdemand-side resources included in the relevant planning, studies. ,-._ Ex. 23 (Application), Attached Appendix at 6, 117-. 
	11 
	73 
	74 

	,s Id. 
	31 
	James City County and Save the James have characterized a 500 kV transmission line as 
	. . 
	a "larger, m9re luxurious opfo;m [that] may need to be foregone in favor of a smaller, more economic:al product."But this does not descri~e the _choice before us. Based on the record, we 
	76 

	' 
	. 
	find that 230 kV options would not ensure system reliability in the North Hampton Roads Area and that most, ifnot all, 230 kV options would actually cost more than the Proposed Project. 
	Case participants had the ability not .only to evaluate the results ofDominion's load flow s models to assess the effectiveness ofsuch projects in addressing projected.NERC reliability violations. Our Staff.first tested 230 kV options with the initial load flow models that Dominion used in support ofits Applica:tion, and Staff filed its results inthe pre-filed testimony ofits engineering consultant.
	modeling, but also to add different types ofprojects to DominioJ,1
	1
	77 

	,,"_,___, 
	Subsequently, the Hearing Examiner.directed Dominion to conduct aud file many addition?]. and updated load flow models to test, among other things, 230 kV options.The Hearing Examiner 
	78 

	. . 
	directed these further studies after r~eiving inp~t from Dominion, Staff; Jarries City County, and 
	other case participants that then had the_ opportunity to evaluate the studies. Finally, James · 
	79 

	City County conducted.additional 230 kV analyses using the updated, supplemental load flow 
	models directed by th~ Hearing Exami~er. Below we discuss, in tum, underground·and 
	80 

	overhead 230 kV options for the North Hampton Roads Area. 
	James City County's and Save the James's Joint Comments on Hearing Examiner's Report at 21. 
	76 

	.. 
	See, e.g .. _Ex. 79 (Chiles) at23-26, AttachedExluoitJWC-2 at 3-6, 10-14. 
	77 

	See, e.g., Hearing Examiner's Report at 7-8, 103-109. 
	78 

	Shortly after Staff's testimony was filed, Dominion and Staff filed a motion to extend the procedural schedule for' 
	79 

	the ptUpose of conducting further studies and, in doing so, proposed a number of studies. After holding a prehearing 
	conference, the Hearing Examiner directed that specific studies be conducted, inciuding a study ofan alternative 
	_,-_ identified by James City County witness Whittier, Hearing Examiner's Report at 7-8. 
	Tr. 901-1014 (Whittier). 
	80 
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	a. 230 kVTransmission Underground Alternatives 
	The feasibility ofundergrouncling, in whole or in part, a transmission line crossing the James River was the focus ofmuch evidence in this case. Compared to overhead altema:tives, underground transmission lines require much different construction .and materials, which result in different construction durations and costs. Additionally, the design and capability ofa line depend on whether it is overhead or undergrom.J'.d. For.example, engineering evidence in this case indicates that undergrouncling a 500.kV t
	81 

	It is also important to understand that, when copJ.paring transmission lines with different 
	. voltages (such as 500 kV and 230 kV), the difference in their voltages is not directly proportional to the differe!lCe in their capacities, measured in megavolt amperes ("MVA"), for delivering power. For example, ihe record in this ·case shows that the single-circuit 500 kV Suny-Skiffes Creek Line would provide approximately 4,300 MVA of capacity into the North Hampton Roads 
	· Area while. an underground single-circuit 23 0 kV line j:ha!Dominion recently placed into service · provides only 600 MVA of capacity.
	82 

	Compared to an overhead tra:i:lsrajssion :tine, an underground line·can1essen or eliminate certain enviromnental irnpa~ts, including many viswil impactsand impacts associated with ·s~curing a transrission tower kto the groim.d or a river bed.Replacing the overh~ad 500 kV 
	83 
	84 

	The record identifies only one location in th~ Unjted States where 500 kV lines have been conslrncted underground. Those lines, which are short interconnections between generation at the Grand Coulee Dam and an adjacent switchyard, are in the process ofbeing replaced with overhead lines due to reliability concerns. See, e.g., Ex'. 93 {Allen rebuttal) at 16, Rebuttal Schedule 3; Ex. 23 (Application), Attached Appendix at 58. 
	81 

	'See, e.g., Ex. 79 (Chlles) at 24; Ex. 33 (Allen direct) at3-4; Ex. 102 (Thomassen rebuttal) at 13-15, Rebuttal Schedule 8. · 
	2 

	•..-.,,_ See, e.g., Ex. 83 (lv.t:cCoy), Attached Exluoit WDM-1 at 19-21. See, e.g., Ex. 93 (Alien rebuttal) at }5. 
	83 
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	,,-.,. 
	Surry-Ski:ffes Creek Line with an underground transmission tine would; for example, lower t4e scenic impact on Carter's Grove; Kingsmi11; the Captain John Smith National Historic Water Trail; Black's Point; parts of the Colonial Parkway; and other viewpoints on or around this 
	-portion of the James River. However, as discussed further in our evaluatio_n of 500 kV alternatives here;in, the Commission agrees with the findings and conclusions ofthe Hearing 
	, 0 . 
	Examiner that the Proposed Project, with an overhead 500· kV crossing ofthe James River: 
	(1) will have little visual impact on the Colonial,Parkway or Jamestown Island; (2) wiI1 have 
	. . greater visual impacts on sites such as Carter's Grove and Kingsmill; and (3) will not alter the current nature ofthe Jai;i;_es River in the relevant area.Accordingly, while the Commission does· not find that the environmentai impact of extending an overhead 500 kV transmission line ~: from the Surry Switching S\8-tion to tlie industrial BASF.property is as great as some ofthe participants contend mthis ~, all identified impacts have been considered and weighed. The Commission also recognizes, however, 
	85 
	86 

	,,. in a riverbed excavation of 36,000 cubic yards,Comparing overhead co.~tion to underground construction therefore requires a weighing of, apiong other i:hin~s, the . environmental impacts of each. 
	87 

	"Hearing Examiner's Report at 134-40. See also Ex. ·102 (Thomassen rebuttal); Tr. 1678-80 (Harper); Ex. 83 (McCoy), Attached Exhibit VIDM-1 at 6-7; Tr. 1137 (McCoy). . · Ex. 93 (Allen rebuttal) at 15. 
	86 
	,.,,--.... 
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	The Commission has carefully considered the relative impacts to historic resources,_ 
	. scenic assets, and other environmental considerations presented in this case. However, the factors that mu.st be considered in this proceeding, as discussed above, are broad and are not limited only to environmental considerations. Based on the record, the Commission finds that . the impediments associated with attempting to address the identified reliability violations in the North Hampton Roads Area_by placing a transmission line underground outweigh competing environmental considerati<;>ns. The Commiss
	. 

	. pipes needed to contain underground electric ~!es, dredging large pits in the ground and the river bed to allow for un5ierground electric cables to be spliced together, and constructing 
	. 

	', . tnmsition stations where the underground cable transitions to an overhead li~e:Given the · . complexity ofthese projects, St.a:tr'not~ that ~Ost-of the ~ecent underground transmission projects cons~cted by Dorinion.have experienced delay~.
	. 
	88 
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	. . 
	Dominion testified that an underground crossing of the James River would require an estimated 48 months (single 60 months (double circuit) tc, But the load 
	circui.t).or 
	complete.
	90 

	.
	. 

	~ 
	• flow studies in this case demonstr~te significant reliability violations. occtu;ring the s~erafter Yorktown generation retires inrespons·e to enviro:q.rnental regulations that include an AP,ril 2015 deadline for compliance with the MATS Rule. Accordingly, even ifDominion successfully 
	"See, e.g., Ex. l02 (Thomassen rebuttal). .Staffs Post-Hearing Brief' at 42. .
	89 

	,.,-..., See, e.g., Ex. 93 (Allen rebuttal) at IO; Tr. 1464-65 (Allen); Dominion's Comments on the Hearing Examiner's Report at 36-37. · 
	90 

	35 
	,.,,.,...__,. 
	defers reliability violations by obtaining a limited extension ofthe MATS Rule,compliance with federal environmental regulation simply cannot be reconciled with the realities of · underground construction. Additionally, even ifan underground transmission-line could be completed in time to address the need demonstrated in this case, the Commission finds, based on the record evidence, that such options would not be effective (much less cost-effective) or otherwise satisfy the requirements of Virginia law.. 
	91 

	For example, sub_stituting a single-circuit.230 kV underground transmission line for the proposed Surry-Skiff es Creek Line is estimated to cost approximately $273 million, or ' 
	approximately $118 million more than the $155 million Proposed.ProjectHowever, the load 
	92 

	. . . . · flow modeling studies in this case show that the und~rground line component ofthis more 
	,··--
	expensive project would, upon-installation, be The Commission cannot :find that the public convenience and necessity require what the evid~nce shows could be a useless, expensive project. 
	civerfoaded.
	93 
	94 

	The perform:ance of a do:uble-circuit 230 kY lll?-derground Suny-Slaffes Creek Line wocld be better than a single· circuit because the line itselfwoi:iid no longer be ·overloa~ed upon installation. However, load fl.ow studies show that a double-circuit 23 0 kV underground·line 
	Dominion can request a one-year extension ofthis deadline from the DEQ ~d-can request a second one-year extension, in the form ofan enforcement"Administrative Order, from the Environmental Protection Agency. 
	91 

	·See, e.g., H~aringExaminer's Report at 1s,1: 
	92 se_e; e.g., Ex. 91 at Rebuttal Schedule 5; Tr. 906~07 (Whittier) (testifying that overall the Company's construction · costs are reasonable). · 
	•

	See, e.g., Tr. 1071-74 (Chiles); Ex. 90 at Rebuttal Schedule 4. 
	93 

	-Although this section of the Order discU:Sses the total .cost of projects or portions ofprojects, the record indicates that-selecting a 230 kV project or the Chlckahominy Alternative, rather than the 500 kV Proposed Project, would, under current federal regulation, increase the share of costs that PJM would assign to Virginia ratepayers. See, e.g., Hearing Examiner's Report at 152; Staff's Post-Hearing Brief at 34-36; ODEC's Post-Hearing Brief at 8. 
	94 
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	..,--..., 
	would not address projected overloads on one transmission line and one transformer.This double-circuit option, which, at $440 million, is. estimated to cost $285 million more than the Proposed Project, would still require additional infrastructure, projects (~th additional costs and impacts; to address projected reliability violations that the Proposed Project Even if a project including a double-circuit 230 kV underground line could be comP.leted in time to address upcoming NERC reliability violations, the
	95 
	addresses.
	96 

	. . . . . . would not reasonably meet the identified need. There are similar problems with the underground variation put forth by James City County that would combine a single-circuit 23 0 kV underground crossing ofthe James River ' . with a special protection schem~ ofsome unspecf:fic type, among other components ofthis _variation. This Jmies·City County underground variation is estimated by Dominion-to cost app~o~ately $146 million more than the Proposed Projectwhile James qty Co~ty estimates·. it would c
	reliabil).ty 
	97 
	98 
	9 
	100 

	"See, e.g.; Tr. 1071-74 (Chiles); :CX: 90 at Rebuttal Schecble 4. 
	Ex. 90 at Rebirttal Schedple 4; Tr. 906-07 (Whittier) (testifying that overall the Company's cons1l1lction costs are .reasonable). .97Ex.95. .
	96 

	" Tr. 922 (Whittier). .~. Tr. 937 (Whittier). .Tr. 1298, 1303 (Nedwick): .
	99 
	100 
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	.__..-....,,__ 
	<1 
	Transmission Planning testified that PJM only allows special protection schemes as a temporary 
	measure in its region and ·that o~e type ofspecial protection scheme, a system reconii.guration, 
	may no~ even be effective in the North Hampton Roads AreaBy relying on a conceptual 
	101 

	special protection scheme and underground cons~ction that is likely to extend beyond projected 
	reliability violations, the Commission finds that this more costly variation presents an 
	unreasonable :reliability risk to customers that, among other factors, outweighs the beneficial 
	considerations. Based on the evidence, the Commission finds that this alternative would not 
	reasonably meet the .reliability n~ i'dentified in this case. 
	Another James City County 230 kV underground variation relies on a device known as a phase angle regulator_("PAR"). This alternative-which estimates would cost approximately $.142 million more than the Pro~osed Projectand James City County estimates wocld cost $37 more-w~ offered without an engineering study to evaluate its performance. ·James City Cou.ntyt~ed that PARs are co=only installed and contended that a 230·kV projectwi.tJ:i: a PAR ~oul.d potentially work.Dom.inion testified that this james City Co
	Domini.on 
	102 
	m.illj.on 
	103 
	104 
	105 
	106 

	',: r: ' • 
	' Tr. 1387-88 (Herling). 
	10

	' Ex. 95. 
	02 

	"'. Ex. 69. 
	°' Tr. 987 (Whittier). 
	1

	See, e.g., Tr. 925 (Whittier); James Ci:ty County's and $ave the James's Joint Comme~ on Hearing Examiner's Report at 19-20. · · ' 
	105 

	Tr. 1300, 1346 (Nedwick) ("[f]he analysis that was done for the LS Power proposal that the ·pAR was never able to liave·a setting capable ofpreventing itself from overloai:ling and at the same time it was ca:using other devices to overload."). See also Ex. 92 (Herling rebuttal) at20 ("):'or the Yorktown Unit 2 sensitivity, the 230 kV Surry-Skiffes Creek line and PAR is not a workable solution. There is no one setting that would allow the 230 kV line to operate without resulting in Reliability Violations on 
	'°' 
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	3553 
	at best ... very problematic and potentially a detriment to reliability."The Commission finds 
	107 

	that, among other considerations, the reliability'lisk associated with this more costly underground alt=ative, which likely could not be constructed in time to address upcoming projected reliability violations and has been offered without study, outweighs the benefits associa:ted with this option. Based on the evidence, the Commission finds that this alternative would ri.ot reasonably meet the reliability need identified in this case. 
	Although Dominion has not requested that the Proposed Project or any alternative _thereof be included in the underground pilot program established by HB 1319, the Com.mission has 
	. . 
	nonetheless reviewed the criteria for p0.tential inclusion in this program: Because, as discussed above, the Proposed Project and alternatives thereof are not viable for :underground construction, 
	. . . . . 
	,-·-
	-no11e ofthe projects evaluated in this proceeding qualify for inclusion in the underground pilot program.ms 
	b. 230 kVTransmission Overhead Alternatives 
	James City County proposed two overhead 230 kV alternatives tliat_include, among other components, river crossings near the James River Tower Bridge .. Such projects would shift the environment?l impacts associated ·with a'river crossing do-wmiver from where the Pr0_posed ·Project is propos~d to cross. ·substlntially different areas would be impacted by silch projects.'. 
	Toe first such alternative, identified MAlternative C, was proposed in prefiled testimony. This alternative was ultimately abandoned byJames City Count}'. after modeling studies 
	Tr. 1346-47 (Nedwick). See also Ex. 92 (Herling rebuttal) at 20 ("Operationally, the 130 kV Surry--Skiffes Creek line and PAR, whether underground or overhead, is a challenging solution ...• "). 
	107 

	."i. 
	" We therefore need not reach issl!es concerning the pilot program's other statutory criteria, in.cludmg the cost 
	1

	criteria which Dominion asserts the underground alternatives also fail. See, e.g., Ex. 93 (Allen rebuttal) at 19-20; 
	Tr. 1454-55 (Allen). 
	39 
	39 
	indicated that it would not. work electrically. The record supports this conclusion and 
	109 


	therefore Alternative C warrants no further consideration in this proceeding. no 
	The second proposed alternative with a downriver, overhead crossing of the James River was offered through oral testimony as a variation to the abandoned Altematiye C C'Variation to Alternative C"). The-primary components of Variation to Alternative C include a new transformer, rebuilding an existing transmission line, and constructing a new 230 kV transmission line between Dominion's existing Chuckatucklll and Whealton substations, which would require an overhead crossing of the James River.James City Coun
	112 
	113
	4 

	In proposing Variation to Alternative C as an overhead project, James City County
	' . acknowledged tha:t a portion of a new Chuckatuck to Whealton line might need to be undergrounded ifthe existing right-of-way is constrained.!15 Th.e evidence in this case Cori.firms ·this is. a very cons.trained right-of-way, particularly in Newport News (t.e., between the James · 
	. . . 

	. ' . River (Uld the Whealton substation). llAs with other alternatives discussed above, this project 
	6 

	presents \1I]reasonable rel~abilrty risks. Even if it could be constructed in a tin;i.ely and safe. 
	' ' Tr. 939 (Whittier). · 
	0

	uo See, e.g., Ex. 90. 
	The Chuckatuck substation is Io;,,,ted in ):sle of Wight County. Ex.·119; Tr. 1681 (Harper). 
	111 

	Ex. 71. 
	112 

	"' Tr. 941-45 (Whittier). 
	Tr. 1303-04 (Nedwick) . 
	114 

	•~. See, e.g.; Tr. 995 (Whittier). Tr. 1680-85 (Harper); Ex. 119. 
	115 
	116 

	40 
	,. 
	fashion'. Variation to Alternative C would leave unadilressed certain projected reliability violations. Additionally, the underground construction required in a populated area of Newport News for thi~ alternative makes it highly unlikely that such a complex project could be constructed in time to address projected reliability violations. The Commission also recognizes that underground construction would cost ratepayers more.
	117 

	The significant reliability risk associated with Variation to Alternative C is comparable to many ofthe 230 kV alternatives with underground crossings ofthe James River. Although James City-County estimates the cost ofVariation to Alternative Cto be closer to the Proposed· Project than those other alternatives, so too are the enviro~enta! impacts. This is because
	. . . . . . 
	Variation to Alternative C involves, among other fuings, both an overhead crossing of the James River and a lengthy underground construction project The Commission finds that, among other considerations, the significant reli;bility risks associated with Variation to Alternative C and the costs associated therewith outweigh the· 
	' .' ' 
	benefits from c.ons~cting this alternative instead of the Proposed Project Based on the 
	evidence, the Commission finds that this alternative would not r_easonably meet the reliabiiity 
	need identified in this case. 
	In comments on the_Heapng Examiner's Report, James City County and Save the James 
	indicated that t;b:at'James City CoUJ+ty "was able to resolve· many, but not all, NER.C violation 
	[sic]" with its variations, and,that those variations "wouid work" with "mor~ time and effort."us 
	Such an assertion fails to appropriately recognize the considerable volume, quality, and weight 
	Ex. 96. These estimates do not include any costs associated with addressing remaining reliability violations or operational problems' resulting from Variation to J\.lternative C. · 
	117 

	,,,..-....... · .m James City County's and Savetbe James's Joint Coinments on Hearing Examiner's Report at 19-20. James City County indicates tha! Dominion notified it of the Chickahominy Alternative Project and the Proposed Project in January and March of 2012, respectively. Id. 1l! 28; Ex.. 50 (Reidenbach) at 13. 
	Figure
	.,.,~-
	of the engineering analysis of alternative projects included in the record. Indeed, the Hearing 
	Examiner even directed Dominion to conduct and file load flow modeling analysis of a James 
	City County vari~tion, Iwhich the County ultimately abandoned.Additionally, the. 
	19 
	120 

	Co=ission concludes, based on the record, that maintaining 1:eliability o_fthe grid used to 
	support electric service in the North Hampton Roads Area and complying with federal 
	1 
	environmental regulations do not allow more time for studying hypothetical options. Significant 
	projected reliability violations resulting from knbwn environmental regulations require 
	construction to co=ence as soon as possible. 
	Dominion's Application also identifies double-circuit overhead 230 kV variations ofthe 
	Proposed Project and the Chickahominy Altemative Project. More spec:tfi:cally, the Application 
	identifies, as one alternative, CQnstruction of the Proposed Project with a double-circuit 23 0 kV· 
	. . . (instead of single-circuit 5 00 kV) Surry-Skiffes Creek Line and, as asecond alternative, construction ofthe Chickah~miny Alternative Project with a double-circuit 230 k:V.(m:stead of single-circuit 500 kV) Chickahominy-Skiffes Creek Line. Although the option was approximately $23·million less ~the F'roposed Project; Dominion rejected the 230 kV fiouble-circuit Surry-Skiff es Creek Line becausl among other things, it; Cl) would not resolve 
	;:, _.-. 
	all ofthe identified NERC crit_eria violations; (2) would requife taller structures than a · single-circuit 500 .kV line; and (3) would limit potential future extensions ofDominion's . 
	1ransrnis~ion system to the south of the Surry Nuclear P~wer Statio:q..Dominion rejected the 
	121 

	,' 
	double-circuit 230 kV Chickahominy-Skiffes Creek line because-it failed to address identified 
	3o, 2013 Hearing Examiner's Ruling at 2 ( directing Dominion to model James City County's 
	::::~:ti~~~";~

	120 
	··-Tr. 939 (Whittier). See, e.g., Ex. 23 (Application), Attached Appendix at 55-56. 
	121 

	42 
	reliability·criteria violations and would cost approximately $36 million more than the Proposed Project.Based on the record, the Commission fin<ls that these two alternatives, which no case participant supported, were reasonably rejected.· 
	122 

	Because the evidence demonstrates that oncon:ring reliability violations cannot be reasonably addressed by generation alternatives (alone or in combination with transmission aiternatives), demand side management alternatives, or lower voltage transmission (undergr;und or overhead), we turn next to the 500 kV Propoted Project and the 500 kV Chickahominy Alternative Project 
	500 kVTransmissionAltematives 
	Comparing the two. electrically_equivalent 500 kV projects proposed by.Doli:l.inio:n, the 
	.. 
	,.--..

	Commission agrees Vilith the Hearing Exan:riner tha:t "the [Chickahon:riny Alternative Project] has a higher cost than the Propose_d-Project and will have a grea:ter impact on scenic assets, bfatoric districts and ihe envhonment" Many public witnes_ses and case participants .,.. including Dom.inion, the Ledbetters, Lenilar, Charles City County, and Staff-introduced a considerable 
	123 

	. . . amount ofcomparative data, pictures, and afuer testimony tha:t.makes clear tlie comparative benefits ofthe Propqsed ·Project.The record does not support ~pproval ofthe Chickahon:riny . Alternative Project instead of the' Proposed Projitct. 
	124 

	' 
	Because these two projects share many common components, their relative advantages and disadvantages stem from their :use·of different 500 kV lines: the approximately &.0 mile--long Surry-Skiffes Creek Line oftb.e Proposed Project and the approximately 
	37.9 mile-long Chickahominy-Skiffes Creek Line oftb.e Chickahominy Alterna:tive·Project. The 
	See, e.g., .Ex. 23· (Application), Attached Appendix at 56-57. 
	122 

	Hearing Examiner's Report at 175. 
	123 

	12 
	.See, e.g., Ledbetters' Post-Hearing Brief; L=ar's Post-Hearing Brief at 3-8; Staff's Post-Hearin& Brief at 27-36. 
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	much shorter Surry-Skiffes Creek Line is estimated to cost approximately $58 million less twn 
	the Chickahominy-Skiffes Creek Line.
	125 

	Based on information identifying certain enviromnental impacts that the Co!Dlilission , regularly assesses as part ofour overall evaluation oftransmission project impacts, the impacts associated with the·Chickahominy Alternative Project were, almost across the board, numerically greater than for the Proposed Project.For example, the Surry-Skiff es Creek Line ofthe Prnposed Project passes within 500 feet ofapproximateiy 160 residences, while the Chickahominy-Ski:ffes Creek Line _counts 1,129 residences withi
	126 
	127 

	The difference between the overall envi;bmnental impaqts of these two projects only grows when one looks beyond the numbers for the few impacts that appear to weigh in favor of 
	,_ .the Chickahominy Alternative_ Project. For exampje, variations ofthe J,mies River crossing of the Proposed Project would involve a longer crossing of surface waters than the Chiokahominy River.crossing for the Chiokahominy.Altei:native Project. Looking_only at this statistic;one 
	. . . 
	might ·conclude that a Jame~ Riyer crossing would be more visually impacting than the 
	Chickahominy River ~rossing. One might further conclude-that, since both lines would cross the 
	Captain John Smith National· Historic Water Trail, the.longer ~rossing of the James River would: 
	be. a greater impact to a historic resource than the shorte~ crossing ofthe Chiokahominy. But 
	persuasive evidence supports a.contrary·:finding. Namely, one ofthe experts retained by Staff' 
	_highlighted (and other evidence supported) a ~kdifference between impacts already existing 
	on the relevant portions of the James River but ~bsent from those portions of the Chickahominy 
	River. Staff testified that "there really is no comparison" between the two crossings becaus~ the 
	See, e.g., Bx. 116·(Swanson rebuttal) at Rebuttal Sche<lnle i. 
	125 

	"'See, e.g., Hearing Examiner's Report at 142; Ex. 23; Ex. 29; Tr. 499 (Lake); Ex. 50 (Reidenbach) at 13-16. 
	m Id.; Ex. 83 (McCoy), Attached Exb;,liit WDM-1 at 23-24. 
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	Chickahominy route would traverse a pristine ~ea ofthe Captain John Smith National Historic Water Trail. 
	128 

	In contrast, the James River route is already heavily impacted by more modern developments. Such developments include the Surry Nuclear Power Plant, Kingsmill (including its mapna), water towers, the Ghost Fleet, and tall theme park rides -all ofwhich are visible from this portion of the James River.
	129 
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	131 

	The environmental impact ofthe Proposed Project is discussed in greater detail below in our evaluation ofthe Proposed Project under applicable law. In this regard, James City County and Save the James argue that evenif need is established, the statute requires the Proposed Project to·be denied if there is not a route that satis;fies the enviro~ental standards in the 
	----Ccide.As discussed below, however, we have found liased on the evidence in this case that tl;ie Proposed Project and the route approved herein meet the statutory environmental standards . 
	132 

	.. 
	THE PROPOSED PROJECT 
	Need· 
	The Proposed Project addresses significant :riear-term system needs in tb.e·North Hampton
	. . Roads· Area while a!sG·addressing the area~ longer-term needs. . As ·discussed above, the extensive load flow modeling results and analysis inthis case 
	. . . . 
	demonstrate·a significant system need projected to arise as early as_ 2015 and that the Proposed 
	,,. Tr. l !60-61 (McCoy).· See also Ex. 63 (Street) at 9-11; Ex. 21 (Ledbetter). .l29 See, e.g., Tr. 835-41 (Street}. ,. .The Ghost Fleet is "a collection of retired naval vessels that are temporarily anchored offshore from Fort Eustis." .
	130 

	Ex. 37 (Harper direct} at 14. See also Tr. 817 (Street}. .See, e.g., Tr. 1136-37 (McCoy); Ex. JOO; Ex. 118 (Harperrebuttal) at Rebuttal Schedules l, 2. .m See, e.g., James City County's and.Save the James's Joint Comments on the Hearing Examiner's Report at 10-18. .
	131 

	45 
	' . Project, unlike other potential alternatives, will a:dcwess that need. Upcorrring reliability violations have been projected under a variety ofreasonable future. scenarios that have been updated and expanded during the course ofthis case.. The evidence in this case establishes that federal environmental regulation will soon affect the operation ofgenerating facilities needed to· maintain reliable electric, service in the North Hampton Roads Area, but that the Proposed Project will complement existing in
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	. . . . 
	. and design to address the significant reliability risks in the North Hampton Roads Area, and 
	,,,,.:.-....,. 
	ensure the continued delivery of critically needed electric service to the hundreds ofthousands of people in this region of Virginia. The evidence,1emonstrattcs that the public-oonvenience and · · necessity require all components ofthe Proposed Project-including the 500 kV Surry-Skifft;s 
	. . . . 
	Cr~~k Line, the 23 0 kV Skiffes Creek-Whealton Line, and the Skiffes Creek Switching Station, 
	. . ;,vruch is a critical part ofboth these lines -to ·eD.Sl.l!e reliability__in the Commonwealth. 
	. . 
	Because -the· Proposed Project is needed to address significant near-term reliability violations, our approval herein j.s based significantly on that urgent need. In addition to this urgent need, the C?Illlllission finds that the Proposed Project"addresses longer-term system needs fundamental to ensuring reliability further into the future. Namely, the Proposed Project · addresses reliability violations projected as 2019 due solely to oontinued load growth in the North Hampton Roads Area (i.e., without co~i
	early.as 

	which has been.accepted by this Commission for many years and in many cases, as well as by the Federal Energy .Regulatory Com.mission and NERC. Hearing Examiner's Report at 129-31. .James City County's and Save the James's Joint Comments on the Hearing Examiner's Report at 21. .
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	Furthermore, the Commission agrees with the Hearing Examiner that an additional benefit ofthe Proposed Project is that it lowers the possibility~"that this or nearby areas will be ·impacted by the need for additional transmission or generation."
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	Scenic Assets, Historic Districts and Resources,·and the Errvironment 
	The Commission recognizes the environmental impact that the Proposed Project will have on the Counties ofJames City, Surry, and York and the Cities ofNewport News and Hampton. However, the Commission finds, based on:the record, that the routes chosen for the Sµrry-Skiffes Creek Line and the Slqffes Creek-Whealton Line, and the use of an existing transmission corridor for the Skiffos Creek Switching Station, reasonably minimize adverse in;J.pact on the scenic assets, historic districts and resources, and env
	,,. 
	The Proposed Proj ect's·.more significant impacts to scenic·assets, historic districts and resources, and the environment are associated with the 500 kV Surry-Skiffes Creek Line and
	. specifically the portion ofthe line that crosses the James River. The Proposed Pro}ect will require· the inst?]lation of towers and Jines across the James River, but will do so in a part ofthe Jarnes River where the Commission finds that impacts to scenic assets, historic districts and resources, and the environment will be reasonable;. The 3,000 mile-long Captain John Smith National Historic Trail, which includes the Jarnes River, possesses areas that are significantly developed.As previously noted, visi
	. 
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	.•-Hearing Ex=iner's Report at J-57. "'Tr.°831-32 (Str~et). 
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